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MEMORANDUM 
The work described i n t h i s t h e s i s was c a r r i e d out i n the 
U n i v e r s i t y of Durham between October I965 and July I968. I t has not 
been submitted f o r any other degree and i s the o r i g i n a l work of the 
author except where acloiowledged by reference. 
Some of the work described i n t h i s t h e s i s has been the subject 
of the f o l l o w i n g p u b l i c a t i o n s : 
Azomethine D e r i v a t i v e s . Part I I . Reactions between Diphenyl-
ketimine and Trimethylaluminium, Triethylaluminium and Triphenyl-
aluminium. By K. Wade and B.K. Wyatt. J. Chem. S o c , (A), 
1339, (1967). 
Azomethine D e r i v a t i v e s . Part I I I . Reactions between Diphenyl-
ketimine and Tr i m e t h y l g a l l i u m , T r i e t h y l g a l l i u m and Triphenylgallium. 
By J.R. Jennings, I . P a t t i s o n , K. Wade and B.K. Wyatt. J. Chem. 
S o c , (A), 1608, (1967). 
Azomethine D e r i v a t i v e s . Part V. Reactions between Organolithium 
Compounds and Diphenylketiraine, Some Cyanides, and N,N,N',N'-Tetra-
methylguanidine. By I . P a t t i s o n , K. Wade and B.K. Wyatt. 
J. Chem. S o c , (A) , 838, (1968). 
( i i i ) 
This t h e s i s describes the preparation of some azomethine 
d e r i v a t i v e s of aluminium, g a l l i u m and b e r y l l i u m , together v/ith attempts 
t o prepare r e l a t e d d e r i v a t i v e s of l i t h i u m , and discusses the s t r u c t u r a l 
i m p l i c a t i o n s of t h e i r i n f r a r e d , proton magnetic resonance and mass 
spectra. As a background t o t h i s work, some aspects of the 
co - o r d i n a t i o n chemistry and reac t i o n s of organoaluminium compounds are 
o u t l i n e d i n an i n t r o d u c t o r y chapter. 
Diphenylketimine reacts w i t h t r i m e t h y 1 - , t r i e t h y 1 - and t r i p h e n y l -
aluminium, and t r i p h e n y l g a l l i u m , forming 1:1 adducts, Ph2C:NH.MRj, 
which e l i m i n a t e hydrocarbon RH, on heating, forming diphenylketimino 
d e r i v a t i v e s CPh^CiNMR^)^, N,N,N',N'-tetramethylguanidine w i t h 
trimethylalurainium gives a s i m i l a r adduct (Me2N)2C:NH.AlMe^, which 
loses methane above 100°, producing [(Me2N)2C:NAlMe2]^. 
With n i t r i l e s of general formula RCH2CN, organolithium compounds 
R'Li evolves, alkane R'H, l e a v i n g polymeric products which could not be 
f u l l y c haracterised. N,N-dimethylcyanamide Me2NCN reacted s i m i l a r l y 
a t h i g h temperatures w i t h trimethylaluminium. Azomethine d e r i v a t i v e s 
(Me2NCH:NAlR2)2 were however obtained by r e a c t i o n of Me2NCN w i t h 
t r i e t h y l a l u m i n i u m and dialkylaluminium hydrides. 
Diphenylketiminoalurainium h a l i d e s (Ph2C:NAlX2)2 [X = CI, Br] were 
prepared by r e a c t i o n of equimolar proportions of aluminium halide and 
( i v ) 
d i p h e n y l l c e t i m i n o l i t h i u m . The compounds (Ph_C:N)^Al and [(R^C:N)^Bel 
c y 2 2 n 
[R = Ph, p - t o l y l ] were obtained by r e a c t i o n of 1 mole of metal 
c h l o r i d e w i t h , r e s p e c t i v e l y , 3 moles and 2 moles of N - l i t h i o k e t i m i n e . 
A s i m i l a r r e a c t i o n between the same metal chl o r i d e s and N- t r i m e t h y l -
s i l y l d i p h e n y l k e t i m i n e , Ph2C:NSiMe^, r e s u l t e d i n the displacement of 
only one g.atom of c h l o r i n e per mole of c h l o r i d e , and the formation of 
the h a l o - d e r i v a t i v e s , (Ph2C:NAlCl2)2» and (Ph2C:NBeCl)2. 
INTRODUCTION 
1, I n t r o d u c t i o n 
This t h e s i s describes the re a c t i o n s of organo-, hydrido-, 
and h a l o - d e r i v a t i v e s of aluminium w i t h c e r t a i n unsaturated carbon-
n i t r o g e n systems, and the p r o p e r t i e s of the azomethine d e r i v a t i v e s , 
(R2C:N)^A1R'^^, r e s u l t i n g from these r e a c t i o n s . Some s i m i l a r 
d e r i v a t i v e s of l i t h i u m and b e r y l l i u m are also reported. A background 
t o t h i s work i s provided by the f o l l o v d n g survey of the co-ordination 
chemistry of aluminium compounds R^AIX^ ^, (R = a l k y l , a r y l ; X = H, 
halogen; n = 0, 1, 2, 3 ) . Their s t r u c t u r e s , i n t e r a c t i o n vri.th 
Lewis bases and pro t o n i c acids, and t h e i r i n s e r t i o n reactions w i t h 
unsaturated species are discussed, but anionic co-ordination complexes 
are not covered. Comprehensive reviews of organoaluminium chemistry were 
1 2 '5 published i n I96O, 1963» and I965. S i m i l a r aspects of the 
chemistry of l i t h i u m and b e r y l l i u m are covered l a t e r when the 
azomethine d e r i v a t i v e s of these elements are discussed. 
2. General Aspects 
The e l e c t r o n i c c o n f i g u r a t i o n of the groimd s t a t e of aluminium 
i s such t h a t there are three e l e c t r o n s i n the outer (m) s h e l l , 
(3s 1 3 p ) i le a v i n g two atomic o r b i t a l s unoccupied. Compounds of 
t r i v a l e n t aluminium, AIX^, are therefore c o - o r d i n a t i v e l y unsaturated, 
and only r a r e l y e x i s t as monomers. Aluminium normally acheives 
a c o - o r d i n a t i o n number of f o u r by the formation of associated species 
m 
^•u-- 60iENflE 
11 oam 
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i n v o l v i n g Al-X-Al bridges. When the bridge atom X has a lone p a i r 
of e l e c t r o n s a v a i l a b l e f o r i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h the vacant atomic o r b i t a l , 
aluminium can adopt the i n e r t gas e l e c t r o n i c c o n f i g u r a t i o n , forming 
f o u r sp-^ h y b r i d o r b i t a l s . The r e s u l t a n t approximately t e t r a h e d r a l 
if 
Eirrangement about the metal atom i s t y p i f i e d i n the dimeric h a l i d e s . 
Most of the organoderivatives of aluminium are s i m i l a r l y dimeric,^'^ 
X 
\ . / X = C l , Br, I 
X 
a f f o r d i n g a f o u r co-ordinate environment f o r the metal atom. The 
7 8 9 c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e s of trimethylaluminium ' and triphenylaluminium 
r e v e a l t h a t the s t r u c t u r e s of these dimers are geometrically s i m i l s i r 
t o those of the aluminium h a l i d e s . The nature of the bridge bonds, 
however, i s r a d i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t , since there are i n s u f f i c i e n t electrons 
a v a i l a b l e t o form two covalent bonds to each b r i d g i n g group. The 
monomer u n i t s are considered t o be jo i n e d by two-electron, three-
centre Al-C-Al bonds. Organosiluminium hydrides are normally t r i m e r i c 
10 11 
r a t h e r than dimeric, ' but the bonding involves s i m i l a r Al-H-Al 
three-centre bonds. When aluminium i s bonded t o both carbon or 
hydrogen, and t o an element w i t h lone p a i r s of ele c t r o n s , b r i d g i n g i s 
i n v a r i a b l y through the e l e c t r o n r i c h atoms. Where two such ligands 
- 3 -
are present, the b r i d g i n g moiety i s t h a t w i t h the highest donor 
s t r e n g t h ^ although i n some cases, such as ethyl-ethoxyaluminium 
c h l o r i d e , dynamic e q u i l i b r i a between oligomers w i t h d i f f e r e n t b r i d g i n g 
12 13 groups can be detected. I t has r e c e n t l y been shown t h a t e l e c t r o n 
d e f i c i e n t bridges i n which n electrons may p a r t i c i p a t e i n the bonding 
are p r e f e r r e d t o systems i n which t h i s i s not possible. Thus 
phenyldimethylaluminium and p-tolyldimethylaluminiura dimerise through 
a r y l bridges, and phenylethynyl-dimethylaluminium dimerises though 
phenylethynyl bridges. 
Monomeric d e r i v a t i v e s of t r i v a l e n t aluminium are r e s t r i c t e d t o 
compounds i n which s t e r i c crowding by bulky s u b s t i t u e n t s prevents 
a s s o c i a t i o n . Tri-isopropylaluminium i s monomeric,^ as are s d l 
d e r i v a t i v e s of the t r i - i s o b u t y l (-CH^ CHRR') and t r i - n e o p e n t y l 
11 
(-CH^CRR'R") type. This i s i n marked contrast w i t h s i m i l a r compoimds 
of boron; the boron a l k y l s and h a l i d e s , dialkoxyboranes, ' ' 
and a l l known aminoboranes R^ BNR^  (R,R' f H) are monomeric. These 
d i f f e r e n c e s are explained by the a b i l i t y of boron t o p a r t i c i p a t e i n 
p^-p^ bonding w i t h the f i r s t row elements of groups V, VI and V I I . 
The monomeric nature of the t r i a l k y l b o r a n e s has been r a t i o n a l i s e d i n 
terms of a hyperconjugation e f f e c t which releases electrons i n t o the 
vacant p o r b i t a l of b o r o n . ' ' ^ The degree of association of a p a r t i c u l a r 
d e r i v a t i v e i s determined by other f a c t o r s i n a d d i t i o n t o the r e l a t i v e 
o r b i t a l energies of metal and l i g a n d , and the size of the s u b s t i t u e n t s . 
- if -
Four membered (MX)2 r i n g s which occur i n dimers, r e s u l t i n considerable 
d i s t o r t i o n of the XMX bond angle from the i d e a l t e t r a h e d r a l angle, 
and t h i s d i s t o r t i o n can be b e t t e r accommodated by l a r g e r atoms. 
Systems i n which the degree of associ a t i o n i s low have a high entropy, 
and i n the absence of other considerations, are favoured. F i n a i l l y , 
the s t a t e of a s s o c i a t i o n of a compound may w e l l r e f l e c t the nature 
of the r e a c t i o n intermediate which l e d t o i t s formation. 
I n a d d i t i o n t o i t s vacant p o r b i t a l , aluminium has r e l a t i v e l y 
accessible 3d o r b i t a l s , which may, by sp'^d or sp^d^ h y b r i d i s a t i o n , 
enable i t s c o - o r d i n a t i o n t o be increased t o f i v e or s i x (see Section 3)« 
3. Co-ordination Complexes. 
I n a d d i t i o n t o o l i g o m e r i s a t i o n , the co - o r d i n a t i o n s h e l l of 
aluminium i n compounds AIX^ can be expanded t o f o u r , or even f i v e or 
s i x by i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h Levds bases, forming donor-acceptor complexes. 
Four-co-ordinate complexes of aliuninium are approximately t e t r a h e d r a l 
( I I ) , w i t h bonding e l e c t r o n s i n f o u r sp-^ h y b r i d o r b i t a l s . Five-
L L L 
i i X X ^ i L 
^ A i ^ X — ^ A i ^ y^'C 
X ^ I ^ X t ^X X ^ l > C 
X L L 
I I I I I IV 
co-ordinate complexes have t r i g o n a l bipyramidal s t r u c t u r e s ( I I I ) , 
- 5 -
w i t h sp d h y b r i d i s e d aluminium, and six-co-ordinate adducts are 
3 2 
octahedral (IV, sp d h y b r i d i s e d aluminium). 
The f a c t o r s determining the s t a b i l i t y of an adduct towards 
d i s s o c i a t i o n i n t o i t s components axe best represented by an energy 
21 22 
cycle ' (Figure I ) . The gas phase efiergy of formation (AF ) 
5 
i(MX3)^(g) 
+ R(g) 
-(MX^) + R n 3 n 
AF 
AF 
i n standard 
s t a t e s (condensed) 
AF m 
AF 
AF. 
.m^is) + R(g) 
AF 
g 
AF, 
AF 
m^ig) + R(g) 
w i t h configurations 
s u i t a b l e f o r 
bonding. 
R.MX^  
standard s t a t e 
(condensed) 
FIGURE I . 
depends on the d i f f e r e n c e between the energy required t o d i s t o r t the 
f r e e acceptor molecule i n t o the form i t takes i n the complex (the 
r e o r g a n i s a t i o n energy, AF^), and the t o t a l energy released on formation 
- 6 -
of a d a t i v e bond (AF ) 
AF = AF^ - AF g t r 
The s t a b i l i t y of the adduct over a mixture of i t s components i n the 
condensed phase (AF) w i l l d i f f e r from AF by the di f f e r e n c e i n 
g 
energies of vapourisation of the adduct and i t s components. 
AF = AF + (AF , - AF ). 
Q V w . 
The r e o r g a n i s a t i o n energies of the boron and aluminium halides 
have been c a l c u l a t e d , and t h e i r r e l a t i v e acceptor powers c o r r e l a t e d , 
using molecular o r b i t a l theory.^^'^^ These energies are the sum 
of the energy required t o d i s t o r t a planar sp^ hyb r i d i s e d molecule 
t o form a vacant sp^ o r b i t a l (AF^), and the energy required t o break 
down oligomers i n t o monomeric u n i t s , i f the free Lev/is acid i s 
associated (AF ) . The boron halides are monomeric, and only AF, m a 
c o n t r i b u t e s t o the r e o r g a n i s a t i o n energy. The considerable TI 
character of the B-X bonds, which i s l o s t on co - o r d i n a t i o n , means t h a t 
t h i s term i s p a r t i c u l a r l y s i g n i f i c a n t . AF^ makes the greater 
c o n t r i b u t i o n t o the r e o r g a n i s a t i o n energy i n the case of the dimeric 
aluminium h a l i d e s . Despite these d i f f e r e n c e s , c a l c u l a t i o n s suggest 
t h a t r e o r g a n i s a t i o n energies i n the two cases are of the same order. 
Formation of a donor-acceptor complex r e s u l t s i n a t r a n s f e r of 
e l e c t r o n i c charge from the donor atom, which i s usu a l l y e l e c t r o n e g a t i v e , 
- 7 -
t o the acceptor atom, u s u a l l y e l e c t r o p o s i t i v e . I f the groups 
attached t o the metal are e l e c t r o n withdrawing, t h i s charge t r a n s f e r 
i s more r e a d i l y accommodated, and the dative bond energy i s high. 
Bulky groups attached t o the acceptor atom r e s u l t i n a high value 
f o r the r e o r g a n i s a t i o n energy, and prevent good overlap of donor 
and acceptor molecular o r b i t a l s , r e s u l t i n g i n a weak co-ordinate l i n k . 
Groups attached t o the donor atom s i m i l a r l y a f f e c t adduct s t a b i l i t y , 
except t h a t e l e c t r o n r e l e a s i n g s u b s t i t u e n t s r e s u l t i n strong 
i n t e r a c t i o n . 
Aluminium a l k y l s , hydrides and halides are a l l very strong 
acceptors, Trimethylamine and trimethylphosphine adducts of t r i m e t h y l -
aluminium are not measurably d i s s o c i a t e d i n the vapour phase a t 150° 
u n l i k e the corresponding boron compounds f o r which vapour phase heats 
26 27 
of d i s s o c i a t i o n have been measured. ' The acceptor strengths of 
aluminium compounds and the donor strengths of Lewis bases tov/ards them 
can o f t e n be r e l a t e d by performing displacement reactions. Dimethyl-
aluminium c h l o r i d e displaces trimethylaluminium from i t s trimethylamine 
and i t s dimethylether a d d u c t s , a n d towards these bases, i s the 
s t r o n g e r a c i d . Since Me^Al^ i s more r e a d i l y dissociated than 
Me^^Al^Cl^i i n t h i s case the dominant in f l u e n c e on adduct s t a b i l i t i e s 
i s the i n d u c t i v e e f f e c t of the c h l o r i n e atom, r a t h e r than the 
r e o r g a n i s a t i o n energy of the Lewis ac i d . An exajnple of the i n f l u e n c e 
of i n d u c t i v e e f f e c t s of s u b s t i t u e n t s on base str e n g t h i s provided by the 
- 8 -
dimethyIphosphine adduct of trimethylaluminium which, i n contrast 
w i t h the trimethylphosphine adduct, i s appreciably dissociated a t 
Trimethylamine displaces trimethylphosphine from i t s adduct 
2^ 25 23 w i t h trimethylaluminium; Me2S.AlMe^ and Me^Se.AlMe^ are 
s u f f i c i e n t l y d i s s o c i a t e d i n the vapour phase t o determine t h e i r heats 
of d i s s o c i a t i o n by gas pressure measurements, while Me2Te.AlMe^ i s 
28 
too h i g h l y d i s s o c i a t e d f o r measurements of t h i s nature. These 
r e s u l t s can be summarised i n the f o l l o w i n g order of donor strengths 
t o trimethylaluminium:-
Me^N > Me^P > Me^ O > Me^ S > Me^Se > Me^Te 
I n v e s t i g a t i o n s of the strengths of i s o s t r u c t u r a l organometallic 
29 30 
bases by measuring the extent of hydrogen bonding w i t h chloroform, 
show a s i m i l a r order, 
(Me,M),N > (Me,M)-0 > (Me^M)-S (M = S i , Ge, Sn) 
N i t r i l e s are much stronger donors t o aluminium than are a l k y l 
h a l i d e s . A c e t o n i t r i l e forms an adduct w i t h trimethylaluminium which, 
on h e a t i n g , rearranges without evidence of d i s s o c i a t i o n , while 
methyl c h l o r i d e co-ordinates only w i t h aluminium c h l o r i d e , and not w i t h 
32 31 trimethylaluminium, the weaker acceptor. Both a c e t o n i t r i l e and 
b e n z o n i t r i l e ^ ^ displace d i e t h y l ether from i t s adduct w i t h t r i p h e n y l -
- 9 -
aluminium i n b o i l i n g benzene. Mole has shown t h a t Ph^A1.0Et2 and 
Ph^Al.NCPh are i n e q u i l i b r i u m i n deuteriochloroform s o l u t i o n , s o 
these observations may r e f l e c t the r e l a t i v e v o l a t i l i t i e s of the 
donors, r a t h e r than t h e i r base strengths. 
I f an organoaluminium compound has bridge bonds of s i m i l a r 
s t r e n g t h t o the co-ordinate bond of i t s adduct w i t h a p a r t i c u l a r 
donor, t h a t adduct can c o - e x i s t i n e q u i l i b r i u m w i t h f r e e Lewis base 
and associated aluminium compound. Examples of t h i s are the etherates 
of alkylaluminium hydrides,"^^'^^ and d i a l k y l a l k e n y l and d i a l k y l a l k y n y l 
37 
d e r i v a t i v e s of aluminium. Alkoxy bridges are so strong t h a t 
a l k y l a l k o x y d e r i v a t i v e s of aluminium do not form co-ordinate complexes 
w i t h ethers or amines, and diethylaluminium f l u o r i d e , v/hich i s 
t e t r a m e r i c , has weaker acceptor p r o p e r t i e s than the other dimeric 
39 
diethylaluminium h a l i d e s . 
Other c r i t e r i a than the displacement of one species from an 
adduct by another have been used t o c o r r e l a t e the r e l a t i v e strengths 
of Lewis acids. Kuhn and Mclntyre compared the chemical s h i f t s of 
the methyl protons of dimethylformamide on c o - o r d i n a t i o n t o the 
40 
h a l i d e s of groups I I , I I I and IV. Their r e s u l t s agree very c l o s e l y 
w i t h s i m i l a r data obtained from the s h i f t i n the carbonyl s t r e t c h i n g 
frequency of xanthane, and e t h y l acetate, on co-ordination. These 
r e s u l t s together give the f o l l o w i n g order of acceptor strengths f o r 
- 10 -
group I I I h a l i d e s : -
BF^ < A l C l ^ < AlBr^ < BCl^ < BBr^ 
Coyle and. Stone have used d i f f e r e n c e s i n chemical s h i f t values 
between f r e e and co-ordinated base as a measure of r e l a t i v e donor 
hi) 
s t r e n g t h s . Their r e s u l t s suggest t h a t t h i s c r i t e r i o n i s not 
always successful i n p r e d i c t i n g the s t a b i l i t i e s of a d d i t i o n compounds. 
A more recent spectroscopic study of a d d i t i o n compounds of aluminium 
h a l i d e s w i t h ethers and organic sulphides suggests t h a t aluminium 
bromide i s a stronger acceptor than aluminium c h l o r i d e . 
C a l o r i m e t r i c measurement of the d i s s o c i a t i o n of these adducts i n the 
condensed phase supports the spectroscopic r e s u l t s , but c o r r e c t i o n of 
the therraochemical data t o the gas phase using a Born-Haber cycle 
suggests t h a t there i s l i t t l e d i f f e r e n c e i n the r e l a t i v e acceptor 
st r e n g t h s i n complexes w i t h ethers, and t h a t w i t h organic sixlphides 
aluminium c h l o r i d e i s the stronger acceptor. S i m i l a r c a l c u l a t i o n s of 
gas phase heats of d i s s o c i a t i o n of p y r i d i n e and trimethylamine adducts 
of aluminium h a l i d e s confirm t h a t the acceptor powers of the t r i c h l o r i d e 
21 US 
and t r i b r o m i d e are comparable, and greater than t h a t of the t r i - i o d i d e . ' 
The s h i f t t o higher values of the n i t r i l e s t r e t c h i n g frequency 
on c o - o r d i n a t i o n has also been regarded as a measure of the acceptor 
"^1 3^ hi ^9 
power of the Lewis a c i d . ' C I T » ^ ^ order of r e l a t i v e acceptor 
power of some organoaluminium compoimds towards n i t r i l e s . 
- 11 -
Ph^Al < E t ^ A l < Me^Al < Me^AlCl < BCl^ 
31 33 
has been t e n t a t i v e l y suggested. ' B e a t t i e and Gilson, however, 
p o i n t out the hazards of using small s h i f t s i n s t r e t c h i n g frequencies 
as a c r i t e r i o n of acceptor strength.^'^ 
Many aluminium compounds form complexes i n v/hich the r a t i o of 
donor t o acceptor i s greater than 1:1. Although adducts of aluminium 
hydride i n which aluminium i s f i v e - c o - o r d i n a t e are w e l l characterised, 
s i m i l a r complexes of organoaluminium compounds or aluminium halides 
are comparatively r a r e . Diethylaluminium c h l o r i d e forms a 1:2 
a d d i t i o n compound w i t h ammonia, which behaves i n l i q u i d simmonia as a 
c a t i o n i c a d d i t i o n compound, [Et2Al(M^)2]'^Cl~ i n v o l v i n g f o u r -
51 
co-ordinate aluminium. Et^A1.2NH^ was also detected i n a pressure-
composition study, and f i v e - c o - o r d i n a t e aluminium i s possible i n t h i s 
compound. 2 , 2 ' - b i p y r i d y l and 1,10-phenanthroline give 1:1 complexes 
w i t h trimethylaluminium which do not react f u r t h e r w i t h excess 
aluminium a l k y l . A f i v e - c o - o r d i n a t e s t r u c t u r e V has been proposed 
f o r these c o m p o u n d s . S i m i l a r s t r u c t u r e s VI have been proposed f o r 
^^2 E = -N=N-
Me-Al Me-Al^ R -(CH,) l \ 
Me NMe, 
V VI 
'2'n 
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the 1:1 complexes of trimethylaluminiura w i t h some diamine compounds, 
on the basis t h a t only one peak assignable t o the N-methyl protons 
was observed i n the N.M.R. spectrum.^"^'^^ More recent r e s u l t s 
suggest t h a t a four-co-ordinate s t r u c t u r e i s probable, w i t h r a p i d 
exchange of amino groups under the conditions t h a t the spectra were 
recorded. 
Phosphorus t r i - i o d i d e forms a 2:1 adduct v/ith aluminium t r i - i o d i d e , 
f o r which a t r i g o n a l bipyramidal s t r u c t u r e i n v o l v i n g sp'^d hybridised 
f i v e - c o - o r d i n a t e aluminium has been p r o p o s e d . M o r e r e c e n t l y , 
57 
spectroscopic evidence has been published, which suggests a s i m i l a r 
s t r u c t u r e f o r AlC1^.2NMe^. 
Examples of f i v e - c o - o r d i n a t e aluminium i n adducts of aluminium 
hydride are much b e t t e r characterised. Me^N.AlH^ i s p a r t i a l l y 58 59 5 associated i n benzene s o l u t i o n ' and s t r u c t u r e V I I w i t h sp sfd 
h y b r i d i s e d aluminium^° i s suggested. The 2:1 adduct of trimethylamine 
H ^  H ^NMe^ 
H — A l . ^ A l — H 
Me,N^ H '3 
V I I 
w i t h aluminium hydride has been shown t o have a t r i g o n a l bipyramidal 
s t r u c t u r e V I I I , ' and aluminium i s i n a penta-co-ordinate environment 
i n c r y s t a l s of the adduct of N,N,N',N'-tetramethylenediamine w i t h 
- 13 -
Young and E h r l i c h i s o l a t e d a s i m i l a r adduct w i t h aluminium hydride. 
N,N,N',N'-tetramethylpropanediamine i n three forms; a monomer, 
presumably w i t h s t r u c t u r e IX, a dimer, having probably s t r u c t u r e X, 
and a polymer, which may w e l l resemble the TMED adduct. 
NMe. 
H 
H-Al 
-1^  
NMe. 
H 
H 
H - A l ^ ^ (CH^)^ 
N, Me, 
H 
H-Al / 
Me-
H 
N-(CH ) -N 
Me2 ^ Me2 
.Al-H 
H 
V I I I IX 
Aluminium compounds co n t a i n i n g m u l t i p l e bonds o f f e r the p o s s i b i l i t y 
of i n t e r a c t i o n between the metal and the n e l e c t r o n s . The s t a b i l i t y 
of aluminiiim-alkenyl and - a l k y n y l bridges has already been remarked 
upon (see page 3 ) but t h i s i s l i k e l y to be due t o d e l o c a l i s a t i o n 
e f f e c t s r a t h e r than t o d i r e c t i n t e r a c t i o n . Vapour pressure-composition 
phase s t u d i e s ^ ^ ' ^ ^ and molecular weight determinations^'' on aluminium 
bromide-aromatic systems have confirmed the existence of 2:1 adducts 
between aluminium bromide and benzene, toluene, o-, m- and p-xylene, 
and mesitylene, and 1:1 adducts between aliaminium bromide and m-xylene 
and mesitylene. These are presumed t o have s t r u c t u r e s XI aind X I I , 
- lif -
* AlBr. 
X I X I I 
h e l d together by an e l e c t r o n donor-acceptor i n t e r a c t i o n between the 
aromatic n electrons and aluminium. Eley, as a r e s u l t of an X-ray 
s t r u c t u r e determination on a c r y s t a l of C^Hg.Al^Br^ had previously 
suggested t h a t the s t r u c t u r e i s an i n f i n i t e l a t t i c e X I I I , held 
68 
together by van der Waal's for c e s . Recently, spectroscopic evidence 
f o r an i n t r a m o l e c u l a r aluminium-olefinic n e l e c t r o n i n t e r a c t i o n has 
been p u b l i s h e d . A s e r i e s of compounds Bu^2^(CH2)^CH:CHR 
(n = 5,5,6; R = H, Me) were synthesised from di-isobutylaluminium 
XIII 
- 15 -
hydride and the appropriate d i o l e f i n e . I n the caise of 
Bu^2Al(CH2)^CH:CHR, the CH:CH deformation moved t o higher frequency, 
and the C:C s t r e t c h to lower frequency than i n the parent d e f i n e . 
I n no other d e r i v a t i v e was a s i g n i f i c a n t frequency s h i f t observed. 
These fea t u r e s of the i n f r a r e d spectra of the a l k - V e n y l d e r i v a t i v e s 
are c o n s i s t e n t w i t h i n t r a m o l e c u l a r complex formation as i n XIV. 
>A1 ^CH_ 2 
RHC- CH 
XIV 
The N.M.R. spectra of the compounds confirms an increase i n 
e l e c t r o n density a t the aluminium atom, and a decrease i n the v i c i n i t y 
of the o l e f i n i c bond. 
k. Reactions of Aluminium Compounds w i t h Protonic Acids. 
Organoaluminiura compounds and aluminium hydrides react 
q u a n t i t a t i v e l y and very v i g o r o u s l y w i t h protonic acids, e l i m i n a t i n g 
hydrocarbon or hydrogen. I n some cases a stable 1:1 co-ordination 
complex can be i s o l a t e d , which, on heating undergoes the cleavage 
r e a c t i o n . Secondary amines, phosphines and arsines form such adducts 
- 16 -
w i t h organoaluminium compounds which lose hydrogen, alkane, or 
aromatic hydrocarbon on h e a t i n g . ^ ^ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ^ 
R^AIE' + HNE" — » E^AIR'.NHR" — > -(R^AINR") + R'H c. d. d 2 n 2 2 n 
Ammonia and primary amines, r e a c t s i m i l a r l y , and products (R_A1MR') 
d n 
71 7^ 7^ 
have been i s o l a t e d , ' but unless steps are taken t o prevent i t , 
f u r t h e r condensation t o polymeric imides, (RAlNR')^i or w i t h ammonia, 
t o aluminium n i t r i d e , occurs. The aluminium-hydrogen bond i s cleaved 
more r e a d i l y than the aluminium-carbon bond. Dialkylaluminium 
hydrides, when t r e a t e d i n molar proportions w i t h secondary amines, 
lose hydrogen r a t h e r than alkane t o form aminodialkylaluminium 
70 
d e r i v a t i v e s (R2A1NR^)^, and hydrogen i s eliminated smoothly from 
mixtures of dialky l a l u m i n i u m hydrides and p i p e r i d i n e a t 40°, while 
the analogous r e a c t i o n w i t h aluminium t r i a l k y l s occurs only above 
o 77 
100 . When organoaluminium compounds re a c t w i t h alcohols and t h i o l s , 
which c o n t a i n protons more a c i d i c than amino hydrogen, condensation 
occurs so r e a d i l y t h a t i s o l a t i o n of the intermediate adduct i s not 
po s s i b l e . Mixtures of trimethylaluminium w i t h methanol and methane-
t h i o l lose methane below room temperature t o give , r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
(Me2A10Me)^ and (Me2AlSMe)2.^^ 
The f a c t o r s a f f e c t i n g the degree of association of the product 
( v i z . entropy, valence angle s t r a i n , s t e r i c i n t e r f e r e n c e and the 
nature of the precursor) have been discussed previously (p.3-4). 
- 17 -
Organoaluminium d e r i v a t i v e s are normally dimeric (XV), but higher 
oligomers, w i t h l a r g e r , l ess s t r a i n e d c y c l i c s t r u c t u r e s are possible 
when s t e r i c i n t e r f e r e n c e i s small (XVI). 
R' R^  n 2 
X- A l / \ / \ 
R_A1 ^AIR^ R'X XR' 
X R_A1 A1R_ 
R- ^ \ / ^ 
^ X ^ 
R' 
n 
XV XVI 
Hydrogen attached t o aluminium, or t o a group V element can 
r e l i e v e s t e r i c crowding s u f f i c i e n t l y t o permit the formation of t r i m e r s , 
78 
and dimethylaminoalane, (Me2NAlH2)^» and aminodiethylaluminium 
79 
i'Et^AlWi^)^ are both t r i m e r i c . S i m i l a r l y , dimethylaminodimethyl-
aluminium, (Me2AlNMe2)2» dimeric, while the corresponding dimethyl-
25 
phosphino compound,- (Me2AlPMe2)-j i s t r i m e r i c . The c o n t r a s t between 
t h i s system, and the r e l a t e d one i n v o l v i n g group VI elements, v/here 
(Me2A10Me)^ i s t r i m e r i c , and (Me2AlSMe)2 i s dimeric, (because oxygen 
i s l e s s ready than sulphur t o t o l e r a t e the small bond angles of a 
four-membered r i n g ) i l l u s t r a t e s the complex beilance between the f a c t o r s 
determining the extent of a s s o c i a t i o n of these d e r i v a t i v e s . 
Adducts of organoaluminium compounds w i t h primeiry amines, a f t e r 
cleavage of two moles of hydrocarbon, normally form polymeric products 
- 18 -
as s t a t e d above (p. 16). Co-ordination complexes between t r i p h e n y l -
aluminium aiid benzylamine, or primary aromatic amines w i t h ortho 
s u b s t i t u e n t s , cleave one mole of benzene only, g i v i n g dimeric 
products (ArNHAlPh2)2''^^ Primary aromatic amines without an ortho 
s u b s t i t u e n t lose two moles of benzene, but the products are tetramers, 
80 
r a t h e r than high polymers. (PhAlNPh)^, t y p i c a l of these compounds, 
81 
has been shown t o have the 'cubane' s t r u c t u r e XVII. . S i m i l a r 
XVII 
c r y s t a l l i n e tetraraers (EtAlNPh)^, (ClAlNMe)^ and (ClAlNPh)^ can be 
i s o l a t e d when the appropriate organoaluminium compound and primary 
82 
amine r e a c t i n high b o i l i n g solvents such as t e t r a l i n . 
T r i a l k y l d e r i v a t i v e s of aluminium r e a c t w i t h carboxylic acids, 
0-2 
forming d i a l k y l a l u m i n i u m carboxylates, and w i t h phosphinic acids, 
84 
forming d i a l k y l a l u m i n i u m phosphinates. The structures of the 
aluminium carboxylates have not been eluc i d a t e d , but d i e t h y l g a l l i u m 
acetate and the di a l k y l a l u m i n i u m phosphinates are dimers. Their 
i n f r a r e d spectra are co n s i s t e n t w i t h eight-membered c y c l i c s t r u c t u r e s 
- 20 -
Me_Al 0 > \ 
Me_C:NC N:CMe^  ' \ / ' 
0 AlMe2 
XXI 
XXII 
but i n t h i s case there i s the added p o s s i b i l i t y of i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h 
the p y r i d i n e n i t r o g e n , i n c r e a s i n g the co- o r d i n a t i o n number of aluminium 
t o f i v e . 
Triphenylalurainium reacts w i t h 2(methylamino)biphenyl a t l60°, 
e l i m i n a t i n g one mole of benzene i n the usual way. 
- 19 -
X V I I I and XIX. Monothiophosphinic acids give s i m i l a r dimeric 
Me ' R2 
/ \ o / \ • 
/ \ / \ 
Me_Ga GaMe_ Me-Al AlMe^ 
I 
Me R2 
X V I I I XIX 
products, but dithiophosphinates are monomeric, apparently w i t h the 
chelate s t r u c t u r e XX, p r o v i d i n g f u r t h e r evidence of the a b i l i t y of 
Me2Al PMe2 
XX 
sulphur t o t o l e r a t e greater valence single s t r a i n than oxygen (see p. 4 ) ' 
Acetoxime reacts w i t h trimethylaluminium, evolving methane, and 
g i v i n g a dimeric product believed t o have the six-membered r i n g 
s t r u c t u r e X X I . P y r i d i n e - 2 - a l d o x i m e forms a s i m i l a r dimer XXII, 
- 21 -
Ph^Al 
NHMe 
+ C/-H, 6"6 
PhoAl-
When the temperature i s r a i s e d t o 2^0°, more benzene i s produced, 
and the d e r i v a t i v e X X I I I , which d i f f e r s from i t s boron sinalogue i n 
87 
being polymeric, i s formed. 
J n 
X X I I I 
Schmidbaur has i s o l a t e d compoimds w i t h five-merabered r i n g s containing 
phosphorus, n i t r o g e n , aluminium and carbon, by the a c t i o n of heat on 
the c o - o r d i n a t i o n complex formed between triphenylaluminium and 
88 
N-trime t h y l s i l y l - t r i p h e n y I p h o s p h i n i m i n e . 
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Me^SiN:PPh, + AlPh, — > SiMe^ — » SiMe, + C.H, 3 3 3 3 I 3 6 6 
N. N. 
Ph^P "AlPh^ Ph2P 
Organoaluminium compounds rea c t w i t h iminotrialkylphosphoranes 
i n the same manner as w i t h secondary amines, e l i m i n a t i n g hydrocarbon, 
and g i v i n g a dimeric product w i t h an aluminium-nitrogen four-membered 
. 89 r i n g . 
R^ P:NH + AIR^ — > R^P:NH.A1R^ — * CR^P:NAlRy2 + R'H 
TrimethyIhydrazine gives a s i m i l a r product w i t h triraethylaluminium, 
but mono- aind dimethyIhydrazine can elim i n a t e more than one mole of 
90 
methane, forming polymeric products. 
Me2NNMeH + Me^Al — > Me^Al.NHMeNMe2 — > (Me2AlNMeNMe2)2 + CH^ 
" Me Me Me 
- l-Al—N—N - J + MeNHNHMe + Me^Al — ? Me^Al.NHMeNHMe — ^ ^ l - A l — N — N - J ^ + 2CH^ 
91 
I t has been suggested on i n f r a r e d spectroscopic evidence, t h a t 
(Et2AlNHNMe2)2i prepared from t r i e t h y l a l u m i n i u m and 1,1-dimethyl-
hydrazine has a six-merabered r i n g s t r u c t u r e XXIV rath e r than the 
- 23 -
four-membered r i n g structure XXV. 
H Me2 Et2 
.N N 
Et Al AlEt_ Me^ N-NH HN-NMe^  2 ^ ^ 2 2 V / 2 
XXIV XXv 
Aluminium alkyls react with hydrogen cyanide to give associated species 
92 
(R^AICN)^. (Me2AlCN)^ i s tetrameric i n benzene solution, although 
oligomers with a degree of association of 7-8 have been prepared from 
93 
tr i m e t h y l - and triethylaluminium. Aluminium can tolerate bond 
angles of less than 90°, so that the cyclic structure XXVI i s reasonable 
f o r the tetramer, even i f the A1-C=N-A1 group i s linear, as drawn. 
Me„Al-C=N-^AlMe^ 
t I 
N C 
C N 
Me2Al<--N=C—AlMe2 
XXVI 
9k 95 
Acetylenes react as protonic acids with organoaluminium compounds, ' 
despite e a r l i e r reports that only addition across the t r i p l e bond was 
observed. '-^  Up to 60^ cleavage of hydrocarbon i s reported i n 
- 2k -
reactions of phenylacetylene and monoalkylacetylenes with trimethyl-, 
t r i e t h y l - , t r i - n - p r o p y l - , t r i - i - b u t y l - and triphenylaluminium. 
R^Al + R'CICH — > ^(E2A1C:CR')2 + RH 
The products are dimeric, vdth alkynyl bridges. A similar reaction 
occurs between dimethyl- or diethylaluminium hydride and phenylacetylene, 
96 
but diphenylaluminium hydride loses benzene rather than hydrogen, 
R2AIH + PhC-CH — > ^(R^AlCiCPh)^ + (R = Me, Et) 
Ph^AlH + PhCiCH — > ^(PhCiCAlPhH)^ + C^ Hg 
Trimethylamine adducts of organoauLuminium compounds react smoothly 
above 20° with monosubstituted acetylenes, giving trimethylamine-
97 
dialkylalkynylaluminium adducts. 
^C;CR" • 
>2o° 
R^ AIH.NR^  + HCiCR" ^ 2 ^ % " ^2 
^ ^ c ; c R " 
R^Al-NR^ + HCiCR" ) R2Alr + RH 
NR^  
Both protons of acetylene i t s e l f react, to give the alkynyl bridged 
dimer XXVII. 
- 2.3 -
R' N Al NE' 'X / \ / ' 
A1-C=C^ C=C-A1 
^2 \ / ^2 Al 
-^ 2 
XXVII 
Free dialkylalkynyl derivatives of aluminium can be isolated from 
exchange reactions with aluminium alkyls. 
R2Ai;^ • + ^(R^''A1)2 ^ R^N.AIR^" + (R"C;CA1R2)2 
c;cR" 
These cyclic oligomers are s p l i t by the displacement of bridging 
groups by a stronger donor species. Dimethylaluminium chloride dimer 
25 
reacts with ferimethylamine, and with dimethylether, and the 
25 7k methylthio- and diphenylphosphino- derivatives of trimethylalurainium 
are s i m i l a r l y cleaved by trimethylamine, though not by ethers. 
I n contrast with the alkyls of the heavier metals of group I I I , 
a l l three aluminium-carbon bonds of aluminium t r i - a l k y l s and -aryls 
are susceptible to hydrolysis, but the f i r s t i s noticeably more 
reactive than the other two. I t seems l i k e l y that t h i s i s because 
i n i t i a l attack occurs at the bridging carbon atoms. The reaction 
intermediate would be an oxygen-bridged e n t i t y , and further attack must 
- 26 -
be directed at terminal aluminium-carbon bonds, which are not 
electron-deficient. I f the hydrolysing agent i s p a r t i c u l a r l y bulky 
(e.g. t-butanol), s t e r i c shielding can further i n h i b i t hydrolysis 
98 99 
and oxidation of a second and t h i r d aluminium-carbon bond. ' 
Steric interference by the t r i m e t h y l s i l y l group renders 
(Me^SiOAlMe2)2^^ and (Me^SiMAlMe2)2''°° s i m i l a r l y resistant to 
hydrolysis. 
Aluminium-halogen bonds are much less susceptible to attack by 
protonic acids than aluminium-carbon or aluminium-hydrogen bonds. 
AlCl^.NH^ can be heated to i t s b o i l i n g point at k20° without losing 
101 
HCl. However, nitrogen-bridged AIX2 derivatives (where X = halogen) 
have been prepared by elimination of other species than HCl. 
102 e.g. 
SiMe Al 
^ -Me,SiX y \ 
M ^ > Me,P=N N=PMe, / \ '\/ -
Me P AIX Al 
(X = Cl, Br, I ) 
5. Insertion of Unsaturated Compounds i n t o Organoaluminium Compounds. 
This heading covers the whole range of addition and reduction 
reactions of unsaturated hydrocarbons ajid organic oxygen containing 
- 2.1 -
compounds, many of which are not of direct relevance to t h i s 
discussion, and which have been exhaustively reviewed. ' 
Accordingly only b r i e f mention v ; i l l be made of these reactions, and 
the discussion w i l l be concentrated on reactions of species containing 
unsaturated carbon-nitrogen bonds, 
Dialkylaluminium hydrides react with terminal defines to give 
R^AIH + >C=CC ^ R2A1R' 
10^ 105 
trialkylaluminium compounds, ' The reverse reaction, eliminating 
d e f i n e from trialkylaluminium compounds also occurs, but below 100°, 
the equilibrium l i e s well to the r i g h t , except i n the case of 
branched chain aluminium a l k y l s , such as tri-i-butylaluminium, 
1-alkenes could i n principle give rise to products with straight-
or branched-chain a l k y l substituents. In practice the major product 
R_A1CH,CH_R 
}t 2 2 2 
R2AIH + H2C=CHR 
R2A1CHRCH^  
i s always the straight chain derivative,, because of the p o l a r i t y of the 
aluminium-hydrogen and o l e f i n i c bonds. 
^+ ^" >q09^  R2AI-H ? R2A1CH2CH2R' 
6- 6+ 
CH2=CHR' 
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Substitution of alkenes with certain functional groups can reverse 
the dir e c t i o n of addition.^ 
Et^SiCH=CH2 + BU2AIH Et^SiCH(CH^)AlBu2 
Trialkylaluminium compounds also give products of addition, 
with d e f i n e s . Ethylene successively inserts i n t o aluminium-carbon 
bonds, forming mibranched long-chain aluminium alkyls. 
m+n+p(C2H^) / 
The dehydroalumination reaction, giving dialkylaluminium hydrides and 
long-chain d e f i n e s occurs simultaneously. Branched-chain aluminium 
a l k y l s , which eliminate d e f i n e very readily, normally give products 
of displacement, with only p a r t i a l insertion of d e f i n e . T r i - i - b u t y l -
aluminiura, f o r example, reacts with ethylene giving triethylaluminium 
and isobutylene as well as products of insertion."^ 
Bu^Al + 3CH2:CH2 — > Et^Al + 5CH2:CMe2 
The ready dehydroalumination of branched aluminium alkyls explains 
why 1-alkenes react with trialkylaluminium compoimds forming 2-alkyl-
1-alkenes rather than longer chain d e f i n e s . 
R^Al + CH2:CHR' > R2A1CH2CHRR' — > R2AIH + CH2:CRE' 
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The rate of the growth reaction i s pressure and temperature 
dependent, while the rate of dehydroalumination i s not sensitive 
to pressure. High pressures therefore favour the formation of long 
chain a3_kenes. 
Alkynes with terminal acetylenic groups react as protonic acids 
with organoaluminium compounds (see p. 2 3 ) i but i t i s th e i r addition 
reactions with aluminium-hydrogen and aluminium-carbon bonds which 
1 3 37 
have been most extensively studied. Alkylaluminium hydrides 
37 
add to alkynes giving products of cis addition. The direction of 
addition i s the same as that observed f o r insertion reactions of alkenes. 
e.g. 
H Bu" 
Bu^AlH + HC-CBu" —» C = c ' 2 
BU2AI H 
Excess alkylaluminium hydride adds across the o l e f i n i c bond of the 
product i n the same direction as the f i r s t mole added to the alkyne, 
giving rise to a compound with two aluminium atoms attached to one 
carbon atom. 
H R' 
R2AIH + ^ C = C ^ — > (R2A1)2CHCH2R' 
R2AI H 
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Addition of alkylaluminium hydrides to alkynylaluminium derivatives 
results i n the formation of a similar product, with three aluminium 
atoms attached to a single carbon. 
2R2AIH + R2AlCiCR' » (R2A1)^CCH2R' 
Triethylaluminium adds to alkynes, ailso giving products of cis addition. 
H R 
ifO-^o" \ / Et Al + HCICR ^ C = C 
^ X \ 
Et2Al Et 
Tri-isobutylaluminium reacts with acetylene i n a similar fashion 
at room temperature, forming the unstable v i n y l compound Bu2AlCH:CHBu''". 
Trimethylaluminium, hov/ever, eliminates methane rather than adding to 
alkynes. These observations have given weight to the speculation that 
the addition reaction involves the monomeric aluminium a l k y l as 
reaction intermediate. 
I f the product of addition of alkylaluminium hydrides to 
unsaturated hydrocarbons i s hydrolysed, the or i g i n a l alkyne or alkene 
i s reduced to alkene or alkane. The specific direction of the 
H_0 
R2AIH + HCiCR' — > [R2A1CH:CHR'] R'CH:CH2 
HO 
R2AIH + H2C:CHR' —*• [R2A1CH2CH2R'] R'CH2CH^  
addition reaction makes thi s an att r a c t i v e synthetic route to selected 
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107 hydrocarbons. Aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acid esters and 
epoxides are s i m i l a r l y reduced to the appropriate alcohol by 
treatment with alkylaluminium hydrides and subsequent h y d r o l y s i s . ' " ^ ^ 
Trialkylaluminium compounds behave as reducing agents when i t i s 
110 111 
possible f o r the aluminium-attached group to lose d e f i n e . ' ' '' 
HO 
Et^Al + 3CC1^ CH0 — f (CCl^CE^O)^Al + 3C^Ei^ 3CC1^ CH20H 
When d e f i n e elimination i s not possible, the carbonyl group can 
undergo an insertion reaction i n t o the aliiminium-carbon bond, giving 
111 112 products of addition. ' 
HO 
Me^Al + R2C:0 — » [l^MeC0AlMe2] I^ MeOH 
Trimethylaluminium and triarylaluminium derivatives give the addition 
112 113 
reaction exclusively, ' triethylaluminium gives products of addition 
and reduction, ' while use of tri-i-butylaluminium results i n 
113 
reduction. I f . t h e carbonyl compound can enolise, i t behaves as 
a protonic acid, and the reaction products are contaminated by 
unsaturated ale ohols.'"^^ 
AIR" 
R2CHCR':0 <—> R2C:CR'0H ^ [R2C:GR'0AlRp + R"H 
HO 
[R2C:GR'0A1R^] R2C:CR'0H 
Unsaturated carbon-nitrogen systems with organoaluminium compounds, 
follow reaction courses essentially similar to those of carbonyl 
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compounds. Aluminium hydrides reduce nitriles''^^'''^^'"'''^ and imines''''^ 
to aldehydes or amines. 
HO 
R2AIH + -R'CIN — > CR'CH:NA1R2] R'CHO 
HO 
R2AIH + R^ C:NE" — * fR^CHNR"AlR2] R^ CHNHR" 
Organoaluminium compounds react with, n i t r i l e s to give (after hydrolysis) 
ketones (products of addition),''''^''^'^^''''''' 
HO 
R^Al + R'C.'N — > CRR'C:NA1R2] -=-• RE'CO 
or, i f the aluminium compound can eliminate d e f i n e , aldehydes or 
108 119 
amines (products of reduction). ' 
e.g. 
Bu^Al . Bu^Al 
PhCN ^ ) [PhCH:NAlBu^] > CPhCH,N(AlBu!^)^] 'V^ 8 '2" -C^Hg' '-^ "'^ "2 2-2-^  
H2O H2O 
PhCHO PhCH2NH2 
Amines are isolated only when excess aluminium a l k y l i s added, since 
only one a l k y l group per aluminium can take part i n addition or reduction 
reactions. This may be contrasted with the behaviour of aluminium 
hydride i t s e l f , i n which two hydrogen atoms per aluminium axe available 
118 
f o r transfer reactions. 
MeCN + Et,N.AlH^ — * [MeCH:NAlH_] — > [MeCH^NAlH] 3 3 2 n 2 in 
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N i t r i l e s with hydrogen attached to the a carbon atom can behave as 
protonic acids, and the major products of t h e i r reactions with 
•2-1 
organoaluminium compoiuids are polymers, (R.AICH^CN) . 
2 2 n 
U n t i l recently the aluminium-containing reaction intermediates 
have been l i t t l e studied, but Ehrlich and his co-workers have now 
investigated the polymeric products of reactions between aluminium 
1l8 119 
hydrides and n i t r i l e s , ' ^ and azomethine derivatives, [RR'C:NA1R*I] , 
2 n 
products of the insertion reactions of n i t r i l e s with organoaluminium 
31 33 120 121 
compounds, have been characterised. ' ' ' N i t r i l e s form 
co-ordination complexes with organoaluminium compounds at or below 
room temperature (see p. 8)» which rearrange at elevated temperatures 
(110-200°) by one of the above routes to give azome thine derivatives"^'''•^'^'''^^ 
Rearrangement occurs at a lower temperature i f the adduct i s treated 
RC:N + AIR^ > RCJN.AlRj — > ^CRR'C:NAlRy^ 
118 
with equimolar quantities of organoaluminium compound. Aluminium-
hydrogen bonds add so readily to n i t r i l e s that adducts of dimethy1-
31 33 
aluminium hydride cannot be isolated. ' In a l l cases where rel i a b l e 
molecular weight measurements have been made, azomethine derivatives 
have proved to be dimeric. (Bu^CMe:NAlMe2)2 the four-membered 
122 
aluminium-nitrogen r i n g structure XXVIII, apparently the 
configuration adopted by a l l known aluminium azomethine derivatives. 
Derivatives with unlike substituents on the azomethine carbon atom can 
- 3h -
Me2 
Bu* Al Me 
\ ^ \ / 
C = N N = C 
Me Al Bu 
Me2 
XXVIII 
exi s t i n two isomeric forms XXIXa, XXIXb. N.M.R. spectroscopic 
evidence f o r th i s isomerism has been published f o r (MeCH:NAlMe2)2'^ '' 
«2 
R' Al R' R' Al R" 
\ / \ /- X ^ \ /. 
C = N^ ^N=C C = N N=C; / \ / \ / \ ^ \ 
R" Al R"' R" Al R' 
XXIXa XXIXb 
and (PhCMe:NAlMe2)2'^^ 
Measurements of the rate of addition of methyl groups across 
"123 o a r y l cyanides have shown that at 120 the reaction follows f i r s t 
order k i n e t i c s , the rate determining step being the intramoleculcir 
rearrangement of the intermediate XXX. 
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Ar5=N"' 
\ ^ Al 
Me 
XXX 
Organoaluminium compounds react with isocyanates giving products 
which on hydrolysis afford N-substituted acid,amides. ' The 
reaction could i n principle involve insertion of either C:N or C:0 
in t o the aluminium-carbon bond, forming [R2A1NR'C:0R] ( I ) or 
[R2A10CR:NR'] (2) respectively, both of which would afford the same 
HO 
[R^AINR'COR] RCOMR' 2 
(1) 
,A1 
R'NCO 
HO 
[R2A10CR:NR'] RG(OH):NE' 
(2) • 
amide on hydrolysis. Largely on the basis of the infrared spectra of 
12'f 
the products, Reinheckel and co-workers concluded that addition to 
the C:N bond normally occurs, giving intermediates of type ( I ) , which 
were believed to exist as chain polymers. More recently, the products 
of i n s e r t i o n of isocyanates i n t o ethyl-aluminium bonds have been shown 
125 
to be dimeric i n solution.. Cyclic structures XXXI were proposed. 
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two canonical forms of which correspond to ( l ) (XXXIa) and (2) (XXXIb), 
R'N CR=0 R'N=:CR 0 
R2AI AIR2 « > R2AI AIR '2 
0=CR NR' 0 CR=N 
XXXIa XXXIb 
The product of the reaction between phenyl isocyanate and trimethyl-
126 
aluminium i s also dimeric i n benzene solution, but a preliminary 
127 
X-ray crystallographic investigation suggests that there are twelve 
monomer units i n the un i t c e l l , arranged i n the form of four trimers. 
Acid amides react as protonic acids with aluminium alkyls 
126 
affording an eilternative route to the same compounds. Where 
molecular weights could be determined, the products were also found 
to be dimeric. Isothiocyanates react i n essentially similar 
fashion ' although [Me2AlSCMe:NPh]^, prepared from trimethyl-
aluminium and phenyl isothiocyanate, i s thermally unstable. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND APPARATUS 
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General Techniques. 
Most of the reactions described below involve handling compounds 
sensitive to atmospheric oxidation and hydrolysis. 
Unless otherwise stated, reactions v/ere carried out i n an 
atmosphere of pure dry nitrogen i n one limb of a double Schlenk tube. 
P u r i f i c a t i o n of the product by f r a c t i o n a l c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n v/as normally 
effected i n the second limb of the Schlenk tube. 
Where v o l a t i l e materials were produced i n a reaction, i t was 
commonly carried out i n an evacuated tube. The s t a r t i n g materials 
v/ere introduced at -196° under an atmosphere of nitrogen, a flow of 
nitrogen across the mouth of the tube being provided by a T shaped 
adaptor ( F i g . I I ) . The tube was then evacuated, sealed, and warmed to 
the reaction temperature. On completion of the reaction, the tube 
was connected to the vacuum l i n e by a second adaptor ( F i g . I l l ) , and 
opened. The v o l a t i l e reaction products were measured volumetrieally 
i n the vacuum l i n e , and i d e n t i f i e d by vapour pressure measurements, 
and by recording t h e i r infrared spectra. The tube was then resealed under 
vacuum, and broken open inside the glove box. The i n v o l a t i l e products 
were transferred to a two necked flask, and from there, against a 
flow of nitrogen, to a double Schlenk tube f o r p u r i f i c a t i o n by 
c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n . 
v. 
u in 
c o 
CJl 
o 
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Nitrogen Supply. 
'White Spot' nitrogen from the bench tap was passed through a 
furnace containing 'BTS' catalyst at 100-120°, to remove traces of 
oxygen. The gas was then dried by passing through two traps 
maintained at -196°, and delivered to a 'pig', providing multiple 
outlets. A constant pressure of nitrogen was maintained i n the 
system by connecting one of the outlets to an o i l bubbler. The 
catalyst was regenerated when necessary by passing hydrogen through 
the furnace. 
Glove Box. 
When i t became necessary to .remove samples of a i r sensitive 
material from closed vessels (e.g. to prepare samples for infrared 
spectroscopy, or to weigh exact quantities f o r analysis or for further 
reaction), a conventional glove box was used. 
The nitrogen p u r i f i c a t i o n system i s shown i n Fig.IV. When the 
box was not i n use, the atmosphere was continuously pumped through 
a trap at -196°, through two furnaces at 400° containing copper wire, 
and back to the box via a second trap at -196°. Bench nitrogen, 
passed through t h i s p u r i f i c a t i o n system, was used to flush out the 
transfer tube. A l l external tubing was of copper or glass, to 
reduce d i f f u s i o n of oxygen or moisture i n t o the system. Gloves were 
of 'Butasol' rubber, and an oxygen le v e l of less than 50 p.p.m. 
5 
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was maintained. The furnaces were regenerated when necessary by 
passing hydrogen over the oxidised copper. 
1?8 
Vacuum System. 
A vacuum system (Photograph I , Fig, .V) was used f o r the 
separation, measurement and storage of v o l a t i l e compounds. 
Evacuation was effected using a rotary o i l pump backing a mercury 
d i f f u s i o n pump. Access to the system was possible at four points, 
u t i l i s i n g B14 and S19 sockets. 
Compounds which were gases at room temperature were stored i n 
2 or 3 l i t r e bulbs; v o l a t i l e l i q u i d s were stored i n 100ml, tubes. 
These storage vessels were separated from the main manifold by U 
shaped mercury f l o a t valves. 
V o l a t i l e compounds with negligible vapour pressure at -196° 
could be measured i n a system of staxidard bulbs. 
A small (ca. 600ml.) bulb, connected to a manometer, and to the 
main manifold by a mercury f l o a t valve, could handle smsG.1 volumes 
of gas; larger volumes were allowed to f i l l both the small bulb and 
a large (ca. 31*) bulb, which were interconnected by a mercury f l o a t 
valve. The system was calibrated to a reference mark on the 
manometer using weighed samples of carbon dioxide. 
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Calibration of the Standard Bulbs. 
Volume of two bulbs to reference mark 3028ml. 
Volume of small bulb to reference mark 592ral. 
Volume of 1cm. length of manometer 1'2ml. 
Rise i n mercury le v e l of reservoir f o r a f a l l of 
1cm. i n the manometer l e v e l 0«038cm. 
Permanent gases were measured using the Topler pump, which 
delivered t}ie gas i n t o two standard bulbs. Large volumes of gas 
were measured using both bulbs; small volumes were compressed i n t o the 
smaller bulb alone. The bulbs were standardised before erection of 
the l i n e by f i l l i n g them with mercury, and weighing the mercury. 
Calibration of the Topler Pump. 
Volume of two bulbs 148.1ml. 
Volume of small bulb 17'5ml. 
When necessary, a gas combustion bulb or an infrared gas c e l l , 
could be attached to an i n l e t adjacent to the Topler pump. 
The fractionation section consisted of four U traps, each 
connected to adjacent traps and to the main manifold by mercury f l o a t 
valves. 
Spectra. 
Infrared Spectra. 
Infrared Spectra i n the range 2'5-25 niicrons were recorded on 
eith e r a Grubb-Parsons GS2A prism-grating spectrophotometer or a 
Spectromaster. 'Fingerprint' spectra for i d e n t i f i c a t i o n purposes 
were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Infracord. 
Far Infrared Spectra i n the range 20-50 microns were recorded 
on a Grubb-Parsons DB3/DM2 caesium iodide spectrometer. 
Condensed phase spectra were recorded using samples i n the form 
of n u j o l mulls or contact films between potassium bromide plates. 
These samples were made up i n the glove box. Gas phase spectra were 
recorded using a 10cm. c e l l with potassium bromide windows. 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra. 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 
RIO spectrometer, operating at 60 Mc/sec. 
Samples were made up as 2.0^ solutions i n benzene, or i n 
perdeuteriobenzene or perdeuteriotoluene when the solvent peak 
masked peaks due to the specimen. The in t e r n a l reference standard 
was either benzene i t s e l f , or tetramethylsilane. The sample tubes 
were f i l l e d by syringe ageiinst a counter-current of nitrogen, and 
were sealed under nitrogen. 
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Mass Spectra. 
Mass spectra were recorded on an A.E.I, M,S,9 mass spectrometer 
at 70 eV sind an accelerating potential of 8 kv, with a source 
temperature of 150-250° and electromagnetic scanning. Compoimds 
were introduced by direct insertion i n t o the ion source. 
Analytical Methods. 
Carbon and Hydrogen Analyses. 
Carbon and Hydrogen determinations on the less air-sensitive 
materials were carried out by conventional microanalytical combustion 
techniques. 
Hydrolyses. 
A l k y l groups attached to aliiminium and li t h i u m were determined 
by hydrolysis, and volumetric measurement of the hydrocarbon evolved 
i n the vacuum l i n e . 
A sample of material was weighed i n t o a two necked flask, f i t t e d 
with a dropping funnel. The fla s k was evacuated, and the sample 
hydrolysed with a few ml. 2-methoxyethanol followed by d i l u t e sulphuric 
acid. 
The gases evolved were fractionated, and collected and measured 
i n the Topler pump. 
When a mixture of hydrogen and methane was produced, analysis 
was accomplished by compressing a measured sample of the mixture i n t o 
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a 200ml. bulb with excess oxygen, and i g n i t i n g i t by passing an 
e l e c t r i c current through a platinum c o i l . The carbon dioxide 
produced could be measured d i r e c t l y , and the water condensed on 
to l i t h i u m aluminium hydride and the hydrogen produced measured i n 
the Topler pump. 
Aluminium Analyses. 
The aluminium content of the hydrolysate from the above analyses 
129 
was determined by the E.D.T.A. method. 
Organic matter was destroyed by repeatedly b o i l i n g the 
hydrolysate to dryness with c. n i t r i c acid. The resulting white 
s o l i d was dissolved i n the miniraail amount of di l u t e sulphuric acid, 
and made up to 500ml. with d i s t i l l e d water. 50ml. aliquots were 
taken, the pH was adjusted to k'3 with 0«5N sodium hydroxide solution, 
buffered v;ith hexamethylene-tetramine, and a known excess of 0«01M 
'EDTA' solution was added, followed by several drops of xylenol orange 
indicator. The solution was warmed to ^ 0° and back t i t r a t e d with 
O'OIM zinc acetate solution. 
Beryllium Analyses. 
Beryllium was determined by t i t r a t i n g the alkaline solution 
formed by addition of excess potassium fluoride to beryllium 
hydroxide. 
Aliqupts of a standard beryllium solution, (0«01M BeSO^) were 
made up to cover the range 0-6 mg. Be^ "*". To each was added 5nil. 
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0«5M potassium t a r t r a t e solution, and 2 drops of 0»1^ alcoholic 
solution of bromothymol blue, and the solution was t i t r a t e d with 
d i l u t e sodium hydroxide to a green end-point, 5ml. M potassium 
f l u o r i d e solution was added, and the resulting blue solution was 
set aside f o r 2 minutes before t i t r a t i n g with O^IN sulphuric acid to a 
green end-point. A linear c a l i b r a t i o n plot of beryllium concentration 
against volume of acid t i t r a n t was plotted. 
The solutions re s u l t i n g from hydrolysis of the compounds to be 
analysed were treated i n the same way aft e r b o i l i n g to dryness to 
destroy organic matter, as described previously. 
Lithium Analyses. 
Lithium was determined by flame photometry. 
A weighed sample of the l i t h i u m containing material was 
hydrolysed with water, and organic matter was destroyed as described 
above. The resulting white s o l i d was dissolved i n d i s t i l l e d water 
and made up to a known volume. This solution was introduced into 
an EEL flame photometer, previously calibrated with standard lithium 
solutions, and the l i t h i u m concentration read d i r e c t l y from the 
ca l i b r a t i o n curve. 
Nitrogen Analyses. 
Nitrogen was determined by the normal Kjeldahl method. 
A weighed sample was hydrolysed with a l i t t l e water, and boiled 
with c. sulphuric acid u n t i l a l l the nitrogen was reduced to ammonia. 
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The solution was transferred to a small Kjeldahl flask, made alkaline 
with caustic soda, and boiled. The ammonia was steam d i s t i l l e d i n t o 
a f l a s k containing a known volume of standard acid. The excess acid 
was then t i t r a t e d with standard a l k a l i . 
Molecular Weights. 
Molecular weights were determined, where s o l u b i l i t y l i m i t a t i o n s 
permitted, cryoscopically i n 'Analar* grade benzene, dried over 
extruded sodium. The cryoscopic constant of the benzene was 
determined using freshly sublimed biphenyl, A conventional Beckmann 
apparatus was flushed out with nitrogen before each determination, 
and during the determination a i r was excluded by passing a current of 
nitrogen through the apparatus slowly enough to cause negligible loss 
of solvent by evaporation. 
Solvents. 
Solvents (pentane, hexane, benzene, toluene and diethyl ether) 
were dried and stored over extruded sodium. 
Preparation and P u r i f i c a t i o n of Starting Materials. 
Organic Reagents. 
A c e t o n i t r i l e , p r o p i o n i t r i l e and benzonitrile were p u r i f i e d by 
d i s t i l l a t i o n from phosphorus pentoxide. 
DimethyIcyanamide was p u r i f i e d by d i s t i l l a t i o n (b.p. l60°). 
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N,N,N',N'-Tetramethylguanidine and Pyridine were p u r i f i e d by 
d i s t i l l a t i o n from sodium hydroxide p e l l e t s , and stored over sodium 
hydroxide. 
Diphenylketimine, 
Diphenylketimine was prepared by the method of Pickard and 
130 
Tolbert, from benzonitrile and phenylmagnesium bromide. Bromobenzene 
(78«5g.> 0«5 mole) was added slowly to magnesium turnings (I2'5g., 
0»51g. atom) i n di e t h y l ether (300ml.). When the reaction was 
complete, the solution was cooled to room temperature, and benzonitrile 
(46»5g. > 0«45 mole) was added slowly. The resultant slurry was 
s t i r r e d at the ref l u x temperature f o r eight hours, and then allowed to 
cool to room temperature. Anhydrous methanol (96g., 3 moles) was 
added, and the s o l i d was removed by f i l t r a t i o n . Diethyl ether was 
d i s t i l l e d o f f , and the residual l i q u i d d i s t i l l e d under vacuum, 
discarding the f i r s t 5ml. B,p, 92°/l0~^m.m. Yield, 759^ . 
Di-p-tolylke timine. 
Di-p-tolylketimine was prepared by an exactly analogous method 
131 
from p - t o l y l cyanide, and p-tolylmagnesium bromide. 
Trialkylaluminium Compounds. 
Technical grade trimethylaliuninium and triethylaluminium were 
p u r i f i e d by d i s t i l l a t i o n , the former (b.p, 125°) under nitrogen, the 
l a t t e r under reduced pressure. 
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Triphenylaluminium, 
Triphenylaluminium was prepared by reacting aluminium metal 
with diphenylmercury i n refl u x i n g toluene solution,"^-^ 
Diphenylmercury (20g., 56 m.moles) was heated with aluminium 
turnings (9g . , 530 m.moles) i n toluene (I20ml.) f o r 36 hours. The 
hot solution was f i l t e r e d , and colourless crystals of triphenylaluminiiun 
(m,p, 238-2^5°* decomp,) were obtained i n 60% y i e l d . 
Dimethylaluminium Hydride. 
Dimethylaluminium hydride was prepared from li t h i u m aluminium 
10 
hydride and trimethylaluminium. 
Lithium aluminium hydride (lOg., 263 m.mole) i n dry cyclohexane 
(50ml,) were reacted with trimethylaluminium (lOg., I39 m.mole) f o r 
2k hours at 70° i n a thick walled Pyrex tube sealed under nitrogen. 
The resultant dimethylaluminium hydride, together with the 
cyclohexane, was d i s t i l l e d under vacuum int o a two-necked flask. 
The concentration of the solution was determined by hydrolysing a 
known volume and measuring the mixture of hydrogen aind methane evolved. 
Yield = 7g, (85%). 
Diethylaluminium Hydride. 
Diethylaluminium hydride, a g i f t from Ethyl Corporation, was 
found to be s u f f i c i e n t l y pure f o r use without further treatment. 
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Trimethylamine-dichloroalane, 
Trimethylainine-dichloroailane was prepared by reaction of 
trimethylamine-alane with mercuric chloride. Trimethylaraine-alane 
was prepared by reaction of trimethylammonium chloride with l i t h i u m 
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aluminium hydride i n di e t h y l ether. 
Trimethylamine (3*4g., 58 ra.mole) was condensed on to diethyl 
ether (100ml,) at -196° , The mixture was warmed to - 7 8 ° , and dry 
hydrogen chloride was bubbled through the s t i r r e d solution u n t i l no 
fur t h e r p r e c i p i t a t i o n occurred. Solvent was d i s t i l l e d off under 
vacuum, and the trimethylammonium chloride was pumped dry. Lithium 
aluminium hydride (2.2g., 58 m.mole) was dissolved i n diethyl ether 
(100ml.) and the trimethylammonium chloride was added slowly against 
a covmtercurrent of nitrogen. When evolution of hydrogen ceased, 
solvent was pumped o f f , and the trimethylamine-alane was pu r i f i e d by 
vacuiim sublimation. M,p, 75 -6° , y i e l d 8^%. 
Trimethylamine-alane ( l . 5 g . » 17 m.mole) was dissolved i n diethyl 
ether (50ml,) and mercuric chloride (5»4g, , 20 m.mole) was added 
slowly against a countercurrent of nitrogen. When hydrogen evolution 
ceased, the solvent was pumped o f f , and the trimethylamine-dichloroalane 
was p u r i f i e d by vacuum sublimation, M,p, 102-3°j y i e l d 29^ 
Aluminium halides. 
Aluminium chloride, a g i f t from Imperial Smelting, v/as s u f f i c i e n t l y 
pure f o r use without further treatment. Aluminium bromide was pu r i f i e d 
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by vacuum sublimation. 
Beryllium chloride. 
A sample of beryllium chloride, provided by Mr. T. Caygill of 
these laboratories, was prepared by reaction of chlorine gas with 
beryllium metal, 
Triphenylgallium. 
Triphenylgallium was prepared from diphenylmercury and gallium 
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metal.Diphenylmercury (20g., 56 m.mole) and gsillium metal (3«9^g., 
56 m.mole) were heated i n an atmosphere of nitrogen at 150° f o r 
3 days. One cry s t a l of mercuric chloride was added to catalyse the 
reaction. When the melt had set to a white s o l i d , the reaction 
vessel was cooled, and triphenylgallium was recrystallised from toluene. 
Methyl-lithium. 
Methyl-lithium was prepared by the reaction of methyl chloride 
with l i t h i u m metal i n diethyl ether. Methyl cliloride was supplied 
under pressure i n a cylinder, l i t h i u m metal as a suspension i n a 
hydrocarbon wax, which could be washed of f with ether before use. 
Methyl chloride was bubbled through a. suspension of lithium 
metal ( l % . , 2g. atom) i n ether (500ml.) i n a nitrogen f i l l e d , one 
l i t r e , three necked flask , f i t t e d with a s t i r r e r , a condenser 
maintained at - 78° and an i n l e t f o r the methyl chloride. The gas 
was passed at a rate (indicated by a flow meter) of 25g. (1 mole) 
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per hour, f o r two hours. The reaction started immediately, and on 
completion, the solution of methyl-lithium was f i l t e r e d from l i t h i t i m 
chloride and unreacted l i t h i u m metal, and stored at -30° as an ether 
solution. Analysis, by acid hydrolysis and measurement of the 
methane evolved, indicated a y i e l d of GO)l>, 
E t h y l - l i t h i u m . 
Ethyl-lithium was prepared by a similar reaction between ethyl 
chloride and li t h i u m metal i n d i e t h y l ether. 
Ethyl chloride (45g., O.7 moles) i n di e t h y l ether (50ml.) was 
cooled to -78° and added slowly to a s t i r r e d suspension of lithium 
metal (lOg., 1.4g. atom) i n d i e t h y l ether (600ml.) at 0 ° . The 
solution was s t i r r e d at 0° f o r 12 hours, solvent was removed under 
vacuum, and toluene (300ml.) was added. The resultant solution was 
f i l t e r e d , and analysed by acid hydrolysis and measurement of the 
ethane produced. Yield, 50^. 
DiphenyIke t i m i n o l i thium. 
Diphenylketiminolithium was prepared by the action of a l k y l -
l i t h i u m compounds (normally methyl-lithium or n-butyl-lithiiim) on 
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diphenylketimine i n di e t h y l ether. Since the product crystallised 
very readily, forming insoluble polymeric species, i t was prepared 
i n s u f f i c i e n t quantity f o r reaction i n s i t u , and no attempt was made 
to store i t . 
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M e t h y l - l i t h i u m (0.86g., 39 m.mole) i n d i e t h y l ether (35ml.) was 
added sl o w l y t o a s o l u t i o n of diphenylketimine (7«0g., 39 m.mole) i n 
d i e t h y l ether (80ml.) a t -196°. The s o l u t i o n was allowed t o warm 
sl o w l y ; a t about -80°, a b r i g h t red colour developed, and methane 
was evolved. The c l e a r red s o l u t i o n was s t i r r e d a t 20° f o r 30 
minutes, t o ensure complete r e a c t i o n , and used immediately. 
Di-p-1olylke t i m i n o l i thium. 
D i - p - t o l y l k e t i m i n o l i t h i u m was made by an exactly analogous 
13^ 
method, from d i - p - t o l y I k e t i m i n e , and an a l k y l - l i t h i u m compound. 
N-trime t h y l s i l y l d i p h e n y I k e t i m i n e . 
N - t r i m e t h y l s i l y l d i p h e n y I k e t i m i n e was prepared by r e a c t i o n of 
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d i p h e n y l k e t i m i n o l i t h i u m w i t h t r i m e t h y l c h l o r s i l a n e i n d i e t h y l ether. 
D i p h e n y l k e t i m i n o l i t h i u m (l8»7g.j 100 m.mole) i n d i e t h y l ether 
(200ml.) was cooled t o -196°. T r i m e t h y l c h l o r s i l a n e (I0.9g.. 100 
ra. mole) was added, and the s o l u t i o n was allowed to warm to room 
temperature. Below 0° the red colour faded, and a p r e c i p i t a t e of 
l i t h i u m c h l o r i d e was formed. The s o l u t i o n was s t i r r e d a t 20° f o r 
one hour, and then f i l t e r e d . Ether was d i s t i l l e d o f f and the 
r e s i d u a l yellow l i q u i d was vacuum d i s t i l l e d (b.p. 138°/3m.m.). 
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Reactions of Diphenylketimine w i t h Organo d e r i v a t i v e s of Almninium 
and Gallium. 
Reaction of diphenylketimine vdth trimethylaluminium. 
Trimethylaluminiura (©•5ifg., 7»5 m.mole) was added slowly by 
syringe t o a s o l u t i o n of diphenylketimine (l'35g.» 7*5 m.mole) i n 10ml. 
hexane a t -78°. The s o l u t i o n was warmed t o 20°, f i l t e r e d , aind then 
cooled t o -78°, when white needles of the adduct diphenylketimine-
t r i m e t h y l a l u m i n i u m , Ph^CtNHjAlMe^, m.p. 76-76*5° c r y s t a l l i s e d and were 
c o l l e c t e d and pumped dry. (Found: A l , 10*2; hydrolysable methyl, 
19*0?^; M, 267. C^gH^QAlN re q u i r e s A l , 10.7; hydrolysable methyl, 
19.0^; M, 253). V ( n u j o l m u l l ) 3290ms, 3068w, 2890s, 2809m, 
I608sh, 1605s, 1572s, 1if99w, ^k^^ra, l451s, lifl^fs, 1250ms, 1198sh, 
1179s, 1172ms, 1l60sh, 1083sh, 1079w, 103ifw, 1002m, 998sh, 972vw, 
936ms, 93ifms, 912ms, 875s, 789s, 76^s, 727sh, 694vs, 668sh, 6if9sh, 
623ms, and 523ni cm. 
N.M.R. Data.* 
r values:- 1.2^ s ( I ) , 2.8 m ( 4 ) , 3*0^ m (6) and lO.if^ s ( 9 ) . 
20^ s o l u t i o n i n perdeuteriobenzene; t e t r a m e t h y l s i l a n e as i n t e r n a l 
reference standard. 
The f o l l o w i n g abbreviations are used throughout i n describing 
N.M.R. spectra; s = s i n g l e t , d = doublet, t s t r i p l e t , q = q u a r t e t , 
m = m u l t i p l e t , br = broad; r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s i n parentheses. 
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Thermal Decomposition of Ph^C;NH,AlMe^. 
Samples of the adduct Ph2C:NH,AlMe^ heated f o r 2 hours a t 100° 
i n evacuated tubes generated 1 raol. of methane per mol. of adduct 
l e a v i n g a co l o u r l e s s c r y s t a l l i n e residue which a f t e r r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n 
from toluene was i d e n t i f i e d as the azomethine d e r i v a t i v e dimethy1-
(g-phenylbenzylideneamino)aluminium dimer, (Ph2C:NAlMe2)2» 
1 7 2 - 1 7 3 ' 5 ° . (Found: A l , 11 . i f ; hydrolysable methyl, 13* 1S^ ; M, 458. 
C^QH^^^I^N^ requires A l , 11 .if; hydrolysable methyl, 13*55 ;^ M, k7h). 
V ( n u j o l mull) l 6 l 6 s , l600sh, 1577ni, 126ifs, 1l82w, 1083s, 1017vs, 
951tn, 910w, 795s, 787s, 713sh, 697vs, 678s, 667m, and 573vw cmT*^  
N.M.B. Data. 
r values:- 2.5.^ m ( 2 ) , 2.9Q m (3) and 10.4g s ( 3 ) . 2051^  s o l u t i o n 
i n perdeuteriobenzene; t e t r a m e t h y l s i l a n e as i n t e r n a l reference 
standard. 
Reaction of diphenylketimine w i t h t r i e t h y l a l u m i n i u m . 
T r i e thy laluminium (1 .7%. > 9*6 m.mole) was added slowly by syringe 
t o a s t i r r e d s o l u t i o n of diphenylketimine ( I ' l O g . , 9.6 m.mole) i n 10ml. 
hexane a t 2 0 ° . The s o l u t i o n became warm, but no gas e v o l u t i o n was 
observed. The hexane was pumped o f f , l e a v i n g an orange viscous 
l i q u i d which could not be d i s t i l l e d without decomposition. This 
was i d e n t i f i e d as the adduct, Ph2C:NH,AlEt^. (Found: hydrolysable 
ethyl:aluminium r a t i o , 2 .7:I'O. C^^H^gAlN requires hydrolysable e t h y l : 
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aluminium r a t i o , 3«0:1.0), v ( l i q u i d f i l m ) 3268w, 3058m, 3012w, 
292hs, 2882s, 28if9vs, 2786m, 2717VW, l8l2vw, l627sh, 159^s, 1575s, 
1502sh, 1if97w, I466sh, 1if58s, 1if12s, 1368m, 1319w, 1292w, 1271sh, 
1250m, 1196sh, 1185m, 1163m, 1107m, 1073ms, 1031m, 1001m, 987ms, 
951ms, 936m, 913ras, 891sh, 872ras, 8if5w, 789s, 767s, 739w, 729w, 719sh, 
699VS, 679s, 667sh, 6k2s, and 622s cmT'' 
N.M.R. Data. 
T values:- 0.^^ s ( I ) , 2.7 br ( i f ) , 2-9^ m ( 6 ) , 8*8^ t ( 9 ) , and 
10* 1^ q ( 6 ) . 20^ s o l u t i o n i n perdeuteriobenzene; t e t r a m e t h y l s i l a n e 
as i n t e r n a l reference standard. 
Thermal Decomposition of Ph^C:NH,AlEt^. 
T r i e thylaluminium ( 2 . 6 % . , 23*2 m.mole) was added slowly by 
syringe t o a s t i r r e d s o l u t i o n of diphenylketimine (4.2g., 23*2 m.mole) 
i n 10ml. hexane. The s o l u t i o n was b o i l e d overnight, a f t e r which the 
hexane was removed by pumping a t 20°. The r e s i d u a l moist yellow 
s o l i d was dissolved i n a mixture of hexane (l5ml.) and toluene(5ml.), 
the s o l u t i o n was f i l t e r e d , and the f i l t r a t e when cooled to -78° 
deposited c o l o u r l e s s c r y s t a l s of diethyl-(g-phenylbenzylideneamino)-
aluminium dimer, (Ph2C:NAlEt2)2i m-P. 115-117° a f t e r a f u r t h e r 
r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from hexane/toluene. (Found: G, 78«1; H, 7.2; 
A l , ^Q'e%\ M, 538. C^^E^^kl^^ requires G, 77'1; H,'7'6; A l , 10.29^; 
M, 530). V ( n u j o l mull) 3058w, 3021w, 2793w, 2725vw, •l609vs, 
nicix 
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1580s, 1565sh, 131IVW, 1if95w, 1if51s, 1if21m, 1326m, 1297ms, 1277ms, 
1233W, II9OW, 1l6ifw, llOifsh, 1080m, I032w, 1023sh, 1006m, 993sh, 
990m, 955s, 929s, 898VW, 8if9m, 793sh, 786vs, 735w, 709vs, 702vs, 682s, 
668vw, 6i+9vs, 618m, 602m, 577m, 511w, if74sh, and if71s cmT'' 
N.M.R. Data. 
r values:- Z-h^ m ( 2 ) , 2.8^ m ( 3 ) , 8.7^ t ( 3 ) , and 9-8^ q ( 2 ) . 
20% s o l u t i o n i n perdeuteriobenzene; t e t r a m e t h y l s i l a n e as i n t e r n a l 
reference standard. 
Reaction of diphenylketimine w i t h triphenylaluminium. 
Diphenylketimine (0.06g., O.3 ra.mole) i n 1ml, toluene was added 
to triphenylaluminium (0.08g., O.3 m.mole) i n 1ml. toluene a t -196°. 
The mixture a t 20° was a c l e a r s o l u t i o n ; removal of solvent by pumping 
gave the viscous yellow l i q u i d adduct, Ph2C:NH,AlPh^ which was found 
t o decompose slowly a t 20°. v ( l i q u i d f i l m ) 3257ra, 3058s, 3003sh, 
1957W, 1898W, I8l8w, 1776w, l66lm, l603s, 1570s, 1if92m, l¥f9s, 1if25m, 
1364s, I32IW, 1302W, I28OW, 1261m, 1198s, 1178s, 1152m, 1086s, 1031s, 
1002m, 97IW, 933s, 887s, 788s, 7 6 l s , 73OW, 720w, 696vs, 654w, 639w, 
622sy 570m, 515ra, and 48lm cmT 
N.M.R. Data. 
T values:- O'k^ s ( I ) , 2.1 br, and 2.6-3'0 m (25). 20% s o l u t i o n 
i n p erdeuteriotoluene; t e t r a m e t h y l s i l a n e as i n t e r n a l reference 
standard. 
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Thermal Decomposition of Ph2C:NH,AlPh . 
Diphenylketimine (0.35g., I.9 m.mole) was added slowly t o a 
s t i r r e d s o l u t i o n of triphenylaluminium (0.50g., 1«9 m.mole) i n 10ml.^ 
toluene a t 20°. A f t e r 2 days a t 20°, the s o l u t i o n was concentrated by 
pumping o f f some s o l v e n t , f i l t e r e d and cooled t o -78°, when white 
c r y s t a l s of diphenyl-(a-phenylbenzylidenecunino)aluminium dimer, 
(Ph2G:NAlPh2)2 m.p. 295° were deposited and i d e n t i f i e d by comparison 
of t h e i r i n f r a r e d spectrum w i t h t h a t of an authentic sample of t h i s 
compound prepared from Ph-,A1 and PhCN.^ "^  v ( n u j o l mull) 3058m, 
303OW, 3003m, I620sh, l60ifs, 1575m, 1if90sh, 1if79w, l¥f5ms, 1if23m, 
I366W, 13l6w, I29OW, 1264m, 12^w, II9IVW, II56VW, 1091ms, 1083ms, 
102W, lOOIw, 997sh, 952m, 923w, 9l4m, 887vw, 863vw, 8if2vw, 789s, 762vw, 
734sh, 730ms, 708vs, 703vs, 698vs, 686s, 676sh, 670sh, 66lsh, 628m, 
6lifvw, 564m, and 484s cm. 
Reaction of diphenylketimine w i t h t r i p h e n y l g a l l i u m . 
Diphenylketiraine (0.51g., 2.8 m.mole) was added slowly t o a s t i r r e d 
s o l u t i o n of t r i p h e n y l g a l i i u m (0.85g., 2*8 m.mole) i n 5ml. toluene 
a t 20°. The s o l u t i o n became warm and removal of solvent under 
vacuum l e f t the viscous yellow adduct PhpG:NH,GaPh_. v ( l i q u i d 
f i l m ) 3268m, 3058s, 3003ms, 2916W, 196IW, l887w, I8l8w, 1595vs, 
1565VS, 1493m, 1477m, l447s, l421s, 1395s, 1359ms, 1299w, 1253s, 
I238sh, 1192m, ll77sh, 1159m, 1078VS, 1027s, 999ms, 973w, 934m, 909m, 
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879m, 788vs, 765s, 729vs, 698vs, 66ls, 643s, 622s, 5Mfm, and 447s cmT'^  
N.M.R. Data. 
T values:- 0.5g s ( 1 ) , 2.3 br and 2.7-3.1 m (25). 20% s o l u t i o n 
i n perdeuteriobenzene; t e t r a m e t h y l s i l a n e as i n t e r n a l reference 
standard. 
Thermal Decomposition of Ph2C:NH,GaPh^. 
Diphenylketimine (0.87ml., 5*2 m.mole) was added slowly t o a 
s t i r r e d s o l u t i o n of t r i p h e n y l g a l l i u m (l.56g., 5*2 m.mole) i n 20ml. 
toluene a t 20°. The s o l u t i o n was b o i l e d f o r 2-J hours and then cooled 
t o room temperature, when colo u r l e s s c r y s t a l s of diphenyl-(a-phenyl-
ben2ylideneamino)gallium dimer, (Ph2C:N.GaPh2)2 m.p. 302-3° were 
deposited. These were washed w i t h hexane and pumped dry. (Found: 
C, 72.6; H, 4.8%; C^ QH^ QGa^ N^  requires G, 74.3; H, 5-0%). v ^ ^ 
( n u j o l m u l l ) 3058W, I623w, I6 l 2 s , 1464ms, I451ms, l431ra, 138lm, 1319w, 
129OW, 1266s, 1092VS, 1025s, I004sh, 954m, 923w, 912w, 863w, 842w, 
8OIVS, 735sh, 730ms, 699VS, 674m, 668m, 535m, 465ms, and 450m cm. 
Reaction of diphenylketimine w i t h triphenylaluminium (3:1 molar 
p r o p o r t i o n s . 
Diphenylketimine (0.58g., 3.21 ra.moles) were added t o t r i p h e n y l -
aluminium (0.28g., 1.07 m.moles) a t -196° i n a tube under n i t r o g e n . 
The vessel was evacuated, sealed, and heated t o 100° f o r 24 hours. 
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On opening the tube t o the vacuum l i n e , benzene (0.074g., 0.94 m.moles) 
was recovered, and i d e n t i f i e d by i t s i n f r a r e d spectrum. On reheating 
the tube t o 170° f o r a f u r t h e r 24 hours, more benzene (0.047g., 0.60 
m.moles) was recovered. 
Reactions of Tetramethylguanidine w i t h Trimethylaluminium. 
Reaction of tetramethylguanidine w i t h trimethylaluminium ( l ; 1 molar 
p r o p o r t i o n s ) . 
Trimethylaluminium (0.72g., 10 m.mole) was added slowly by 
syringe t o a s o l u t i o n of tetramethylguanidine (l.15g.» 10 m.mole) i n 
hexane (I5ml.) a t -196°. A white s o l i d wais p r e c i p i t a t e d on warming 
the s o l u t i o n t o room temperature; t h i s was dissolved by the a d d i t i o n 
of the minimum amount of toluene. A f t e r f i l t r a t i o n , the s o l u t i o n 
was cooled t o -78°, and c r y s t a l s of the adduct (Me2N)2G:NH.AlMe^, 
m.p. 44-5° were obtained. (Found: A l , 14'8; hydrolysable methyl, 
23*6%; M, 270. CgH22AlN^ req u i r e s A l , 14*4; hydrolysable methyl, 
24.1?^; M, 187). V ( n u j o l m u l l ) 3356ms, l 6 l 2 s , 1579s, 1553s, " nid.x 
1337m, 1263ms, 1232W, 1171m, 1135ms, 1066s, 1041ms, 10l8s, 903mw, 
797s, 75IW, 720ms, 690ms, 667sh, 6l2w, 585w, and 515m cm. 
N.M.R. Data. 
r values:- 5-53 s ( 1 ) , 7*6^ s (12) and 10*4^ s ( 9 ) . 20^ 
s o l u t i o n i n perdeuteriobenzene; t e t r a m e t h y l s i l a n e as i n t e r n a l reference 
standard. 
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Reaction of tetramethylguanidine w i t h trimethylaluminium (1:2 molar 
p r o p o r t i o n s ) . 
Trimethylaluminium (l.44g., 20 m.moles) was added slowly by 
syringe t o a s o l u t i o n of tetramethylguanidine (l.15g., 10 m.moles) 
i n hexane (30ml.) a t -196°. On warming t o room temperature, a white 
s o l i d was p r e c i p i t a t e d . Solvent was f i l t e r e d o f f , and the s o l i d 
was washed thoroughly a t -78° vdth hexane. The combined washings 
were removed by syringe and pumped through a t r a p a t -23°, Trimethyl-
aluminiura (0.7g., 10 m.mole) was recovered. The s o l i d , m.p. 45-6° 
was found t o have an i d e n t i c a l i n f r a r e d spectrum t o t h a t of the 1:1 
adduct. (Found: hydrolysable methyl, 23.9%. CgH22AlN^ requires 
hydrolysable methyl, 24.1%). 
Thermal Decomposition of (Me2N)2C:NH.AlMe^. 
Trimethylaluminium (l.44g., 20 m.mole) was added slowly by 
syringe t o tetramethylguanidine (2.30g., 20 m.mole) a t -196° i n a 
tube under n i t r o g e n . The vessel was evacuated, sealed, and heated 
a t 180° f o r 10 minutes. On opening the tube t o the vacuum l i n e , 
methane (0.315g., 19.7 m.mole) and dimethylamine (0.095g., 2.1 m.mole) 
were recovered, and i d e n t i f i e d from t h e i r i n f r a r e d spectra and 
vapour pressure measurements. The s o l i d residue was removed from the 
tube and dissolved i n hot toluene. A f t e r f i l t r a t i o n and c o o l i n g , the 
s o l u t i o n a f f o r d e d c r y s t a l s of the N-dimethylaluminium-N' ,N',N",N"-
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tetramethylguanidine d e r i v a t i v e [(Me2N)2C=NAlMe2]^. (Found: A l , 
17*0; hydrolysable methyl, 17.4^. G^H^gAlN^ requires A l , 17-2; 
hydrolysable methyl, 17*5^). v ( n u j o l mull) l 6 l 8 s , 1543vs, 
1499s, 13l8m, 1266m, 1232w, 1172s, 1l44s, 1058sh, 1044s, 996m, 9l6m, 
869ms, 795s, 752s, 734s, 693s, 663sh, 657s, 555m, and 515w cmT'' 
Reactions of Dimethylcyanamide w i t h Aluminium A l k y l s . 
Reaction of dimethylcyanamide w i t h trimethylaluminium (1:1 molsir 
p r o p o r t i o n s ) . 
Trimethylaluminium (l.44g., 20 m.mole) was added slowly by 
syringe t o a s o l u t i o n of dimethylcyanamide ( l . 4 g . , 20 m.mole) i n 
hexane (10ml.) a t -196°. The s o l u t i o n was warmed to room temperature 
w i t h s t i r r i n g , and the solvent was removed under vacuum. The 
r e s i d u a l white s o l i d was dissolved i n toluene (3ml.) and hexane (5ml.), 
and the r e s u l t a n t s o l u t i o n was f i l t e r e d and cooled t o -30°, when 
c r y s t a l s of the adduct, Me2NG:N.AlMe^, m.p. 40-4l° were deposited. 
These were washed a t -78° w i t h hexane, and pumped dry. (Found: 
A l , 19*3; hydrolysable methyl, 31*0?^; M, 148. CgH^^AlN2 requires 
A l , 19*0; hydrolysable methyl, 31-7^; M, 142). v ( n u j o l mull) 
2257s, 2208sh, 1263w, 1178s, 1095m, 1063s, 774s, 692VS, 667sh, 619B, 
-1 
and 522s cm. 
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N.M.R, Data. 
T values:- 7*92 s (2) and 10.3Q S (3). 20% s o l u t i o n i n benzene; 
so l v e n t as i n t e r n a l reference standard. 
Reaction of dimethyIcyanamide w i t h trimethylaluminium (1:2 molar 
p r o p o r t i o n s ) . 
Trimethylaluminium ( l . 4 4 g . , 20 m.mole) was added slowly by 
syringe t o a s o l u t i o n of dimethylcyanamide (0 .70g. , 10 m.mole) i n 
hexane (30ml.) a t -196°. A white s o l i d was deposited on warming t o 
room temperature. This was f i l t e r e d o f f , and washed repeatedly w i t h 
10ml. a l i q u o t s of hexane. The combined washings were removed by 
syri n g e , and pumped through a t r a p a t -23°. Triraethylaluminium 
(0»7g. J 10 m.mole) was recovered. The s o l i d was pumped dry, and i t s 
i n f r a r e d spectrum weis found t o be i d e n t i c a l w i t h t h a t of the 1:1 adduct. 
(Found: hydrolysable methyl, 30*5%. '^6^15^^2 hydrolysable 
methyl 31 '7%). 
Thermal Decomposition of Me2NC:N.AlMe^. 
Trimethylaluminium ( l . 4 4 g . , 20 m.mole) was added t o dimethyl-
cyanamide ( l . 4 0 g . , 20 m.moie) a t -196° i n a tube under n i t r o g e n . The 
vessel was evacuated, sealed, and heated a t 115° f o r 30 minutes. 
On opening the tube t o the vacuum l i n e , methane (0»349g., 21.8 m.mole), 
hydrogen (G.004g., 2.2 m.mole), ethylene (0.017g., 0.6 m.mole) and 
dimethylamine (0.0l8g., 0.4 m.mole) were recovered and i d e n t i f i e d 
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e i t h e r by t h e i r i n f r a r e d spectra, or by t h e i r vapour pressures a t 
standard temperatures. 
Golourless v o l a t i l e c r y s t a l s sublimed from the s o l i d residue 
a t ca. 50°, and were i d e n t i f i e d as dimethylaminodimethylaluminium 
dimer (Me2NAlMe2)2 ^7 a n a l y s i s , and by comparison of t h e i r i n f r a r e d 
136 
spectrum w i t h the spectrum reported i n the l i t e r a t u r e . (Found: 
hydrolysable methyl, 29'0?^. CgH2^Al2N2 requires hydrolysable methyl, 
23*7%)' V ( n u j o l mull) 1595w, 1264w, 1236m, 1199s, 1l67wra, 1120s, 
1043s, 1025sh, 98IW, 901s, 783wra, 690s, 584s, 509s cmT'' 
N.M.R. Data. 
r values:- 7*8^ s (1) and 10.4g s ( 1 ) . 20^ s o l u t i o n i n benzene; 
s o l v e n t as i n t e r n a l reference standard. 
The brown i n v o l a t i l e s o l i d residue reacted vigorously w i t h 
a lcohols and water, but was completely i n s o l u b l e i n i n e r t organic 
s o l v e n t s . 
V ( n u j o l mull) 2172m, 1550s, 1266mw, 1192m, 1066w, 1023w, max 
_ -1 
792s, and 684s cm. 
Reaction of dimethylcyanamide w i t h dimethylaluminium hydride. 
Dimethylaluminium hydride (0.91g.» 15*6 m.mole) i n hexane (25ml.) 
was sl o w l y added by syringe t o dimethylcyanamide (1.10g., 15.6 m.mole) 
i n toluene (5ml.) a t -196°. The s o l u t i o n was warmed t o room 
temperature w i t h s t i r r i n g , when a white s o l i d was deposited. Solvent 
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was removed under vacuum, and the s o l i d was dissolved in^ hot toluene 
(15ml.). A f t e r f i l t r a t i o n and c o o l i n g , colourless c r y s t a l s of 
dimeric N-dimethylaluminium-N',N'-dimethylformamidine, (Me2NCH:N«AlMe2)2 
m.p. l84-8° (d) were obtained. (Found: A l , 20.9; hydrolysable 
methyl, 23'5%; M, 258. C^QH2gAl2N^ requires A l , 21.1; hydrolysable 
methyl, 23-4%; M, 256). ( n u j o l mull) l658sh, l623vs, 1256mw, 
max 
1188m, llOOras, 1060w, 1019W, 987W, 872raw, 753s, 686sh, 671vs, 668sh, 
and 596m cm. 
N.M.R. Data 
T values:- 7'4-7-9 m ( 6 ) , 8.I2 s ( 1 ) , and 10-3^ s ( 6 ) . 20% 
s o l u t i o n i n benzene; solvent as i n t e r n a l reference standard. 
Reaction of dimethylcyanamide w i t h t r i e t h y l a l u m i n i u m . 
Triethylaluminium ( l ' l 4 g . , 10 m.mole) was added slowly by syringe 
t o dimethylcyanamide (l.20g., 10 m.mole) a t -196° luider n i t r o g e n i n 
a two necked f l a s k . On warming to room temperature, the l i q u i d 
adduct, Me2NC:N'AlEt^ was obtained. (Found: A l , l4«8; hydrolysable 
e t h y l , 47'2%. "CgH2^AlN2 requires A l , 14'7; hydrolysable e t h y l , 
47-3%). v' ( l i q u i d f i l m ) 2924s, 2882s, 2849s, 2793sh, 2268s, 2212s, 
1656m, 1623m, 1376m, 1339m, 1227sh, 1192m, 1099sh, 1058s, 987s, 947mw, 
_1 
917w, 899w,,800m, 775s, 764sh, 690sh, 646vs, and 525m cm. 
N.M.R. Data 
l v a l u e s : - 7-62 s ( 2 ) , 8-7^ t (3) and 10.0^ q ( 2 ) . 20% s o l u t i o n 
i n benzene; solvent as i n t e r n a l reference standard. 
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Thermal Decomposition of Me2NC;N.AlEt^. 
Triethylaluminium 2'28g., 20 m.mole) was slowly added by 
syringe t o dimethylcyanamide ( l ' 4 0 g . , 20 m.mole) i n a tube under 
n i t r o g e n . The vessel was evacuated, sealed, and heated a t 115° 
f o r 1 hour. On opening the tube t o the vacuum l i n e , ethylene 
(0'35g., 12*5 m.mole), i d e n t i f i e d by i t s i n f r a r e d spectrum, was 
recoveredi 
The r e s i d u a l l i q u i d was d i s t i l l e d under vacuum (b.p. 115° a t 
10 ^m.m.), and the d i s t i l l a t e was found t o be a mixture of dimeric ' 
N-die thylaluminium-N',N'-dime thylformamidine (Me2NCH:N.AlEt2)2 and 
the adduct, Me2NC: N*AlEt^. (Found: A l , 16'0; hydrolysable e t h y l , 
k^'7$%. G^^H^^Al2N^ requires A l , 17*3; hydrolysable e t h y l , 37*l89^. 
C H AIN requires A l , l4«7; hydrolysable e t h y l , k7-l>%). v 
( l i q u i d f i l m ) 2l69vw, l631vs, I580ms, l462ms, I4l0ms, 126lm, 1238m, 
1192m, 1167VW, 1101s, 1073s,. 1045s, 988ms, 951m, 913ms, 899ms, 876w, 
794m, 753s, 655vs, 644vs, and 607vs cmT'' 
N.M.R. Data 
r values:- 7*4^ s, 7'7Q S, 8-6^ t , 8*7^ t , 9*7^ q, and 9'7g q. 
2QP^ s o l u t i o n i n benzene; solvent as i n t e r n a l reference standard. 
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Reaction of dimethylcyanamide w i t h diethylaluminium hydride. 
Diethylaluminium hydride (0.86g., 10 m.mole) was added slowly 
by syringe to a s o l u t i o n of dimethylcyanamide (0.70g., 10 m.mole) 
i n hexane (30ml.) a t -196°. The s o l u t i o n was warmed to room 
temperature w i t h s t i r r i n g , f i l t e r e d , and cooled t o 0°, when colourless 
c r y s t a l s of dimeric N-diethylaluminium-N',N'-dimethylformamidine, 
(Me2NCH:N.AlEt2)2 (m.p. 119-120°) separated, and were d r i e d by 
pumping o f f solvent. (Found: A l , 17*1; hydrolysable e t h y l , 36*4%; 
M, 326. C^j^H^^Al2N2 re q u i r e s A l , 17-3; hydrolysable e t h y l , 37«2%; 
M, 312). V ( n u j o l mull) l626vs, l462ms, I4l2m, 1263ra, 1230vw, — max 
1l83w, 1098s, 1060m, 1022m, 991m, 945mw, 917mw, 876mw, 800ms, 747s, 
639s, 623s, 606s, 436raw, and 4l7m cm. 
N.M.R. Data 
r values:- 4-0^ ra (1), 7-6^ s (6), 8-4^ t (6) and 9-5^ q ( 4 ) . 
20% s o l u t i o n i n benzene; solvent as i n t e r n a l reference standard. 
Reaction of A l k y l Cyanides w i t h Organolithiura Compounds. 
Reaction of methyl cyanide w i t h m e t h y l - l i t h i u m . 
A s o l u t i o n of m e t h y l - l i t h i u m (5 m.moles) i n d i e t h y l ether (8.5ml.) 
was added by syringe t o methyl cyanide a t -196° i n a tube. The tube 
v/as evacuated, sealed, and allowed t o warm to room temperature. A l l 
m a t e r i a l v o l a t i l e a t -196° was subsequently pumped i n t o the vacuum 
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l i n e , i d e n t i f i e d as methane ( i n f r a r e d spectrum) and measured (0.053g., 
3»3 m.moles). Ether was then removed under vacuum, l e a v i n g a white 
i n s o l u b l e powder. (Found: C, 50.7; H, 6.9; L i , 9*1; N, 21.751^). 
% a x ^^^^^ 2174sh, 2141s, 2083w, l653w, I592w, 1520s, I342vw, 
13l6vw, 1266m, 1190w, 1099V™, 1020m, 980vw, 935vw, 903vw, 803m ( b r ) , 
and 723wm cm. A substance w i t h e s s e n t i a l l y the same i n f r a r e d spectrum 
and percentage elemental composition was obtained i n separate 
experiments i n which the components were mixed a t -78° i n one limb 
of a double Schlenk tube, the p r e c i p i t a t e d product being c o l l e c t e d 
on a f i l t e r and pumped dry. Q u a l i t a t i v e t e s t s f o r cyanide anion 
proved negative, and no alkane was evolved on h y d r o l y s i s w i t h d i l u t e 
a c i d . When heated w i t h b o i l i n g t e t r a h y d r o f u r a n , the substance d i d 
not d i s s o l v e but changed t o a yellow powder. v ( n u j o l mull) 
2190m, 1595s, 1550sh, 1302w, 1266w, 108lm, 1020m, 800m, and 722w cnT.^ 
Reaction of e t h y l cyanide w i t h m e t h y l - l i t h i u m . 
E t h y l cyanide and m e t h y l - l i t h i u m , mixed i n equimolar proportions 
i n e t h e r , gave a pale yellow p r e c i p i t a t e which v/as c o l l e c t e d on a 
f i l t e r and pumped dry. v ( n u j o l m u l l , region 28OO-I5OO cm ) 
max 
-1 
2128wm, 2045wm, l639vw, I58OVS, and 1515m cm. A f t e r a sample had 
been washed w i t h toluene and hexane and again pumped dry, the spectrum 
was again recorded. v ( n u j o l m u l l , region 28OO-I5OO cm ) 2l83wm, 
max 
2045s, l645w, and 1582vs cm. No alkane was obtained when samples of 
the m a t e r i a l were hydrolysed, and a q u a l i t a t i v e t e s t f o r anionic cyanide 
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was negative. 
Reaction of methyl cyanide with ethyl-lithium. 
Methyl cyanide (0 . 4 l g ., 10 m.mole) i n toluene (lOml.) was added 
to a frozen mixture of eth y l - l i t h i u m (10 m.moles) and toluene (10ml.) 
at -196°. The mixture was then heated slowly u n t i l the toluene 
boiled, when a pale yellow precipitate separated. This, af t e r being 
washed wi t h toluene, had v (nujol mull, 28OO-I5OO cm"'') 2150m(br), 
2030ms, I82OVW, 1590sh, and 152ifm cmT'' 
Reaction of ethyl cyanide with ethyl-lithium. 
Ethyl cyajiide (0«55g.» 10 ra.moles) was added to ethyl-lithium 
(10 m.mole) i n 10ml. ether at -196°. When the mixture was wsirmed 
to 20°, a white precipitate separated. (Found: L i , G^^%). v 
(nujol mull, 2800-1500 cm""^ ) 2198sh, 2l60sh, 2123s, l639m, 1572s, and 
I515VS cm. No ethane was evolved on hydrolysis of a sample, but 
addition of 2,^dinitrophenylhydrazine to the hydrolysate gave a trace 
of p r e c i p i t a t e , ra.p. 104-108°. A sample of the 2,^dinitrophenyl-
hydrazone of diethyl ketone, prepared f o r comparison, had m.p. 156°. 
Reaction of Acetonitrile with Trimethylamine-dichloroalane. 
A solution of a c e t o n i t r i l e (0»if7g. 1 11*4 m.mole) i n hexane (10ml.) 
was added slowly to a s t i r r e d suspension of trimethylamine-dichloroalane 
( l » 8 g . , 11«it m.mole) i n hexane (60ml.) at -78° i n a three necked flajsk 
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under a nitrogen atmosphere, connected to a trap at -196°. The 
suspension was allowed to warm to room temperature, when trimethyl-
aiaine was evolved, and i d e n t i f i e d by i t s infrared spectrum. The 
resultant clear solution was refluxed for 1-J hours, and solvent was 
removed under vacuum, leaving a white s o l i d , which, on acid hydrolysis 
produced hydrogen, and no acetaldehyde. Alkaline hydrolysis produced 
trimethylamine, together with a l i t t l e ammonia ( i d e n t i f i e d by the i r 
i n f r a r e d spectra) as well as hydrogen. v (nujol mull) 1267s, 1097s, 
1020s, 986m, 86^w, 8lifsh, 802s, 722w, and 501m cmT'' 
Reaction of N-lithioketimines with metal halides. 
Reaction of diphenylketiminolithium with aluminium chloride (1:1 
molar proportions). . 
A solution of diphenylketiminolithium (4«1g., 21*9 m.mole) i n 
die t h y l ether (60ml.) was f i l t e r e d on to aluminium chloride (2»93g.> 
21'9 m.mole) at -196°. The solution was allowed to warm to room 
temperature with s t i r r i n g , when the red colour disappeared, and a 
cream precipitate was formed. Ether was pumped o f f , and toluene (30ml.) 
was added. The solution was heated to b o i l i n g , and f i l t e r e d . On 
cooling, colourless crystals of dichloro-(g-phenyIbenzylideneamino)-
aluminium diraer, (Ph2C=NAlGl2)2» ".p. 199-200°, were deposited. 
(Found: C, 55-7; H, 3«75; A l , 9-6; CI, Zk'7; N, 5*0?^. 
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^26^20^-^2^V2 ^^^"i^®^' 56*2; H, 3-60; Al, 9-7; C I , 25*5; 
N, 5-0^) V (nujol mull) l6^1sh, 1393vs, 1582vs, 1576vs, 1557vs, 1332s, 
1321 sh, 1295s, 1276s, 1193W, 1l66w, 1109w, 1080w, 1032wm, 1003wra, 98W, 
978vw, 958s, 935w, 924m, 802s, 783sh, 725vs, 7l6vs, 707s, 699vs, 686m, 
637s, 6l7w, 584ra, 553VS, if92s, if52w, if26m, 398vw, 380m, 3l8s, 282m 
and 212m cm 
N.M.R. Data. 
r values:- 2«6br (2) and 2«95m (3). Saturated (~10^) solution i n 
perdeuteriotoluene; tetraraethylsilane as internal reference standard. 
Reaction of diphenylketiminolithium with aluminium chloride 
(3:1 molar proportions). 
Aluminium chloride (l»72g., 12*9 m.mole) was added to a solution 
of diphenylketiminolithium (7*23g., 38*7 m.mole) i n diethyl ether 
(60ml.) at -196°. The solution was warmed to room temperature, when 
the red colour disappeared, and an orange precipitate formed, and was 
s t i r r e d at 20° overnight. Solvent was pumped o f f , toluene (50ml.) 
was added, the solution was heated to bo i l i n g , and f i l t e r e d . On 
cooling to 0°, bright yellow crystals of tris-diphenylketimino-
aluminium (Ph2C=N)^Al, m.p. 20k-6° were deposited. (Found: C, 8l«6; 
H, 5-50; A l , k'7ro', M, 575. C^^H^QAIN^ requires C, 82-5; H, 5-29; 
A l , 4*76^; M, 567). V (nujol mull) 17l4sh, l686s, I6l7s, l600sh, 
1580m, 1309W, I289W, 1263sh, 1247ms, 1193VW, 1175w, 1155w, 1072w, 
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1029wm, 1001VW, 972vw, 952w, 931w, 904m, 887w, 832m, 822m, 789s, 759vw, 
732w, 709s, 695vs, 679nis, 628ms, 567m, 529ms, 490s, and 430m cnT.'^ 
N.M.R. Data. 
T values:- 2.6^m ( 3 ) , 2'9-,ra ( 7 ) , and 3 'Vni C D ' 20?^ solution 5 2 6 
i n perdeuteriobenzene; tetramethylsilane as internal reference standard. 
Reaction of diphenylketiminolithium with aluminium bromide. 
A solution of diphenylketiminolithium (TO'Og., 53*3 m.mole) i n 
d i e t h y l ether (50ml.) was f i l t e r e d on to aluminium bromide (5*7g., 
53*3 m.mole) at -196°. The solution was allowed to v/arm to room 
temperature with s t i r r i n g , when the red colour disappeared, and a yellow 
precipitate was formed. Ether was pumped o f f , and toluene (30ml.) 
was added. The solution was heated to b o i l i n g , and f i l t e r e d . On 
cooling, pale yellow crystals of dibromo-(a-phenylben2ylideneamino)-
aluminium, (Ph2C=NAlBr2)j^j m.p. 246-9° (decomp.) were deposited. 
(Found: G, 42.5; H, 2-72; A l , 7'24; Br, 46*1; N, 4-02^. 
C^^H^QAlBr^N requires C, 42*5; H, 2-72; Al, 7*36; Br, 43-6; N, 3-82^). 
V (nujol mull) 1587s, 1558vs, l471s, 1335ms, 1319sh, 1297m, 1282m, 
max 
II9IVW, 1l67w, 1082wm, 1033wm, 1007w, 978w, 963m, 929wm, 84lw, 792vs, 
72OVS, 709vs, 699s, 668vw, 638m, 6l7vw, 579m, 557vw, 526vw, 483vs, 450m, 
400w, 330m, 304w, 284m, 267vw, 255w, 248w, and 209vs cmT'^  
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Reaction of diphenylketiminolithium with beryllium chloride. 
Diethyl ether (20ml.) was slowly added to beryllium chloride 
(''•56g., 20 m.mole) at -78°. A solution of diphenylketiminolithium 
(7*5g.» 40 m.mole) i n diethyl ether (80ml.) was added to the resultant 
suspension, which v;as allowed to warm to room temperature with s t i r r i n g . 
After s t i r r i n g at 20° f o r one hour, when the red colour disappeared, 
leaving a yellow precipitate, solvent was pumped o f f , and the solid 
transferred to a Soxhlet extraction apparatus, and extracted over three 
days with toluene. A bright yellow s o l i d resulted. v (nujol mull) 
max 
1732m, I627s, l600sh, 1547wm, 1306w, 1256ms, 1152w, 1075m, 1049m, 1027m, 
-1 
999wm, 951m, 9l6w, 898vw, 830ms, 784ms, 7l6wm, 695vs, 629w, and 543m cm. 
Reaction of di-p-tolylketiminolithium with beryllium chloride. 
To beryllium chloride (0«92g., 10*2 m.mole) i n diethyl ether (lOml.) 
at -78°, was added a solution of di-p-tolylketiminolithium (4'39g., 
20*4 m.mole) i n di e t h y l ether (50ml.) and hexane (lOml.). The solution 
was warmed to 20°, with s t i r r i n g , and held at that temperature fo r one 
hour. Solvent was removed from the resultant yellow s o l i d under 
vacuum, and toluene (30ml.) was added. The solution was boiled, 
f i l t e r e d and cooled to -10° ( i c e - s a l t ) when crystals of bis(di-p-
tolylketimino)beryllium [(p-tolyl2C:N)2Be]^, (m.p. 349-51°d) separated. 
(Found: G, 83-0; H, 6*8; Be, 2.30?^. C^ H^^ gBeN^  requires G, 84*7; 
H, 6.6; Be, 2.1^). v" (nujol mull) 1908w, 1731s, l626vs, l607vs, 
max 
1567m, 1311m, 1290ms, 1259ms, 1208w, 1178ms, 1110m, 1064sh, 1054ms, 
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1019m, 955m, 935ms, 911m, 889m, 853vs, 827vs, 792m, 782m, 742s, 735s, 
717ms, 683™, 673w, 659w, 631m, 6l8ms, 569w, and 543ms cm~^ 
N.M.R. Data 
T values:- 2.0^d ( I ) , 2.1^d ( 1 ) , 2.9gd (3), 3-O^d (3) and 7'9^s (6). 
Saturated solution i n perdeuteriobenzene; tetramethylsilane as internal 
reference standard. 
Reactions of N-trimethylsilylketimine with metal halides. 
Reaction of N-trimethylsilylketimine with aluminium chloride. 
N-trimethylsilylketimine (7«82g., 30.9 m.mole) was slowly added by 
syringe to a suspension of aluminium chloride (l'37g.> 10»3 m.mole) i n 
toluene (30ml.) at -196°. The solution weis allowed to warm, to room 
temperature, with s t i r r i n g , and was then refluxed overnight. Solvent 
was removed u n t i l p r e c i p i t a t i o n was observed, and the solution was 
boiled once more u n t i l the s o l i d redissolved. On cooling, crystals 
of dichloro-(a-phenylbenzylideneamino)-aluminium dimer, i d e n t i f i e d 
by the m.p. (199-200°) and the infrared spectrum, were deposited. 
Reaction of N-trimethylsilylketimine with beryllium chloride. 
Diethyl ether (40ml.) was slowly added to beryllium chloride 
(0«78g., 10 m.mole) at -78°. N-trimethylsilylketimine (5*06g., 
20 m.mole) i n diethyl ether (20ml.) was added slowly by syringe. The 
solution was warmed to room temperature with s t i r r i n g , and then 
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refluxed f o r 1^ hours. The solvent was pumped o f f , and the residual 
s o l i d was dissolved i n hot toluene. On cooling, colourless crystals 
of chloro-(a-phenylbenzylideneamino)-beryllium dimer, m.p. 120-1° 
were obtained. (Found: C, 68.8; H, 4'79; CI, l6'05^; M, 408. 
^26^20^®2^^2^2 ^ ^ l ^ i ^ ^ s ^' ^9-5; ' H, 4-45; Cl, 15-8^; M, 449). 
V (nujol mull) l608s, 1587s, 1572s, 'l4l8m, 1328m, 1300ms, 1l89w/, 
1l60w, 1075W, 1029W, 1002W, 973s, 937m, 920m, 887sh, 85OVS, 813s, 803s, 
781 vs, 775vsv 756s, 732m, 719s, 704vs, 676s, 633™, 609m, 577w, 545ms, 
464w, and 448w cm. 
Reaction of Dichloro-(a-phenylbenzylideneamino)-aluminium dimer 
with Pyridine. 
I ^ r i d i n e (0.79g.» 10 m.moles) was added to a suspension of dichloro-
(a-phenylbenzylideneamino)-aluminium dimer, (Ph2C=NAlCl2)2» (2.78g., 
10 m.moles) i n toluene (20ml.) at 20°. A yellow colouration resulted 
immediately; not a l l the s o l i d dissolved, however. The suspension 
was heated to b o i l i n g , when a yellow solution was obtained. After 
f i l t r a t i o n , yellow crystals of pyridine-aluminium t r i c h l o r i d e (m.p. 
146-7°) were obtained. (Found: Al, 12.6; Cl, 49-2^. C^H^AICI^N 
requires A l , 12.7; Cl, 50.6?^). 
DISGUSSION 
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Azomethine derivatives have, u n t i l recently, received l i t t l e 
a t t ention, despite t h e i r importance as intermediates i n the 
polymerisation and i n the reduction ' of n i t r i l e s 
(see p. 31-32) . In the l a s t six years, however, interest i n these 
derivatives has quickened, and there are now seven established routes, 
some of more general u t i l i t y than others. 
1. Triorganosilyl imines, (RR'G:NSiR^)^, can be prepared 
i n 60^ y i e l d by reaction of sodium bis(triorganosilyl)amide 
with carbonyl compounds i n refluxing benzene.'''^ ^ The 
reaction i s not applicable to enolisable aldehydes and 
(R^SD^NNa + RR'G:0 — > RR'G:NSiR^  + NaOSiR^ 
ketones because the hydroxy proton i n the enol form i s 
readily exchanged with the sodium ion of the silylamide. 
, , NaN(SiR,^) 
-CH2-G=0 <—» -GH=C-OH -GH=C-ONa + (R^SD^NH 
2. Addition reactions of n i t r i l e s with organometallic 
compounds affords a synthetic route to aldimine derivatives 
139 lifO 31 33 l 4 l of boron, ' aluminium ' and gallium, and to 
31 33 133 ketimine derivatives of aluminiiim ' and lit h i u m . 
130 
Grignard reagents, RMgX, also add to certain n i t r i l e s , 
but the azomethine-magneslum halide intermediates have not 
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been isolated. The lower r e a c t i v i t i e s of organo-boron 
and -gallium compounds than of organoaluminium compounds 
towards insertion of an unsaturated functional group l i k e 
n i t r i l e prevents the preparation of ketimine derivatives 
of boron and gallium by thi s route. Another disadvantage 
i s the contamination of azomethine derivatives prepared 
from n i t r i l e s with hydrogens attached to the a carbon atom 
by polymeric products of acidic reaction (p. 33) . 
Subsequent routes use st a r t i n g materials i n which the azomethine group 
i s preformed. 
3 . Organometallic compoimds react with the acidic proton 
of ketimines, eliminating hydrocarbon and giving azomethine 
^ . ^. 142,143 derivatives. 
e.g. Ph2C:NH + Me^ B — > ^(Ph2C:NBMe2)2 + CH^  
This reaction i s exactly analogous to the method of attaching 
amino groups to metals by the use of secondary amines 
(p. 15-16). 
4. Diphenylketiminolithium, (Ph2C:NLi)^, i s conveniently 
135 
prepared from benzonitrile and phenyl-lithium (method 2 
above) or from diphenylketimine and organolithium compounds 
133 
i n diethyl ether (method 3 above). Other azomethine 
derivatives of l i t h i u m are accessible by analogous methods. 
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with the l i m i t a t i o n s that certain ketimines are as yet 
unknown, and that organolithium derivatives, i n common with 
organoaluiminium derivatives, interact with hydrogens attached 
to the a carbon atom of n i t r i l e s , eliminating alkane. 
Azomethine derivatives of li t h i u m conveniently undergo 
metathetical reactions with metal halides, producing lithium 
halide and an azomethine derivative of the metal. 
R_G:NLi + MX — > -(R_G:NMX J + LiX 2 n m 2 n-1 m 
(X = F, Gl, Br, I ) . 
This reaction has been used to prepare azomethine derivatives 
^ - T • ^. 135 , 144,145,146 145 of s i l i c o n , germanium, t i n , boron, ' ' gallium 
146 133 and titanium, tris-azomethine derivatives of boron, 
135 135 145 and bis-, t r i s - and tetrakisazomethine derivatives 
of s i l i c o n . 
5 . N-trimethylsilyldiphenylketimine, Ph2C:NSiMe^, i s 
obtained by reaction of diphenylketiminolithium with t r i -
135 
methylchlorsilcine (method 4 above). I t also replaces the 
halide group by the azomethine group, eliminating trimethyl-
chlorsilane, ' but at higher temperatures than those 
required f o r similar metatheses using the lit h i u m azomethine. 
The high v o l a t i l i t y of the s i l i c o n halide produced means that 
sparingly soluble derivatives, which can be separated from 
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l i t h i u m halide only with extreme d i f f i c u l t y are more readily 
obtained i n a pure form by this route. 
6. A r e l a t i v e l y i n v o l a t i l e secondary amine can displace a 
more v o l a t i l e amine from an aminoborane under suitable 
147,148 
conditions. 
e.g. (Me2N)^B + 3R2NH — » (R2N)^B + 3Me2NH 
In the same way, trimethylamine has been displaced from 
149 
trisdimethylsiminoborane by heating with diphenylketimine. 
(Me_N),B + nPh-C:NH — * (Ph^C:N) B(NMe^), + nMe^ NH 
In an attempted preparation of tris-diphenylketiminoborane, 
however, displacement of amine was incomplete even v/ith excess 
diphenylketimine at 150°, and separation of the product from 
s t a r t i n g materials proved impossible. In principle, provided 
these d i f f i c u l t i e s can be overcome, the reaction i s applicable 
to the preparation of a wide range of azomethine derivatives. 
7. Certain azomethine derivatives, together with the imine 
hydrohalide, are obtained by reaction of two moles of imine 
with one mole of a metal halide. 
2R^ C:NH + MX — » R.C:NMX . + R.C:NH-X 2 n 2 n-\ d d 
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This method has been applied to the synthesis of azomethine 
derivatives of boron''^^'''^^ and silicon,''^^ but i t s 
applications are l i m i t e d to the preparation of r e l a t i v e l y 
soluble azomethine derivatives, because of the d i f f i c u l t y 
of separating the products from the imine hydrohalide. 
In the present work, some azomethine derivatives of aluminium, beryllium 
and l i t h i u m have been prepared, by routes 2, 3 , 4 and 5, and are 
discussed i n the following pages. 
Reactions of diphenylketimine with organo-aluminium and -gallium 
compounds. 
The preparation of azomethine derivatives of aluminium and gallium 
by reaction of the parent imine with organometallic compounds (route 3 
above) was i n i t i a l l y explored. Dialkylketimines with small a l k y l 
groups appear to be highly susceptible to polymerisation or 
rearrangement with organometallic compounds, so much so t h a t the 
dimethyl compound Me2C:NH has never been isolated during attempts at 
150 
i t s preparation using a c e t o n i t r i l e and methylmagnesium bromide or 
methyl-lithium (see below, p.117). Unsuccessful attempts were made 
during the present study to prepare diethyIketimine, by methanolysis 
of the products of the reaction between p r o p i o n i t r i l e aind ethylmagnesium 
130 
bromide, as reported previously by Pickard and Tolbert, or by 
acetylacetone cleavage at - 7 8 ° of the product of the reaction between 
151 
p r o p i o n i t r i l e and triethylaluminium. The d i f f i c u l t y of preparation 
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of dialkylketimines seems i n part due to the present of hydrogen 
attached to the carbons a to the azomethine group, resulting i n 
cleavage of alkane (see p. 33). Evidence i s presented below (p .1l8) 
f o r the reaction of l i t h i u m alkyls vn.th a l k y l cyanides i n the 
keteneimine form giving products ()C=C=NLi)^. Grignard resigents and 
aluminium alkyls may well react i n a similar fashion, so that products 
of the above syntheses are probably mixtures of polymers. Diairyl-
ketimines cannot take part i n similar side reactions, and diphenyl-
ketiraine, as the simplest member of the series, was selected f o r the 
following investigation. 
143 
I n contrast with the behaviour of the alkyls of zinc and 
133 
l i t h i u m which, with diphenylketimine, eliminate silkane below room 
temperature, organoderivatives of the group I I I elements form adducts, 
Ph2C:NH.MR^ , which rearrange to give azomethine derivatives either 
slowly at room temperature, or only on heating. 
The adduct Ph2C:NH,AlMe^, m.p. 76-76-5° was obtained at -78° 
from a hexane solution containing an equimolar mixture of i t s 
components. I t was shown by cryoscopic measurements to be 
undissociated i n cold (5°) benzene solution, and was also clearly 
stable to dissociation at 20°, at which temperature solvent could 
readily be removed under vacuum without affecting the stoichiometry 
of the crystals. I t s s t a b i l i t y contrasts v/ith the appreciable 
dissociation of the boron analogue Ph2C:NH,BMe^  f o r which the 
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dissociation pressure at 2 3 - 5 ° i s 28 mm. and i s consistent with 
the generalisation that organoalanes R^Al are stronger Lewis acids 
than are organoboranes R^ B. 
I n the systems Ph_G: NH/Et^Al, Ph_G: fJIV'Ph-,Al and Ph^ G: NH/Ph,Ga, 
d. ^ d. ii 2 3 
cooling solutions of equimolar mixtures of the components f a i l e d to 
af f o r d crystals, and i n a l l cases removal of solvent under vacuum l e f t 
a viscous l i q u i d residue. That the stoichioraetry of the residue was 
unaffected by prolonged pumping was not unexpected i n view of the low 
v o l a t i l i t i e s of the donor and acceptor moieties, and could not be 
interpreted as evidence of strong co-ordinate l i n k s i n these systems. 
Indeed, the interaction between Ph^C:^ and Ph^Al was s u f f i c i e n t l y weak 
f o r triphenylaluminium alone to be precipitated from G^ Dg solutions 
of a Ph^G:NH/Ph^Al mixture when tetramethylsilane was added as a 
reference standard f o r proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic studies. 
Moreover, the high viscosity ( i t s e l f an^  indication of interaction) of 
Eh2G:NH,AlEt^, Ph2G:NH,AlPh^ and Ph2C:NH,GaPh^  caused them to retain 
solvent tenaciously, so molecular weight studies were not attempted. 
A further complication was that these adducts decomposed slowly to 
azomethine derivatives (Ph2C:N.MR2)2 at room temperature, as revealed 
for example by the hydrolysable ethyl:aluminium r a t i o of 2.7:1*0 
obtained during analysis of Ph^G:NH,AlEt^. However, some evidence of 
in t e r a c t i o n was obtained by a study of the infrared and proton magnetic 
resonance spectra of freshly prepared samples. 
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The formation of an adduct between Ph2C:NH and R^Al would be 
expected to be accompanied by the following changes i n the infrared 
spectrum:-
(a) A new band associated with the stretching vibration of the 
Al-N bond should appear i n the spectrum of the adduct, probably i n the 
_1 
region 250-500 cm by analogy v/ith the suggested position of ^ 
-1 62 
i n the spectra of Me^N,AlH^ (533 cm" ), various amine adducts 
Me^N,AlEt2X (303-312 cm"'')''^ ^ and C^H^N,AlEt2X (292-509 cm"'')''^ ^ and 
of various n i t r i l e adducts RCN,A1R^  (~400 cm"'')."^ "^ '^ -^  No bands 
which could unambiguously be assigned to v^^ ^  could be observed i n 
the spectra of these diphenylketimine adducts because of the presence 
of other skeletal absorptions i n t h i s region. 
(b) The infrared spectra of the acceptor moieties i n adducts 
Ph2C:NH,AlRj should d i f f e r from those of free organoalanes i n that the 
l a t t e r contain bridging groups R. Detailed intepretation of the 
spectra of the diphenylketimine adducts i s complicated by the number of 
bands a r i s i n g from vibrations of the donor molecule, and by uncertainties 
concerning assignments of bands to vibrations involving bridging groups 
i n the free organoalanes. However, the strong shoulder at 
-1 154 1401 cm i n the spectrum of EtgAl2 assigned by Hoffmann to a 
deformation vibration of the bridging methylene groups i s absent from 
the spectrum of Ph2C:NH,AlEt^. 
(c) The frequencies of both the N-H and C=N stretching vibrations 
of Ph2C:NH would be expected to decrease on co-ordination as electronic 
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charge was drained from the nitrogen. Assignments of bands to these 
vibrations were straightforward, and their frequencies, together v/ith 
1^ +2 155 
infrared spectroscopic data for related boron and gallium adducts 
are l i s t e d i n Table 1 . Co-ordination at the imine nitrogen atom 
TABLE 1 . 
Infrared spectroscopic r e s u l t s for adducts 'Ph^C'.NH.fMSi^ 
Compound Phase 
Ph^CrNH CHCl, soln. 3256 1603 
Ph^CrNH.BMe^ 1if2 nujol mull - I60if 
Ph^C:NH,AlMe, nujol mull 3290 16O5 
Ph2C:NH,AlEt^ l i q u i d 3268 159^ 
Ph^CcNHjAlPh^ l i q u i d 3257 16O3 
Ph^CrNHjGaMe^ 155 nujol mull 3279 l60/f 
Ph^CiNHjGaEt^ 155 l i q u i d 3268 1603 
Ph^CiNHjGaPh^ l i q u i d 3268 1595 
- 1 
might be expected to r e s u l t i n a decrease i n electron density i n the 
region of the C=N bond, and accordingly a reduction i n v^_j^ analogous 
to the decrease i n V^_Q observed on adduct formation by carbonyl 
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156 compounds. I n th i s s e r i e s of adducts, a perceptible decrease i n 
^C=N observed i n only two cases, viz. Ph^CiKHjAlEt^ and 
Ph2C:NH,GaPh^, and this decrease may well be a re s u l t of differences 
i n the physical states of samples. In a l l other cases, there i s 
l i t t l e change i n the frequency of the band from one system to another. 
The two adducts Ph^CiNHjBMe^ and Ph^C:NH,AlMe^ have v i r t u a l l y identical 
values of i n spite of their differing s t a b i l i t i e s with respect to 
dissociation mentioned above. I t must therefore be concluded that the 
strength of the co-ordinate bond i n these systems has l i t t l e effect 
on the strength of the C=N bond as reflected by their infrared spectra. 
A d r i f t i n electron density from donor to acceptor should res u l t i n a 
decrease i n ^. Co-ordination complexes of pyrrolidine, morpholine 
and piperazine with the hexacarbonyls of molybdenum and tungsten have 
- I 
bands i n thei r infrared spectra assignable to v^^^  ^  at 50-100 cm 
157 
below the corresponding bands i n the free bases. S h i f t s of Vj^ ^ 
to low frequency have been noted i n the spectra of diphenylketimine 
158 159 adducts of manganese tricarbonyl halides and copper(I) chloride. 
160 
The same band i n cobalt chloride complexes and a 2 :1 adduct of 
159 
diphenylketimine with copper(II) chloride moves to higher frequency, 
however, a phenomenon as yet unexplained. The adducts of organo-
derivatives of group I I I with diphenylketimine also show a s h i f t of 
V,, „ to higher frequencies compared with the parent ketimine, by a N-n 
maximum of 3k cm"'' ( i n the case of Ph^CiNHiAlMe^). This s h i f t 
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(greater for Ph^ C.'NH.AlMe^  than for Ph^C:NH,GaMe^, Ph^C:M,AlEt^ 
or Ph2C:NH,AlPh^) i s consistent with the re l a t i v e acceptor strengths 
Me2Al>Et^Al>Ph^Al and Me^Al>Me^Ga suggested from infrared spectroscopic 
studies on their n i t r i l e adducts, ' but differences i n the 
physical states of samples means that correlations based on the small 
differences i n frequency under consideration are at best unreliable. 
The proton magnetic resonance spectra of the adducts were recorded 
and provide clearer evidence of interaction between the components. 
Chemical s h i f t values and r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s are l i s t e d i n Table 2 , 
together with similar data for the related boron and gallium compounds. 
In the spectrum of diphenylketimine i t s e l f i n C^D^, the broad absorption 
centred on T = 2»k p.p.m. (intensity k) probably arose from the ortho 
protons of the phenyl groups, and the sharper multiplet centred on 
r = 2»7.j p.p.m. (intensity 6) could be attributed to the meta and para 
protons, which would d i f f e r from the ortho protons as a re s u l t of the 
l 6 l 162 
electron withdrawing properties of the azomethine group. ' 
The figures i n Table 2 show that a l l the peaks i n the spectrum 
of Ph^CrNH including, surprisingly, the peaks due to the aromatic 
protons are shifted to higher f i e l d s on co-ordination. The s h i f t i s 
p a r t i c u l a r l y marked i n the case of the N-H peak, and i s moreover i n 
the direction opposite to that expected on electronic grounds, i n 
that co-ordination through nitrogen should r e s u l t i n deshielding of 
the nitrogen-attached proton and to a le s s e r extent of the aromatic 
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TABLE 2 . 
Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic r e s u l t s for adducts Ph^CiNHjMR^ 
Compound r values (r„ ^. = 10*00 p.p.m.) 
Me^Sx ^ 
= NH = CPh^ MR^  
Ph^CrNH '^'^  O.O^s(l) 2.i+br(if),2.7^m(6) 
Ph^CiMijBMe^ ^ 0."0QS(1) " 2.6^m(10) 9-8QS (9) 
Me^B - •- 9.2^S 
Ph-C:NH,AlMe^ ^ . 1 - 2^s(l) 2-8m(if) ,3-0^m(6) 1 0 . ^ ^ ( 9 ) 
2 3 0 5 5 
(Me^Al)^ ^ " " - • 10."3gs 
Ph^CzNH.AlEt^ ^ C i f ^ s d ) 2 .7b r(if ) ,2 .95n i (6 ) 8-8^t (9) .ICI^qCS) 
( E t ^ A l ) ^ - " - 8."8^t(3),9-7oq(2) 
Ph2C:M,AlPh^ ^ O.if^s(l) 2 .1br , 2 .6-3«0m(25) 
(Ph^Al)^ ^ - - • "2.72m(3),2.8^br(2) 
Ph^CcNH.GaMe^ ^ CS g s C l ) 2.7gm('+) ,3-02m(6) ' 10.1^s(9) 
Me^Ga ^ - " - ' 9*8^8 
Ph^CrNHjGaEt^ ^ 0 . 9 ^ s ( l ) 2.7Qra(if),2.82m(6) 8 .7^t (9 ) ,9 -5gq(6) 
Et^Ga ^ " - " 8 .8g t (3 ) ,9 -39q(2 ) 
Ph2C:NH,GaPh^ ^ 0 . 5 g s(l) 2 .3b r , 2.7-3'1m(25) 
Ph^Ga ^ "- - • 2 .2^br(2) ,2 .72ni(3) 
a, CgDg solvent; b, CgD^CD^ solvent; c, C^Hg solvent. 
s = si n g l e t , br= broad, m = multiple t, t = t r i p l e t , q = quartet. 
r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s i n parentheses; a l l concentrations ^ 0 wt.^. 
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protons. ' Values of T^_^ for adducts Ph^CiNHjMMe^ (M = B, Al 
or Ga) are consistent with decreasing Lewis acid i t y i n the sequence 
22 
Me^Al > Me^Ga > Me^B, a sequence established by thermodynamic data 
and supported by infrared spectroscopic studies on n i t r i l e adducts.-^'''^"^ 
However, by the same c r i t e r i o n , Et^Ga i s a stronger Lewis acid than 
Et^ A l , and Ph^Ga i s a stronger Lewis acid than Ph^Al, conclusions 
inconsistent with those deduced from infrared spectroscopic studies 
on n i t r i l e adducts. Changes i n ^ on complex formation by 
diphenylketiraine are thus a poor c r i t e r i o n of co-ordinate bond 
strength. Similar poor correlations between changes i n T and r 
values and adduct s t a b i l i t i e s has been noticed for co-ordination 
complexes of boron halides with Et^N, Et^O and Et^S and of gallium 
halides with Et^O and Et^S. Changes i n that part of the p.m.r. 
spectrum a r i s i n g from the protons of R^ M are also caused by interaction 
with diphenylketimine. The peaks due to the metal-attached methyl 
groups of Ph2C:NH,BMe^, Ph2C:NH,AlMe^ and Ph2C:NH,GaMe^ are located 
at higher f i e l d than the corresponding peaks of the free metal a l k y l s , 
implying a higher electron density i n the region of the acceptor 
molecule. The change on co-ordination i s thus i n the direction 
expected on electronic grounds. The magnitude of the change for 
both Ph2C:NH,AlMe^ (CO^ p.p.m.) and for Ph^CtNHjGaMe^ (0*2^ p.p.m.) 
i s appreciably l e s s than that resulting from formation of Me^ N.MMe^ , 
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(M = Al, AT = 0.5^ p.p.m.; M = Ga, Ar = 0*7^ p.p.m.''^ )^ and may well 
r e f l e c t the weak donor strength of Ph^CrNH'compared with Me^ N. The 
s h i f t i n the case of the diphenylketimine-trimethylaluminium adduct 
i s smaller than for the corresponding gallium adduct. This trend 
i s p a r a l l e l e d i n the p.m.r. spectra of the trimethylamine adducts, 
and probably r e f l e c t s the dimeric nature of the free aluminium a l k y l , 
which prevents direct comparison with monomeric Me^Ga. The quartets 
a r i s i n g from the metal-attached methylene groups of Ph2C:NH,MEt^ are 
also located at higher f i e l d than the corresponding peaks i n the 
parent metal a l k y l s . The t r i p l e t s a r i s i n g from the methyl protons 
of the metal-attached ethyl groups aire landerstandably l i t t l e affected 
on co-ordination. Changes i n the spectra of Ph^M brought about by 
co-ordination to Fh^CiM cannot be interpreted i n any d e t a i l because 
of overlap of the signals from the two types of phenyl group i n the 
adduc t s . 
The thermal decomposition of the adducts Ph2C:NH,AlR^ i n a l l 
cases led to dimeric azomethine derivatives (Ph2C:NAlE2)2 
elimination of EH. The triphenylaluminium adduct Ph^C:M,AlPh^ 
apparently decomposed the most readily, a good y i e l d of (Ph2C:NAlPh2)2 
being recovered af t e r two days at 2 0 ° i n toluene. Ph2C:NH,GaPh^ also 
appears to rearrange under s i g n i f i c a n t l y milder conditions than do 
the adducts of gallium a l k y l s . The decomposition of Ph2C:NH,AlEt^ 
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into (Ph2C:NAlEt2)2 was effected overnight i n boiling hexane, while 
two hours at 100° was ample for quantitative conversion of 
Ph2C:NH,AlMe^ into (Ph2C:NAlMe2)2 and MeH. Elimination of methane 
from Ph2C:NH,AlMe^ occurs more readily than the corresponding 
155 
rearrangement of Ph^C:NH,GaMe^, and the trimethylborane adduct, 
Ph2C:NH,BMe^ requires s t i l l more forcing conditions for rearrangement. 
Increasingly forcing conditions are also needed for the comparable 
thermal decomposition of the dimethylamine adducts Me2NH,AlMe^,^^ 
Me2NH,GaMe^^^ and Me2NH,BMe^ ."^ ^^  Ease of elimination of alkane i s 
thus apparently related to the electronegativity of the metal (aind 
hence the charge on the a l k y l group). 
The products of rearrangement were a l l c r y s t a l l i n e s o l i d s . The 
aluminium derivatives reacted immediately v/ith moist a i r ; (Ph2C:NGciPh2)25 
i n common with the derivatives of gallium a l k y l s , was more slowly 
hydrolysed. Acid hydrolysis of a l l four derivatives resulted i n the 
formation of benzophenone, id e n t i f i e d as i t s 2,it-dinitrophenylhydrazone. 
Like related compounds (RR'C:N'AlRp2 prepared from n i t r i l e 
adducts RCN,A1R^, azomethine derivatives (Ph2C:N«AlR2)2 were found to 
be diraeric i n benzene solution (R = Me or Et; cryoscopy) and i n the 
gas phase (R = Me or Ph; mass spectroscopy). I t has been suggested 
that the dimeric (as opposed, for example, to trimeric) nature of such 
compounds prepared by the n i t r i l e route might be a consequence of a 
31 
bimolecular rearrangement of n i t r i l e adducts RCN,A1R^. Trimers, 
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such as are known i n related azide systems (Et2AlN^)^ iiri.th s i x -
membered (AIN)^ rings,''^^ would have allov/ed a greater bond angle 
AlNAl and accordingly l e s s s t r a i n at the three-co-ordinate nitrogen. 
123 
However, as the k i n e t i c studies of Pasynkiewicz and Kuran ^ show the 
rearrangement of PhCN,AlMe^ to be a f i r s t order process, and the 
present r e s u l t s show the state of association of (RR'C:N«A1E^)2 to be 
independent of the method of preparation, i t seems lilcely that the 
dimeric state i s i n fact thermodynaraically the most stable. Azomethine 
155 
derivatives of gallium are also dimeric, but Ph2C:NBMe2 appears 
142 
from mass spectroscopic studies to be monomeric i n the vapour phase. 
In t h e i r states of association, therefore, azomethine derivatives of 
the group I I I elements closely resemble amino compounds (Me2NMR2)^. 
The mass spectroscopic r e s u l t s which reveal the presence (not 
necessarily exclusively) of dimers i n gas phase samples of 
(Ph2C:N.AlMe2)2i (Ph2C:N.AlPh2)2 and (Ph2C:N.GaPh2)2 at 200° are 
summarised i n Tables 3, k and 5 respectively. Peaks ar i s i n g from 
fragments containing one or two gallium atoms were readily recognised 
by t h e i r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c isotope patterns resulting from the natural 
abundances of ^^Ga (60?a) and '^''Ga (40?0. In each case a weak peak 
corresponding to the molecular ion (Ph2CNMR2)2 accounted for the 
fragment of highest mass detected, and i n the spectra of the aluminium 
derivatives the peak at ""/e = l 8 0 , attributable to Ph2CN''', was the 
most intense i n the spectrum. The most intense peak i n the mass 
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TABLE 3 
Mass spectroscopic r e s u l t s for (Ph2C:N.AlMe2)2 
/e Relative intensity Assignment 
k7k 0.2 Ph^(CN)2Al2Me^ 
459 14 Ph^(CN)2Al2Me^ 
0.2 Ph^(CN)2Al2Me2 
237 4 Ph2CNAlMe2 
222 4 Ph2CNAlMe 
181 47 Ph2CNH 
180 100 Ph2CN 
154 9 Ph2 
103 5 PhCN 
78 22 PhH 
77 46 Ph 
16 9 MeH 
15 9 Me 
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TABLE k. 
Mass spectroscopic r e s u l t s for (Ph2C:N.AlPh2)2 
m / /e Relative intensity Assignment 
722 4 Ph^(CN)2Al2Ph^ 
645 23 Ph^(CN)2Al2Ph^ 
568 7 Ph^(CN)2Al2Ph2 
465 7 Ph2CNAl2Ph2 
387 7 Ph^(CN)2Al 
361 2 Ph2CNAlPh2 
284 13 Ph2CNAlPh 
207 9 Ph2CNAl 
181 62 Ph2Al + Ph2CNH 
180 100 Ph2CN 
154 27 Ph2 
104 47 PhAl 
103 4 PhCN 
78 96 PhH 
77 62 Ph 
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TABLE 5. 
Mass spectroscopic r e s u l t s for (Ph2C:N.GaPh2)2 
m , /e Relative intensity Assignment 
810, 808, 806 very weak Ph^(CN)2Ga2Ph^ 
733, 7 3 1 , 729 6, 18, 14 Ph^(CN)2Ga2Ph^ 
656, 654, 652 very weak Ph^(CN)2Ga2Ph2 
630, 628, 626 15, 45, 34 Ph2CNGa2Ph^ 
585, 583 2 , 3 Ph^(CN)2GaPh2 
553, 5 5 1 , 549 1, 3 , 2 Ph-CNGa^Ph, 
476, 474, 472 1 , 3 , 2 
403, 403 2 , 3 Ph2CNGaPh2 
328, 326 7 , 11 Ph2CNGaPh 
225, 223 67, 100 Ph2Ga 
181 11 Ph2CNH 
180 22 Ph^CN 
174, 172 2, 3 PhCNGa 
148, 146 2 , 3 PhGa 
104 11 PhCNH 
103 3 PhCN 
78 39 PhH 
77 15 Ph 
7 1 , 69 18, 27 Ga 
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spectrum of (Ph2C:NGaMe2)2 can be assigned to the ion Ph^ G^aMe"^ , 
the presence of which must resxilt from the transfer of a phenyl 
155 
group from carbon to gallium. Such rearrangements presumably 
also occur i n the case of (Ph2C:N«GaPh2)2i but are not revealed by 
the iden t i t y of par t i c u l a r fragments as the groups originating on 
gallium and on the azomethine carbon are the same. However, the 
high inten s i t y of the peaks due to Ph2Ga'*" (Table 5)» despite the 
f a c t that the separation of phenyl groups from gallium appears to be 
a major feature of the breakdown pattern, may v/ell be a resu l t of 
rearrangement or recombination reactions. A l l spectra contain peaks 
attributable to monomers Ph2CNME2'*^ , and peaks of moderate intensity 
corresponding to fragments Ph2^ (CN)2M2R^ '*' resulting from loss of one 
group E from a metal atom i n the dimer. The mass spectroscopic 
r e s u l t s on (Ph2C:N'AlPh2)2> i n revealing an evidently high proportion 
of dimeric molecules i n the gas phase at 2 0 0 ° , resolve the uncertainty 
concerning the state of association of this compound which arose from 
33 121 i t s low s o l u b i l i t y i n benzene. Gibson and Hughes on the basis 
of ebulliometric studies on benzene solutions concluded that 
(Ph2CNAlPh2)^ was only s l i g h t l y associated (n-1»1) i n boiling benzene; 
a higher degree of association now seems probable. 
The quality of the infrared spectrum obtained using the new 
sample of this compound was better than those of e a r l i e r samples, and 
- 1 
i t v/as possible to make unambiguous assignment of a band at l604 cm 
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121 
to "^Q.^' Gibson and Hughes had assigned a shoulder at I66O cm 
absent from these spectra, to t h i s mode. Corresponding absorptions 
i n the spectra of (Ph2C:N.AlMe2)2 and of (Ph2C:N.AlEt2)2 were observed 
- 1 • 
at 1616 and I609 cm respectively, (see Table 6 ) . The s e n s i t i v i t y 
of t h i s band to the nature of the groups R and R' i n compoimds 
31 
(RR'C:N.A1R^)2 has already been n o t e d , w h e n i t was found that i f R 
and/or R' = Ph the frequency of this band was generally <1635 
- 1 
- 1 cm . 
The data i n Table 6 shows that v^^^ i n compounds (Ph2C:NMR2)^ i s also 
TABLE 6. 
Infrared spectroscopic r e s u l t s for azomethine derivatives (Ph2C:N.MR2)^ 
- 1 Compound "C:N Compound C^:N 
142 
Ph2C:NBMe2 1662 (Ph2C:NAlBr2)2 
* 
1587 
(Ph2C:NAlMe2)2 1616 (Ph2C:NGaMe2)2 155 1626 
(Ph2C:NAlEt2)2 1609 (Ph2C:NGaEt2)2 155 1613 
(Ph2C:NAlPh2)2 1604 (Ph2C:NGaPh2)2 1612 
(Ph2C:NAlCl2)2 * 1593 (Ph2C:NGaCl2)2 145 1591 
A l l figures relate to Nujol mulls. 
See below, p. 98. 
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s e n s i t i v e , both to the azomethine-attached metal, M, and to the 
substituents E. For most of the derivatives with a l k y l or a r y l 
substituents R, v^^^^ i s higher than the corresponding band i n 
diphenylketimine i t s e l f . Co-ordination through the azomethine group 
such as occurs i n the association of the azomethine derivatives 
would be expected to reduce the electron density i n the azomethine 
l i n k , causing a corresponding reduction i n v_ . , but the mechanical 
constraint imposed on the vibration of the azomethine group by 
incorporation of the nitrogen i n the (MN)2 ring i s l i k e l y to be more 
than s u f f i c i e n t to offset this electronic effect when comparison i s 
made between Ph2C:NH and (Ph2C:N.f4E2)2« When substituents E are 
extremely electron-withdrawing (e.g. E = CI, or Br) v^^^ may f a l l 
below the frequency of the band i n diphenylketimine. The C=N 
stretching frequency, as stated above, i s also sensitive to the metal, 
M, r i s i n g to higher values with increasing electronegativity. Values 
of for azomethine derivatives of zinc l i e between those of C:N 
143 
aluminium and gallium derivatives. E e l a t i v e l y electronegative 
metals, M, i n common with electron-withdrawing groups E, should result 
i n a decrease i n electron density i n the azomethine l i n k , and a 
reduction i n The observed increase i n '^Q.^ with increasing 
electronegativity i s as yet unexplained. 
Where s o l u b i l i t i e s permitted, the p.m.r. spectra of the 
azomethine derivatives were recorded, and are summarised i n Table 7 . 
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As with related compounds Ph2C:NH,MR^  the signal a r i s i n g from 
the phenyl groups attached to the azomethine carbon appeared as two 
multiplets of re l a t i v e i n t e n s i t y 2:3. I t i s l i k e l y that the l e s s 
intense multiplet can be assigned to the ortho protons and the more 
intense to the meta and para protons which would d i f f e r from the ortho 
protons as a r e s u l t of the electron-withdrawing properties of the 
161,162 
azomethine group. 
TABLE 7 . 
Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic results for (Ph2C:N.MR2)2 
Compound T values (r„ _. = 10-00) 
Me^Si 
= CPh2 MR2 
Ph2C:NBMe2 ^  2.7r;m(2), 2.8^m(3) 9'7QS(3) 
(Ph2C:NAlMe2)2 ^  2.5^m(2), 2.9om(3) 10.4gs(3) 
(Ph2C:NAlEt2)2 ^  2.4^m(2), 2.8gm(3) 8.7gt(3), 
(Ph2C:NGaMe2)2 ^  2-2^m(2), 2.7^m(3) 10.22s(3) 
(Ph2C:NGaEt2)2 ^  2.4^m(2), 2.8^m(3) 8.8Qt(3), 9-5^q(2) 
CgDg solvent. 
^ C^D^CD, solvent 
D 5 3 
m = multiplet, s = sing l e t , t = t r i p l e t , q = quartet; 
r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s i n parentheses. 
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Substitution of a l l three aluminium-attached organic groups by 
diphenylketimine would r e s u l t i n a product, [(Ph2C:N)^Al]^ which i s 
of i n t e r e s t i n that, i f i t were associated, the diphenylketiraino-
groups would be i n more than one distinguishable environment, and i f 
i t v/ere monomeric, i t would afford another example of three-co-ordinate 
aluminium. I t was noted above that elimination of benzene from the 
adduct Ph2C:MH,AlPh^ occurs more readily than elimination of alkane 
from Ph2C:NH,AlMe^ or Ph2C:NH,AlEt^. Accordingly, preparation of 
tris(diphenylketimino)aluminium was attempted by heating diphenyl-
ketimine and triphenylaluminium i n 3^1 molair proportions i n a sealed 
tube. Heating the mixture to 170° for two days resulted i n 
elimination of only 1*5 m.moles of benzene from 1 ra.mole of triphenyl-
aluminium, and excess diphenylketimine could not be completely removed 
from the o i l which was the i n v o l a t i l e product of the reaction. In 
view of these d i f f i c u l t i e s , the reaction was abandoned i n favour of the 
more successful metathetical reactions described below. 
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Reactions of diphenylketiminolithium with aluminium halides. 
Although azomethine derivatives (EMeC:NAlMeCl)2 have been 
prepared i n yields of up to 605^  from n i t r i l e s RCN and Me2AlCl,-^ '''^ -^  
the related compounds (RR'CcNAlX^)^^ (X = halogen) have not u n t i l 
now been investigated. Amino and imino derivatives of l i t h i u m 
react with the halides of less electropositive elements, transferring 
135 
the amino- or imino- group to the other element, and the reaction 
between diphenylketiminolithium and aluminium halides offers a 
convenient route to azomethine derivatives (Ph_C:NAlX_) . 
d. n 
\i/hen mixtures of aluminium chloride or aluminium bromide and an 
ethereal solution of diphenylketiminolithium i n equimolar proportions 
at - 78° were allowed to warm, reaction occurred below 0 ° , giving a 
colourless solution and a dense cream precipitate. Al^Xg + 2Ph2C:NLi — > (Ph2C:NAlX2)2 + 2LiX (X = CI, Br) 
Ether \i3S removed under vacuum, and the azomethine derivative wajs 
dissolved i n b o i l i n g toluene and separated from li t h i u m halide by 
f i l t r a t i o n . When the solution cooled to 20°, the product separated 
as cubic crystals. Both (Ph2C:NAlCl2)2 and (Ph2C:NAlBr2)2 are 
c r y s t a l l i n e solids which react slowly with moist a i r and afford 
benzophenone on vigorous hydrolysis. Neither compound was s u f f i c i e n t l y 
soluble i n benzene for cryoscopic molecular weight determinations, but 
the mass spectrum of the dichloride revealed the presence of dimers 
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at 200° i n the gas phase, and i t seems l i k e l y that i t i s also dimeric 
i n the condensed phases, with the familiar aluminium-nitrogen 
four-membered r i n g structure. The related dimethylaminoaluminium 
dichloride, (Vle^MlCl^)^, i s a similar c r y s t a l l i n e s o l i d (m.p. 151°) 
which has been shown by cryoscopic measurements to be dimeric i n 
78 
benzene solution, presumably with a similar structure. The close 
s i m i l a r i t y i n the physical properties (melting points and s o l u b i l i t i e s ) 
and the infrared spectra of (Ph2C:NAlCl2)2 and (Ph2C:NAlBr2)2 suggests 
that they both have the same degree of association and similar structures. 
The most important peaks i n the mass spectrum of (Ph2C:NAlCl2)2 
are l i s t e d i n Table 8, The main breakdown route, i d e n t i f i e d by the 
detection of peaks due to metastable ions, i s through loss of Ph to 
[Ph^(CN)2^201^]"^, loss of PhCN to [Ph2CNAl2Cl^]'^ and then successive 
loss of CI to [Ph2CNAl2Cl2]'*'. The spectrum d i f f e r s from that of 
(Ph2C:NAlMe2)2 that the peak due to i n i t i a l loss of CI i s 
r e l a t i v e l y weak. In the spectrum of (Ph2C:NAlMe2)2 'the peak due to 
loss of Me from the parent i s the most intense of any arising from . 
aluminium-containing residues. The difference betv/een the spectra 
presumably r e f l e c t s the difference i n the strengths of the aluminium-
167 168 chlorine (ca. I I 8 kcal/mole ') and aluminium-carbon (ca. 65 kcal/mole ) 
bonds. An interesting feature of the spectrum of (Ph2C:NAlCl2)2 i s 
the absence of a peak due to the monomer [Ph2C:NAlCl2]'*'. Weak peaks 
due to monomers [Ph2C:NAlR2]''" were detected i n the mass spectra of 
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TABLE 8. 
Mass spectroscopic results f o r (Ph2C:NAlCl2)2 
/e Relative intensity Assignment 
55^, 556, 558, 560, 562 47, 63, 31, 7, 0.6 Ph^(CN)2Al2Cl^ 
519, 521, 523, 525 7, 7, 2, 0.2 Ph^(CN)2Al2Cl^ 
^77, k79, if8l, k83, 485 75, 100, 50," 11, 1 Ph^(CN)2Al2Cl^ 
37k, 376, 378, 380, 382 70, 93, 47, 10, 0.9 Ph2CNAl2Cl^ 
339, 341, 343, 345 35, 35, 12, 1 Ph2CNAl2Cl^ 
304, 306, 308 14, 10, 1.5 Ph2CNAl2Cl2 
242, 244 56, 19 Ph2CNAlGl 
181 44 Ph2CNH 
180 100 Ph2CN 
139, 141 100, 33 PhAlGl 
104 47 PhCNH 
103 14 PhCN 
97, 99, 101 33, 22, 3-5 AIGI2 
78 23 PhH 
77 88 Ph 
62, 64 8, 3 AlCl 
S a t e l l i t e s observed beside a l l major peaks, and arising from the 
13 
presence of G isotopes are not l i s t e d . 
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both (Ph2C:NAlMe2)2 and (Ph2C:NAlPh2)2. The presence of a peak due 
to the ion PhGaMe"^  i n the spectrum of (Ph2C:NGaMe2)2j resulting from 
the transfer of a phenyl group from carbon to gallium has already 
been remarked upon. One of the most intense peaks i n the spectrum of 
(Ph2C:NAlCl2)2 i s that due to PhAlCl^ at "/e = 139 (together with ^''ci 
s a t e l l i t e at 1^1), which must result from the transfer of phenyl 
groups from carbon to aluminium. The aluminium dibromide derivative 
decomposed so readily at the temperatures at which the spectra were 
recorded, that no ions with higher values of "/e than l8 l (due to 
Ph2CNH'*') were observed. 
Features of the infrared spectra of both derivatives have already 
been remarked upon (p. 95). The frequency of the C=N stretching 
v i b r a t i o n i s shifted to lower values compared with those observed i n 
the organoaluminium derivatives (."R^CiNAlKp^ as a consequence of the 
r e l a t i v e electronegativity of the group attached to aluminium. 
Of the two aluminium halide derivatives prepared only 
(Ph2C:NAlCl2)2 was s u f f i c i e n t l y soluble i n i n e r t solvents to record 
a p.m.r. spectrum. The pattern of peaks arising from the aromatic 
protons resembled that observed i n the case of the organoaluminium 
derivatives, v i z . a broad peak, of re l a t i v e intensity 2 at T = 2*6 p.p.m., 
and a mu l t i p l e t , of r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t y 3» centred on r = 2*9^ p.p.m. 
These chemical s h i f t values did not d i f f e r s i g n i f i c a n t l y from the 
values f o r the corresponding organoaluminium compounds, the absorptions 
. BEOT(0 ^ 
I.IBRARX 
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occurring once more at higher f i e l d s than the corresponding peaks 
i n the spectrum of diphenylketimine. 
The resistance of aluminium nitrogen rings to cleavage by donor 
species has previously been noted. No evidence of interaction with 
25 
trimethylamine has been observed i n the case of (Me2NAlMe2)2» 
(Me2NAlH2)^''^^ or (Me2NAlCl2)2»'^ ^ although similar aminoboranes v/hich 
can ex i s t as an equilibrium mixture of monomer and associated species, 
do form adducts with trimethylamine. The azomethine derivatives 
described here are apparently equally resistant to attack by Lewis 
bases. There was no evidence of interaction between pyridine and 
(Ph2C:NAlCl2)2 u n t i l , at 112°, disproportionation occurred. Pyridine-
alurainium t r i c h l o r i d e was obtained from the reaction, but the products 
(Ph2C:NAlCl2)2 + Py- > (Ph2C:N)2AlCl + py.AlCl^ 
were worked up i n such a manner that the other material believed to 
be present, bis-diphenylketiminoaluminium chloride, (Ph2C:N)2AlCl, 
was not isolated. 
Reaction of diphenylketiminolithium and aluminium chloride i n the 
molar ratio... 3:1 i n diethyl ether solution below room temperature 
resulted i n the formation of a dense yellow precipitate. The 
product was separated from l i t h i u m chloride after removal of diethyl 
ether under vacuum, by dissolving i n hot toluene and f i l t e r i n g the 
resultant solution. Tris-diphenylketiminoaluminium was obtained as 
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a yellow powder by cooling t h i s clear yellow solution, and as yellow 
needles, (m.p. 204-6°) on r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from benzene. Gryoscopic 
molecular weight measurements confirmed that i t i s essentially monomeric 
i n benzene solution. S t e r i c a l l y crowded tris-amino derivatives of 
aluminium, such as (Pr^^N)^1^7^ and [(Me^ Si)2N]^ Al,'''^ ° and even the 
i 171 analogous chromium compounds (Pr 2^)jp^ and [(Me^Si)2N]^Gr are 
also monomeric. Molecular models of the [(Ph2G:N)^Al]2 system show 
that i t i s jus t possible to accommodate six ketimine groups about 
an (A1N)2 r i n g . The resultant configuration prevents Al-N P^ ~-p^  
s t a b i l i s a t i o n , however, and seriously r e s t r i c t s the freedom of 
r o t a t i o n of the phenyl groups. Three ketimine groups are more readily 
arranged about a single aluminium atom i n the monomer, but the bulky 
phenyl groups shield the central metal atom so ef f e c t i v e l y that the 
formation of a dimer C(Ph2C:N)^Al]2 by interaction between two monomer 
units i s unlikely. 
The infrared spectrum of the compoimd, recorded as a nujol mull, 
revealed two peaks i n the region where C:N stretching vibrations occur. 
— 1 —1 
One, at 1686 cm~ i s at s l i g h t l y higher wavelength than that (l667 cm ) 
133 
observed i n the infrared spectrum of (Ph2G:N)^B, •^'^  i n which the B-N 
bonds are assumed to have s i g n i f i c a n t multiple bond character. The 
position of the band i n the spectrum of tris-diphenylketiminoaluminium 
suggests that i n t h i s compound too there may be considerable metal-
nitrogen P^ -P^  overlap. The second band i s at l6l7 cm , i n the 
- 10^ -
region where bridging ketimine groups i n dimeric azomethine 
derivatives absorb. Since both bands v;ere also present i n the 
infrared spectrum of a benzene solution of (Ph2C:N)^Al, this lower 
frequency baind i s l i k e l y to be due to a second terminal C:N stretching 
mode ( i n so f a r as i t i s meaningful to discuss C:N rather than 
C:N«M modes i n these compounds) rather than to a bridging C:N 
v i b r a t i o n . However, cryoscopic molecular weight measurements require 
the use of r e l a t i v e l y d i l u t e solutionis, and i t i s possible that 
associated species are present, both i n the c r y s t a l , and i n the more 
concentrated solutions used f o r infrared spectroscopy. 
The p.m.r. spectrum of (Ph2C:N)^Al consisted of a series of 
peaks, centred on r values 2»6^, 2*92 and 3»1g p.p.m., i n the same 
region as peaks due to the aromatic protons of other asomethine 
derivatives, but too complex fo r systematic assignments. 
The mass spectrum was recorded, but at the temperature necessary 
to record the spectrum (200°) , breakdown was so complete that no peaks 
with a greater value of than l8l (corresponding to Ph2CNH"'") were 
observed. This was a common d i f f i c u l t y with compounds of high 
molecular weight and low v o l a t i l i t y . 
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Reactions of azomethine derivatives of l i t h i u m with beryllium chloride. 
Diphenylketiminolithium and di-p-tolylketiminolithium react with 
beryllium chloride i n 2:1 molar proportions, giving products 
containing beryllium, and no chlorine. The product from the reaction 
between (p-tolyl)20:1*0.1 and BeCl2 was characterised as b i s ( d i - p - t o l y l -
ketimino)beryllium, [(p-tolyl)2G:N]2Be. The similar compound 
isolated from the reaction between Ph2G:WLi and BeGl2 wajs so insoluble 
that i t could be separated from l i t h i u m chloride only by prolonged 
Soxhlet extraction with toluene, a process which resulted i n so much 
thermal decomposition that analytical data were inconclusive, 
Bis-dimethylamino-beryllium [(Me2N)2Be]^ viajs isolated and shown 
172 - 173 to be trimeric by Coates and Glockling. Recent p.m.r. studies 
suggested that i t was trimeric, but not c y c l i c , as postulated by 
174 
Coates and Glockling, An X-ray crystallographic study confirmed 
13 
that the compound has structure XXXII, and measurements of the C-H 
^ 2^ Me, N ^ 2^ 
Me_N-Be B e ^ ^^ Be-NMe,, 2 \ :^  2 / N' 
N Me, 
Me, 
XXXII 
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spin-spin coupling constants suggest that there i s a degree of 
Tt bonding between the terminal nitrogen and beryllium atoms. In 
view of these features of [(Me2N)2Be]^, there i s considerable interest 
i n the structure and degree of association of the bis-ketimino-
berylliura compounds. (Ph2C:N)2Be i s less soluble than (Ph2C:N)jAl, 
which i s mohomeric, and considerably more soluble than Ph2C:NLi, 
which i s polymeric, so i t seems l i k e l y that the beryllium compound 
exists as oligomers. A trimeric structure, XXXIII, analogous to that 
E2C=N^Be > ^ ^Be^^N=CE2 
XXXIII 
of [Be(NMe2)2]-j i s possible, although p.m.r. evidence suggests that 
the compound may be tetrameric i n perdeuteriobenzene (see p.113). 
Unfortunately the r e l a t i v e i n s o l u b i l i t y of both (Ph2C:N)2Be and 
[(p-tolyl)2C:N]2Be has frustrated attempts at quantitative molecular 
v/eight determinations by cryoscopy on benzene solutions. I t i s 
intended to undertake ebullioscopic molecular weight measurements 
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i n the near future. 
The infrared spectra of both derivatives provide evidence of 
Be-N 7t bonding (see Table 9) , i n that both contain two strong bands, 
TABLE 9. 
Infrared spectroscopic results f o r some azomethine derivatives. 
Compound v^^ * v^^^^ » 
cm"'' cm"'' 
(Ph2C:N)^B I667 
(Ph2C:N)2Be 1732 1627 
Ph2G:NLi - I62O 
[(p-tol)2C:N]2Be 1731 I626 
[Ph2C:NBCl2]2 - 1590 
[Ph2C:NBeCl]2 - I608 
A l l bands were strong absorptions, of approximately equal intensity. 
* v_ refers to the frequency of the stretching vibrations of the Ga 
terminal ^ G=N-^M groups. 
* v^.j^ refers to the G:N stretching frequency of the bridging 
ketimine groups. 
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one i n the region where bridging ketimine groups absorb, and one more 
than 100 cm higher i n frequency. The infrared spectra of monomeric 
azomethine derivatives R2C=N:iBR^  contain bands i n the range 1786-1793 
-1 ']kk cm , which have been assigned to the C=NiB stretching vibration, 
and the high frequency band i n the spectra of the beryllium compounds 
i s l i k e l y to be due to a similar C=N— Be stretching vibration. The 
difference of 50 cm i n the frequency of the absorptions of the boron 
and beryllium compounds probably r e f l e c t s the difference i n the 
substituents on the metal, as well as a difference i n the metal-nitrogen 
n bond orders due to orbiteil overlap considerations. The frequency of 
the C=N-:-i^ B vibration i n the infrared spectrum of (Ph2C:N)^B i s 
-1 -1 
1667 cm , 60 cm below the frequency of the corresponding band i n 
(Ph2C:N)2Be. Although detailed conclusions cannot be drawn from 
these values (since(Ph2C:N)^B i s l i k e l y to be monomeric, and 
(Ph2C:N)2Be oligomeric) i t seems probable that the metal-nitrogen n 
bond order i s higher i n the case of the beryllium compound ( i n which 
beryllium forms a n bond with only one.nitrogen atom) than f o r the 
boron compound ( i n which three boron-nitrogen bonds probably have 
some Ti character). The frequency of the C:N stretching vibration of 
bridging ketimine groups of (R2C:N)2Be l i e s i n the same region as the 
C:N stretch i n polymeric Ph2C:NLi ( i n which a l l the ketimine groups 
must be involved i n bridging). Differences i n mass of the groups 
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attached to the azomethine carbon appear to have l i t t l e effect on the 
stretching frequencies of either terminal or bridging ketimine groups. 
The values of v(G=N^Be) and v^.j^ appear v i r t u a l l y i d e n t i c a l i n the 
spectra of both (Ph2C:N)2Be and [(p-tolyl)2C:N]2Be, 
The p,m.r. spectrum of [(p-tolyl)2G:N]2Be was recorded i n 
perdeuteriobenzene solution, using tetramethylsilane as internal 
reference standard, and consisted (Figure VI) of four peaks (a, b, c, d) 
i n the region associated with absorptions arising from aromatic protons, 
and a singlet (e) at T = 7*9^ p.p.m., arising from the methyl protons. 
S , u t l v a Intansity 
I ; I ; 3 : 3 ; 
1 
FIG. VI 
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The p.m.r. spectra of the aromatic protons of p-substituted t o l y l 
derivatives GH^ GgH^ X have been analysed, and chemical s h i f t values 
and spin-spin coupling constants reported. These spectra 
consist essentially of tv/o absorptions of equal intensity, arising 
from the protons ortho-.and meta- to the substituent X. The 
separation of these absorptions depends on the nature of the 
substituent, i n a manner which i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n Table 10. 
TABLE 10. 
P.M.R. data f o r p - t o l y l derivatives CH,G^ H, X.'''^^ 
Substituent values 
Protons 0-
to CH,-
3 
(p.p.m.) 
Protons m-
to CH,-
3 
Ar 
p.p.m. 
J 
c.p. 
NH2 3-15 3-55 -0.40 8.1 
OMe 3-01 3-28 -0.27 8.3 
CI 2.98 2-84 0.14 8.4 
Br 3-04 2-69 0-53 8.1 
I 3-15 2-48 0.67 7-9 
NO 2.77 1.91 0.86 8.5 
Protons and couple strongly, as do H^^ and H^ ^ i n p-
disubstituted benzenes (see XXXIV), the spin-spin coupling constant J taking 
- I l l -
XXXIV 
values of 7-10 c.p.s. I f the difference i n the chemical s h i f t values 
of the ortho and meta proton peaks i s small, s p l i t t i n g due to 
spin-spin coupling can result i n considerable overlap of peaks. 
Further s p l i t t i n g due to the much weaker coupling of H with H ^  and 
a a 
v/ith (and even of with and with H^) i s measurable only 
at high resolution. I n the spectrum of [(p-tolyl)2C:N]2Be, (Figure VI), 
peaks a and b are one t h i r d the int e n s i t y of peaks c and d. Since 
absorptions due to ortho and meta protons must necessarily be of equal 
i n t e n s i t y , peaks a and b are assigned to the aromatic protons of one 
type of ketimine group, and peaks c and d to the corresponding protons 
of ketimine groups i n a d i f f e r e n t environment. This assignment i s 
confirmed by the large separation of 0*9 p.p.m. between peaks a and c, 
and between peaks b and d, much greater than would be expected for 
simple ortho-meta d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n . ' Each of the low-field 
pealcs, a, b, c and d i s further s p l i t , because of the spin-spin coupling 
mentioned above. The separation between the two components of each 
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peak i s less than 2 c.p.s., i n contrast vri.th an expected value f o r 
the ortho-meta spin-spin coupling constant of 7-10 c.p.s. 
Consequently straightforward assignment of peaks a and c to ortho 
protons, and peaks b and d to meta protons (Figure VII) i s unlikely 
to be correct. 
o m 
J»2c. 
o m 
P.S. J=2c.p .s . 
FIG. VII 
A more probable explanation i s represented i n Figure V I I I . Differences 
o m o m 
J-Bcps •'"8c.p.s. 
FIG. VIII 
i n the chemical s h i f t values of protons on the same aromatic nucleus 
are postulated as small, and a spin-spin coupling constant of 7-10 c.p.s. 
results i n overlap of the signals. Each absorption a, b, c and d 
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therefore consists of one peak due to ortho, and one peak due to meta 
protons. I n view of the difference i n the environments of the two 
types of ketimine groups as evidenced by the chemical s h i f t differences 
between peaks a and c, and between peaks b and d, i t i s surprising 
that the two types of methyl groups are not differentiated. 
The r a t i o of the i n t e n s i t i e s of the bands are (a+b):(c+d):e = 
1:3:3» which i s consistent with a tetrameric structure XXXV for these 
derivatives. This i s l i k e l y to be as crowded as tris-diphenyl-
ketiminoaluminium dimer, [(Ph2C:N)^Al]2, discounted on steric grounds. 
R„C=N^Be Be Bei^N=CR^ \ / 
-N 
XXXV 
Since the spectrum of the beryllium compound was recorded using a very 
d i l u t e solution at such high f i e l d strength that the presence of benzene 
(an isotopic impurity i n the C^ Dg solvent) v/as revealed by a peak among 
those due to the aromatic protons of the sample, these r e l a t i v e intensity 
- 11if -
measurements may not be r e l i a b l e , and a less crov/ded diraeric or 
t r i m e r i c s t r u c t u r e i s also possible. 
The mass spectra of both (Ph2C:N)2Be and [(p - t o l y D ^ C i N j ^ B e were 
recorded, but no peaks a t higher values of ""/e than those corresponding 
t o the fragments R^ CNH''" were observed. 
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•Reactions of N - t r i m e t h y l s i l y l k e t i m i n e s w i t h aluminium and b e r y l l i u m 
c h l o r i d e s . 
T r i m e t h y l s i l y l k e t i r a i n e s r e a c t w i t h metal halides i n a s i m i l a r 
f a s h i o n t o k e t i m i n o l i t h i u r a d e r i v a t i v e s . The reactions d i f f e r i n t h a t 
the s i l i c o n compound produces v o l a t i l e t r i m e t h y l c h l o r s i l a n e as the 
by-product, so t h a t i n p r i n c i p l e t h i s r e a c t i o n o f f e r s a b e t t e r 
s y n t h e t i c route t o the r e l a t i v e l y i n s o l u b l e azomethine d e r i v a t i v e s . 
Accordingly the r e a c t i o n of Ph^CrNSiMe^ w i t h aluminium ch l o r i d e i n 
3:1 molar pr o p o r t i o n s , and w i t h b e r y l l i u m c h l o r i d e i n 2:1 molar 
p r o p o r t i o n s was i n v e s t i g a t e d . I n both cases only one chl o r i n e was 
displaced, even overnight i n r e f l u x i n g toluene, and (.'Ph^Ci'NAlCl^)^ 
and (Ph2C:NBeCl)2 r e s p e c t i v e l y were i s o l a t e d . The aluminium 
compound has already been described (p. 98) and no f u r t h e r discussion 
i s necessary. The b e r y l l i u m compound i s dimeric i n benzene s o l u t i o n . 
The frequency of the C:N s t r e t c h i n g v i b r a t i o n i s included i n Table 9> 
and i s i n the region t y p i c a l of v^^^ f o r b r i d g i n g ketimine groups, 
although higher than the corresponding absorption i n the spectrum of 
1^4 
[Ph2C:NBGl2]2« This s h i f t i n frequencies i s not unexpected i n 
view of the increase i n the number of electron-withdrawing s u b s t i t u e n t s 
from b e r y l l i u m t o boron. 
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Reactions of Organolithium compounds w i t h n i t r i l e s . 
The d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered during attempts t o make d i a l k y l -
ketimines by r e a c t i o n of Grignard reagents or organoaluminium 
compounds w i t h n i t r i l e s have been described pr e v i o u s l y (p. 78) . The 
f o l l o w i n g pages describe attempts t o prepare azomethine d e r i v a t i v e s of 
l i t h i u m , RR'CiNLi (R,R' = a l k y l ) which, by r e a c t i o n w i t h halides of 
l e s s e l e c t r o p o s i t i v e metals, would a f f o r d a route to d i a l k y l k e t i m i n o 
d e r i v a t i v e s of a wide range of elements. Diphenylketiminolithium, 
Ph2C:NLi has been prepared both by the a d d i t i o n of p h e n y l - l i t h i u m across 
135 
b e n z o n i t r i l e , and by the r e a c t i o n of diphenylketimine w i t h organo-
133 
l i t h i u m compounds, a route v/hich i s i n p r i n c i p l e applicable t o a l l 
known ketimines, and has r e c e n t l y been used t o prepare several aromatic 
134 
azomethine d e r i v a t i v e s of l i t h i u m , PhCMerNLi has been obtained 
133 
i n low y i e l d by a d d i t i o n of m e t h y l - l i t h i u m across b e n z o n i t r i l e , and 
135 
by a d d i t i o n of p h e n y l - l i t h i u m across a c e t o n i t r i l e . The low y i e l d s 
are probably due i n p a r t t o the simultaneous formation of the phenyl 
cyanide t r i m e r , 2 , ^ , 6 - t r i p h e n y l t r i a z i n e , which i s known t o be formed 
by the a c t i o n of organolithium compounds on an excess of phenyl 
177 
cyanide i n a r e a c t i o n b e l i e v e d t o proceed by successive i n s e r t i o n s 
of phenyl cyanide i n t o azomethine d e r i v a t i v e s of l i t h i u m , S i m i l a r 
ELi ^ RPhC:NLi ^ RCPhCN)^^ ^ RCPhCN)^^ etc. 
i n s e r t i o n s of PhCiN i n t o a l k y l d e r i v a t i v e s of zinc are also 
143 
be l i e v e d t o occur. Chan and Rochow published p.m.r. evidence 
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which suggests t h a t the t r i m e t h y l s i l y l d e r i v a t i v e PhCMe:NSiMe^ e x i s t s 
as an e q u i l i b r i u m mixture of the tautomers XXXVI,''^^ and i n p r i n c i p l e 
Ph Ph 
y C=NSiMe^ < > ^ C-NHSiMe^ 
CH^ 
XXXVIa XXXVIb 
s i m i l a r tautomerism i s possible i n a l k y l s u b s t i t u t e d azomethine 
d e r i v a t i v e s of l i t h i u m . t - B u t y l cyanide, s u r p r i s i n g l y , does not 
133 
r e a c t w i t h methyl- or e t h y l - l i t h i i i m a t or below room temperature. 
The reasons f o r t h i s may l i e i n the bulk of the t - b u t y l group. 
Reaction d i d occur when methyl or e t h y l cyanide was t r e a t e d w i t h 
methyl-: or e t h y l - l i t h i u m i n ether (the reactants being taken i n s i l l 
f o u r possible combinations i n equimolar p r o p o r t i o n s ) , but the products 
were i n s o l u b l e , i n v o l a t i l e and seemingly polymeric materials r e s u l t i n g 
from e l i m i n a t i o n of alkane by ac i d r e a c t i o n of the a-hydrogen atoms 
of the cyanides: 
RCH_CN + R'Li ^ (RCHCNLi) + R'H 
2 n 
R = H or Me R' = Me or Et 
The composition of the products of these reactions was, however, 
more complex than i s i m p l i e d by the formula (RCHCNLi)^. The amount 
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of alkane evolved was less than required by t h i s equation, although 
h y d r o l y s i s of the residue produced no f u r t h e r alkane. Rearrangement 
generating groups RCH^ CR':N- seemingly accounted f o r l i t t l e of the 
remaining a l k y l R', as only traces of 2 , 4-dinitrophenylhydrazones 
could be obtained from samples of hydrolysates of two of the polymers, 
and t h e i r i n f r a r e d spectra had only weak absorptions ( i f any) i n the 
re g i o n I59O-I68O i n v;hich v(C=N) would be expected. Elemental 
a n a l y s i s of the product from methyl cyanide and me t h y l - l i t h i u m , however, 
showed the n i t r o g e n : l i t h i u m r a t i o t o be ca. 1*2:I'O, as i f some 
i n s e r t i o n of n i t r i l e i n t o l i t h i u m - n i t r o g e n l i n k s had also occurred, 
and the C, H, L i and N a n a l y t i c a l f i g u r e s t o t a l l e d only 88-k%. The 
a n a l y t i c a l f i g u r e s v a r i e d s l i g h t l y from one experiment t o another, 
as i f v a r i a b l e amounts of ether were incorporated i n the polymers, 
a conclusion supported by the recovery of small q u a n t i t i e s of ether 
when samples of the polymers were heated under vacuum. The most 
s i g n i f i c a n t features of the i n f r a r e d spectra of the polymers were the 
str o n g absorptions i n the region 2000-2200 cm , a t lower frequencies 
than v(C=N) of the parent cyanides. Absorptions i n t h i s region are 
taken as i n d i c a t i v e of the presence of groups ?C=C=N-, formed by acid 
r e a c t i o n of a n i t r i l e i n a ketenimine form. Accordingly, the polymers 
are probably best formulated e m p i r i c a l l y as (RCHCNLi)^ (RCH^CN)^ (Et^O)^. 
Dimethylcyanamide, Me2NC;N, also reacted as a protonic acid tov/ards 
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m e t h y l - l i t h i u m , and indeed towards triraethylaluminium (see p.128), 
e l i m i n a t i n g 0»89 mole methane per mole of methyl-lithium.''•^•^ 
Me^NCN + MeLi > LiCH2N(Me)CN + MeH^ 
The product, a col o u r l e s s i n s o l u b l e amorphous s o l i d which reacted 
v i o l e n t l y w i t h water, gave dimethylcyanamide when a f r e s h sample was 
t r e a t e d c a u t i o u s l y w i t h methanol. Like the products of the RCN/R'Li 
r e a c t i o n s , bands i n i t s i n f r a r e d spectrum occurred between 2000.and 
— 1 — 1 
2200 cm , but not between I58O and I80O cm , so t h a t the presence of 
amidino groups MeC(NMe2):NLi, which would have r e s u l t e d from a d d i t i o n 
of the a l k y l - l i t h i u m across the n i t r i l e group, can be r u l e d out. The 
_1 
o r i g i n of the bands near 2100 cm i s not understood, as u n i t s N=G=N 
can be formed only by d r a s t i c rearrangement i n t h i s system. The 
continuous absorption below about 6OO cm i n the i n f r a r e d spectrum i s 
c o n s i s t e n t w i t h a polymeric s t r u c t u r e based on a complex skeleton. 
S i m i l a r a c i d i c behaviour of n i t r i l e s was observed when t r i m e t h y l -
amine-dichloroalane reacted w i t h a c e t o n i t r i l e during an attempt to 
i s o l a t e MeCH:NAlCl2. The i n f r a r e d spectrum of the white, i n v o l a t i l e 
and seemingly polymeric product was recorded, and gave no evidence of 
the presence of any imino species, nor was acetaldehyde produced on 
h y d r o l y s i s . 
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Reactions of N,N-dimethylcyanamide and N,N,N',N'-tetramethylguanidine 
w i t h organoaluminium compounds. 
Azomethine d e r i v a t i v e s RCX:N.MR'^ , (where X i s some f u n c t i o n a l 
group) cont a i n i n g donor s i t e s i n a d d i t i o n t o the imino n i t r o g e n atom 
which i s bonded t o the metal, provide f u r t h e r chemical and s t r u c t u r a l 
i n t e r e s t , i n t h a t i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h acceptor species i s possible i f 
t h e i r s t r u c t u r e s resemble those of aldimine and ketimine d e r i v a t i v e s , 
while i t i s also possible f o r these compounds t o form s t r u c t u r e s 
t o t a l l y d i f f e r e n t from the ketimine s t r u c t u r e s described above. 
Azomethine d e r i v a t i v e s v/ith a fr e e donor s i t e i n the amino n i t r o g e n , 
f o r example, might be formed by r e a c t i o n of amidines, R2NCR':NH, 
and aluminium a l k y l s R^Al. 
R^ NCR'.-NH + R^Al . > R^NCR'rNAlR^ + R"H 
S i m i l a r d e r i v a t i v e s are accessible by the i n s e r t i o n reactions of 
dimethylcyanamide, Me^NCtN, w i t h organoaluminium compounds, as 
described i n the f o l l o w i n g pages. 
N,N,N',N'-Tetramethylguanidine, (Me2N)2C:NH, l i k e diphenylketimine, 
r e a c t s w i t h organolithium compounds, w i t h e v o l u t i o n of alkane, 
producing the azomethine d e r i v a t i v e [(V[e^N)^C:1'1L±2^.^'^^ 
(Me2N)2C:NH + RLi » ^l(Ke^^) ^ C'.NLl}^ + RH 
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The analogous r e a c t i o n w i t h trimethylaluminium was i n v e s t i g a t e d i n 
order t o i s o l a t e and examine an azomethine d e r i v a t i v e of aluminium 
v;hich has three p o t e n t i a l donor s i t e s . 
Dimethylcyanamide reacts w i t h trimethylaluminium below room 
temperature, forming a 1:1 s o l i d adduct, Me^NCiNjAlMe^, m.p. kO-k^°, 
which i s soluble i n aromatic hydrocarbon solvents. A s i m i l a r 
r e a c t i o n w i t h t r i e t h y l a l u m i n i u m produces the l i q u i d adduct 
Me2NC: NjAlEt^. The parent cyanamide has two p o t e n t i a l donor s i t e s , 
and c o - o r d i n a t i o n through e i t h e r the amino or the cyanide nitrogen i s 
p o s s i b l e . A chelated s t r u c t u r e r e s u l t i n g from co-ordination through 
both n i t r o g e n atoms cannot be formed because of the l i n e a r i t y of 
the >N-C=N skeleton. I n t e r a c t i o n between neighbouring molecules i n 
the c r y s t a l may occur, r e s u l t i n g i n a fi v e - c o - o r d i n a t e environment 
f o r aluminium, XXXVTI, but the adduct i s unassociated i n benzene a t 0»1M, 
the concentration used f o r cryoscopic measurements, 
t 
Me N-C=N -> AlMe 
A 3 
Me_N-CSN AlMe 
XXXVII 
Trimethylaluminium also forms a s o l i d 1:1 adduct, (Me2N)2C:NH,AlMe^ 
w i t h tetramethylguanidine below room temperature. No comparable 
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c o - o r d i n a t i o n complex was i s o l a t e d i n the m e t h y l - l i t h i u m -
tetramethylguanidine system. The adduct melts a t kk° without 
decomposition, aiid loses methane only on heating above 100°. I t 
i s very s e n s i t i v e t o a t t a c k by oxygen and water, decomposing 
immediately on exposure t o the atmosphere. 
Any of the three p o t e n t i a l donor s i t e s of tetramethylguanidine 
could i n p r i n c i p l e be i n v o l v e d i n c o - o r d i n a t i o n t o alurainiiim i n the 
adduct, g i v i n g r i s e t o the monodentate s t r u c t u r e s XXXVIII or XXXIX, 
Me,Al Me^ N H 3*. 2 \ / 
NMe^ ,C=N / \ C^=N Me2N AlMe^ 
Me2N H 
XXXVIII XXXIX 
Unlike the corresponding dimethylcyanamide adducts Me2NCN,AlR^, 
chelated s t r u c t u r e s XL or XLI, i n v o l v i n g f i v e - c o - o r d i n a t e aluminium, 
are also p o s s i b l e , though l i k e l y t o be s t r a i n e d . 
Me 
,N Me^ N H '2' 
Me^Al J3=N /C=N' 
^ \ / \ / I 
N H Me2N / 
"AlMe^ 
XL XLI 
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Related carbonyl donors, N,N,-dimethylformamide,^° and N,N,N«,N'-
tetramethylurea, both co-ordinate through oxygen r a t h e r than 
through n i t r o g e n , so i t i s probable t h a t tetramethylguanidine 
co-ordinates through the azomethine n i t r o g e n . 
The i n f r a r e d spectrum of (Me2N)2C:NH,AlMe^ was recorded to help 
resolve the problem of i t s s t r u c t v i r e . The frequency of the C:N 
-1 -1 
s t r e t c h i n g v i b r a t i o n (l6l2 cm ) was higher by 16 cm" f o r the adduct 
than f o r tetramethylguanidine i t s e l f , which suggests t h a t the 
azomethine n i t r o g e n r a t h e r than the amino n i t r o g e n i s the donor atom 
since c o - o r d i n a t i o n through the amino atom would have comparatively l i t t l e 
i n f l u e n c e on Co-ordination through the azomethine nit r o g e n of 
diphenylketimine r a i s e s the frequency of the corresponding band i n i t s 
-1 / 1^ 9 
i n f r a r e d spectrum by up t o 25 cm ( i n i t s adduct w i t h BF^ ) , 
although c o - o r d i n a t i o n t o weaker acceptors has much less e f f e c t upon 
t h i s v i b r a t i o n (see p. 82). 
S a l i e n t features of the i n f r a r e d spectra of the dimethylcyanamide 
adducts are c o l l e c t e d i n Table 11, together w i t h s i m i l a r data f o r other 
n i t r i l e adducts of t r i m e t h y l - and t r i e t h y l a l u m i n i u m . 
I n the spectra of both Me^NC-N.AlMe^ and Me^NC:N.AlEt^, v ^ . j ^ i s 
higher than the corresponding band f o r the parent n i t r i l e . S i m i l a r 
31,33,if7,if8,if^ 
frequency s h i f t s are usual f o r co- o r d i n a t i o n complexes of n i t r i l e s , 
and the observed data are thus consistent w i t h co-ordination through 
the cyanide group, although the frequency s h i f t s i n the spectra of both 
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TABLE 11. 
I n f r a r e d Spectra of N i t r i l e adducts. 
Compound C?N 
-1 
cm 
Av 
-1 cm 
PhCN 
PhCN.AlMe. 
PhCN.AlEt. 
2230 
2275 
2270 
43 
40 
MeCN 
MeCN.AlMe-
MeCN.AlEt 3 
2253 
2296 
2290 
43 
37 
Bu*CN 
Bu^CN.AlMe^ 
Bu*CN.AlEt, 
2235 
2282 
2282 
k7 
47 
Me2NCN 
Me2NCN.AlMe^ 
Me2NCN.AlEt^ 
2208 
2257 
2268 
Data f o r PhCM, MeCN and Bu CN adducts from reference 31. 
k9 
60 
N u j o l m u l l . A l l other samples i n the form of contact f i l m s . 
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Me2NC:'N.AlMe^, and e s p e c i a l l y Me2NC: N.AlEt^ appear greater than f o r the 
alkylaluminiura adducts of a l k y l - or phenyl cyanides. P.m.r. 
spectroscopic r e s u l t s f o r the adducts are presented i n Table 12. 
TABLE 12 
P.m.r. spectroscopic r e s u l t s f o r the adducts 
Me2NCN,AlR^ and (Me2N)2C:NH,AlMe^. 
Compound T values (p.p.m.) 
=NH -NMe2 -AIR^ 
Me2NCN - 7*^2^ 
Me2NCN,AlMe^ - 7'92s(2) 10.3qS(3) 
Me2NCN,AlEt^ - 7'62s(2) 8.7^t(3), 10.0Qq(2) 
(Me2N)2C:M 4 . 7 j S ( l ) 7-3^3 (12) 
(Me2N)2C:NH,AlMe^ 5«53s(l) 7-6^s(l2) 10.4^s(9) 
s = s i n g l e t , t = t r i p l e t , q = qua r t e t ; r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s 
i n parentheses. 
Samples were i n the form of 20?^  s o l u t i o n s i n benzene. 
4 
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The peaks due t o the N-attached methyl protons are a l l s h i f t e d t o 
high f i e l d upon c o - o r d i n a t i o n . This may w e l l r e f l e c t i n t e r a c t i o n 
between the amino nitrogens and aluminium atoms i n dimeric species. 
Although the dimethylcyanamide adducts were both monomeric a t the 
concentrations used f o r cryoscopic molecular weight measurements, 
a s s o c i a t i o n t o give such s t r u c t u r e s as X L I I may w e l l occur i n the 
more concentrated s o l u t i o n s used f o r recording p.m.r. spectra. 
Me^N-C=N-^AlMe, i T ' 
X L I I 
I n the spectrum of (Me2N)2C:NH,AlMe^, the chemical s h i f t of the proton 
i s most markedly a f f e c t e d by adduct formation, suggesting t h a t i t i s 
p r i m a r i l y the azomethine n i t r o g e n t h a t i s bonded t o aluminium. 
However, the molecular weight of the adduct, measured by cryoscopy i n 
benzene s o l u t i o n , corresponded t o a degree of associa t i o n of 1•3-1'Si 
the value i n c r e a s i n g w i t h the concentration of the s o l u t i o n used. 
These r e s u l t s c e r t a i n l y suggest t h a t the amino nitrogens can take paxt 
i n the formation of dimers such as X L I I I , i n v o l v i n g f i v e - c o - o r d i n a t e 
aluminium, or even XLIV, i n v o l v i n g six-co-ordinate aluminium. 
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Me^N H Me_N^ H 
^^fi^^ J^^Z NMe2 AlMe^ 
H NMe2 
X L I I I XLIV 
Trimethylaluminium forms a 2:1 co-or d i n a t i o n complex, 
Me^Al.NMe2C2H^NMe2.AlMe^, w i t h tetramethylethylenediamine.'''^^ The 
above evidence f o r i n t e r a c t i o n between free donor s i t e s of one molecule, 
and an acceptor atom of a neighbouring molecule suggested t h a t 
dimethylcyanamide or tetramethylguanidine might also form a 1:2 adduct 
Me2NCN.2AlMe^, or (Me2N)2C:NH.2AlMe^, w i t h trimethylaluminium. 
Accordingly, the components v/ere mixed i n the appropriate r a t i o a t 
low temperature, and allowed t o re a c t . The products were c o l l e c t e d 
on a f i l t e r , l e s t removal of solvent under vacuum, caused d i s s o c i a t i o n 
of any v/eak adduct present, but no evidence f o r co-ordination of more 
than one mole of trimethylaluminium per mole of dimethylcyanamide or 
tetramethylguanidine was observed, and i n each case, the excess of 
trimethylaliominium was recovered unchanged. 
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When the adduct Me^NC:N,AlMe^ was heated t o 115°, very extensive 
thermal decomposition occurred, as evidenced by the i s o l a t i o n of 
ethylene and hydrogen from the gaseous products of the r e a c t i o n . 
Rather more than one mole of methane per mole of adduct was produced, 
together w i t h dimethylamine. Some of t h i s reacted w i t h t r i m e t h y l -
alurainium, e i t h e r f r e e d by d i s s o c i a t i o n of the adduct, or possibly 
s t i l l co-ordinated, forming dimethylamino(dimethylaluminium)dimer, 
(Me2NAlMe2)2» the only s o l i d m a t e r i a l which could be i s o l a t e d from the 
r e a c t i o n mixture and characterised. M e t h y l - l i t h i u m reacts w i t h 
dimethylcyanamide (see p.1l8-119) under much milder conditions, 
e l i m i n a t i n g methane i n nearly the pr o p o r t i o n required by the equation:-
Me^NCN + MeLi > LiCH^NMeCN + MeH "^ ^^  
The products of both these r e a c t i o n s were i n s o l u b l e amorphous s o l i d s 
which reacted v i o l e n t l y w i t h water and regenerated dimethylcyanamide 
on cautious h y d r o l y s i s w i t h methanol. The i n f r a r e d spectrum of the 
product of decomposition of Me2NC: N,AlMe^ d i f f e r e d from t h a t of the 
_1 
l i t h i o compound i n having a strong bsind a t 1550 cm , ch a i r a c t e r i s t i c 
of an amidino l i n k . This suggests t h a t dimethylcyanamide undergoes 
i n s e r t i o n r eactions w i t h organoaluminium compounds, as v/ell as behaving 
as a p r o t o n i c a c i d . 
Me^NCIN + Me^Al > Me^NCMe:NAlMe^ 
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The adduct Me2NCN,AlEt^ underwent less d r a s t i c thermal decomposition 
on h e a t i n g t o 115°, l e a v i n g the dimeric N-diethylaluminium-N'jN'-
d i m e t h y l f ormamidine, (Me^NCH:NAlEt2)2» i d e n t i f i e d by comparison of 
i t s i n f r a r e d spectrum w i t h t h a t of an authentic sample prepared by 
r e a c t i o n of dimethylcyanamide w i t h diethylaluminium hydride (see below). 
Me2NCN,AlEt^ > ^(Me2NCH:NAlEt2)2 + O^E^^ 
The product was a viscous l i q u i d , because of contamination by 
unchanged adduct. Vacuum d i s t i l l a t i o n y i e l d e d a s i m i l a r l i q u i d which, 
on spectroscopic examination proved s t i l l t o contain some of the adduct, 
v/hich was e v i d e n t l y capable of d i s t i l l i n g unchanged. 
N i t r i l e s i n s e r t much more r e a d i l y i n t o Al-H bonds than i n t o Al-C 
bonds. Adducts RCN,R^A1H could not be i s o l a t e d even below room 
temperatures when cyanides were mixed v/ith alkylaluminium hydrides , 
while the t r i a l k y l a l u m i n i u m adducts RCN,A1R^ rearranged only on 
he a t i n g above 110°.-^ '''^ -^  Dime thylcyanamide s i m i l a r l y reacted w i t h 
d i m e t h y l - and diethylaluminium hydrides below room temperature, 
g i v i n g c r y s t a l l i n e products (Me2NCH:NAlR2)2 (R - Me, Et) which were 
sol u b l e i n hydrocarbon solvents, and proved by cryoscopy i n benzene t o 
be dimeric. 
When (Me2N)2C:NH.AlMe^ i n a sealed evacuated tube was immersed i n 
an o i l bath a t l80° f o r ten minutes, one mole of methane per mole of 
adduct was produced, together w i t h traces of dimethylamine, and 
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N-dimethylaluminium-N' ,N' ,N",N"-tetramethylguanidine, [ (Me2N)2C:NAlMe2]^, 
could be recovered from the s o l i d residue by re c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from 
toluene. I f the adduct was heated at lower temperatures than 180°, 
incomplete elimination of methane resulted. Heating at temperatures 
above 100° for prolonged periods resulted i n the formation of much 
more dimethylamine, and the contamination of the product by 
uncharacterised resinous materials. 
The tetramethylguanidine derivative [(Me^N)-C:NAlMe_] was 
d-d. d. Xi 
i n s u f f i c i e n t l y soluble f o r cryoscopic molecular weight determinations, 
i t s e l f an indication that i t i s associated. N-lithio-tetramethyl-
A -2-7 
guanidine, [(Me2N)2C:NLi]2 i s dimeric i n benzene, presumably with 
structure XLV or XLVI. I t was not possible to distinguish betv;een 
Me„N L i NMe^  MepN-^ L i N 
,C=N N = C Me^ N-C C-NMe^  / \ ^ \ ' \ / ' 
Me^ N . L i NMe^  N Li«—NMe^ 
XLV XLVI 
the tv/o p o s s i b i l i t i e s v;ith certaiinty; p.m.r. spectroscopic evidence 
favoured XLV, although structure XLVI permits linear co-ordination 
at l i t h i u m , presumably most l i k e l y i n a two-co-ordinate situation. 
The dialkylalurainium-dimethylformamidines, (Me2NCH:NAlR2)2 are 
also dimeric. Corresponding structures XLVII or XLVIII are possible 
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f o r these compounds. 
^2 
Me3 Al H MepN CH 
^ N AIR H Al Me \ / "2 
HC NMe^  
XLVII XLVIII 
I f the tetramethylguanidine derivative l(Me^l^)^C:MlHe^2^ i s also 
dimeric, i t i s l i k e l y to adopt the similar alternative four- or 
eight-membered r i n g systems XLIX or L, 
Me^  ^NMe^ 
Me^ N Al NMe^  MeJJ C 
\^ \, r,^ Me^Al^ N C = N .N=C 2( I 
\ AlMe_ 
Me^ N Al NMe_ % / ^ 
2 Me2 ^C—NMe^ 
Me2N 
XLIX 
Spectroscopic evidence of structures analogous to XLVIII and L, 
i n dialkylaluminium complexes with bidentate ligands having hydroxyl 
and amino functional groups has recently been published.''^'^ 
The infrared spectra of these azomethine derivatives were recorded, 
and t h e i r C:N stretching frequencies are compared i n Table 13. 
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TABLE 13. 
Infrared spectroscopic data f o r some tetramethylguanidine 
and dimethylcyanamide derivatives. 
Compound v^ .^ ^ 
-1 
cm 
(Me2N)2C:NH * 1596 
[(Me2N)2C:NAlMe2]^ I618 
[(Me2N)2C:NLi]2 1632 
(Me2NCH:NAlMe2)2 ''^ 23 
(Me2NCH:NAlEt2)2 ^^^^ 
l i q u i d f i l m . A l l other samples i n the form of nujol mulls. 
In a l l cases th i s band i s at higher frequency than i n tetramethyl-
guanidine. Diphenylketimine derivatives, (Ph2C:IMR2)2 also showed 
an increase i n '^q.-^ over the psirent imine, so that these data are 
consistent with the four-membered ring configuration, but an eight-
membered ri n g structure could equally well give rise to absorptions i n 
the same region. 
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[,(ne^N)^C:NAlMe^2^ was not s u f f i c i e n t l y soluble to record i t s 
p.m.r. spectrum. P.m.r. spectroscopic data f o r the dimethylcyanamide 
derivatives are summarised i n Table 1 ^ . Neither of the alternative 
structures XLVII or XLVIII can be excluded on the basis of these results. 
TABLE l i f . 
P.m.r. spectroscopic results f o r the dimethylcyanamide 
derivatives, (Me2NCH:NAlE2)2. 
Compound r values (p.p.m.) 
NMe^  CH AIR^ 
Me2NCN 
(Me2NCH:NAlMe2)2 7 « V 8 . 1 m ( 6 ) * 10.3^s(6) 
(Me2NCH:NAlEt2)2 7«6^s(6) ifO^m(l) 8 . i f ^ t ( 6 ) , 9-5^q(^) 
Peak not observed. 
s = singlet, t = t r i p l e t , q = quartet, m = multiplet; 
r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s i n parentheses. 
Samples i n the form of 20^ solutions i n benzene. 
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P.m.r.' spectra of dimethylaluminium derivatives of aldimines, 
(RCH:NAlMe2)2 show evidence of cis-trans isomerism, i n that the peak 
ar i s i n g from the aluminium-attached methyl groups i s s p l i t , the cis 
compound giving rise to two peaks of equal int e n s i t y , and the trans 
31 
compound to a t h i r d singlet. No evidence of such isomerism was 
given by the spectrum of (Me2NCH:NAlMe2)2' m u l t i p l i c i t y of the 
absorption due to the N-attached methyl protons of the dimethylaluminiura 
compound i s surprising, as i s the broadness of the same peak, and the 
complexity of the peak arising from the azomethine proton (-CH:N) i n 
the spectrum of (Me2NCH:NAlEt2)2« Long range spin-spin coupling 
between the N-attached methyl groups and the azomethine proton could 
i n part explain t h i s m u l t i p l i c i t y and the absence (through broadening) 
of a band due to the azomethine proton i n (Me2NCH:NAlMe2)2» but no 
such coupling between methyl groups and the corresponding proton i s 
observed i n the p.m.r. spectrum of N,N-dimethylforraamide. 
181 
The Dailey Schoolery rule relates the difference i n chemical 
s h i f t s of peaks due to methyl and methylene protons of ethyl derivatives 
EtZ to the electron withdrawing power (electronegativity) of the 
1 
substituent Z. Applying t h i s rule to the H n.m.r. spectra of the 
152 
halides (Et2AlX)2, Wallbridge and Smith showed that the 
electronegativity of aluminium increases i n the series 
(Et2AlI)2 < (Et2AlBr)2 < (Et2AlCl)2 < (Et2AIF)^. Comparison of 
Wallbridge's results with similar data for a series of azomethine 
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derivatives of aluminium (Table 15) suggests that the electron 
withdrawal power of aluminium i n the azomethine derivatives i s comparable 
with that of aluminium i n (Et2AlF)^. The high degree of association 
of (Et2AlF)^ compared with (Et2AlCl)2 may have some influence on the 
TABLE 15. 
Compound A^ ^ -A^ ^^  Electronegativity 
^Al-X 
-CH^  "CH2 
c.p.s. 
(Et2AlI)2 35-if 2.53 
(Et2AlBr)2 k^-O 2-75 
(Et2AlCl)2 50 .4 2.88 
(Et2AlF)^ 61.8 3.14 
(Et2AlN:CHBu^)2 6 I . 8 ^.^k 
(Et2AlN:CHPh)2 ~60 - 3 . 1 
(Et2AlN:CPh2)2 66-0 3.2if 
(Et2AlN:CHMe2)2 66-6 3-25 
^Al-X = ° - ° 2 3 1 5 (AcH^-AcH^) . 1-71 
apparent electronegativity of the •Al-F group, but the results obtained 
are i n general agreement with the re l a t i v e electronegativities of 
nitrogen and the halogens. 
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